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Abstract
Referendum campaigns, which happen in many countries on the national or sub‐national level, are highly important and
special periods of political communication. Unlike elections, however, referendum campaigns are understudied phenom‐
ena. This thematic issue addresses patterns of referendum campaigns, which increasingly take place in digital and hybrid
media environments, where political actors conduct campaigns through various channels, news media react to and shape
debates on social media, and citizens receive a large share of political information from traditional and digital media. In this
editorial, we provide a short overview of how research on referendum campaigns has evolved and how it has started to
shift its attention away from news coverage and toward the role of campaign actors and the citizens who use (or engage
with) search engines and social media platforms. The articles in this thematic issue reflect this shift but also show that news
media remain important actors in referendum campaigns. Finally, we outline further research steps, which should include
even more holistic analyses of the hybridity of referendum campaigns and hopefully more comparisons across cases.
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1. Introduction

National referendum campaigns happen in many coun‐
tries across the world. Referendum campaigns are both
highly important and represent special periods in politi‐
cal communication.Many referendums, especially if they
happen infrequently, involve large parts of the electorate
and can represent “watershed moments” for societies.
Referendumcampaigns are special periods because polit‐
ical actors increase their activities, referendums attract
a great deal of media attention, and journalists are
aware that special guidelines exist precisely for these
intense campaign periods. Compared to election cam‐
paigns, referendum campaigns lead to even more volatil‐
ity and insecurity. They involve issues rather than a party
or a candidate on the ballot, and thus political actors

are faced with the challenge of how to position them‐
selves in relation to the issue and whether to ally them‐
selves with other political actors (who might otherwise
be competitors during elections). Additionally, referen‐
dum campaigns open the door for a broader set of
actors, often from civil society, to engage in campaign‐
ing. Whereas in election reporting journalists can rely on
the track records of political parties, in referendum cov‐
erage, neither journalists nor citizens know in advance
which actors will campaign or who will take which posi‐
tions. Because of these insecurities, campaigns are said
to have particularly strong effects (de Vreese, 2015).

Against this background, it is surprising that referen‐
dum campaigns are not the focus of political communica‐
tion scholars. Our thematic issue is one (modest) attempt
to move the study of referendum campaigns more to
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the forefront. The issue addresses patterns of referen‐
dum campaigns in public communication, which increas‐
ingly take place in digital and hybridmedia environments,
where political actors conduct campaigns through vari‐
ousmedia channels, journalists report on these activities
on various channels, and citizens receive a large share
of political information no longer only from traditional
media but increasingly from digital media as well.

2. The Development of Research on Referendum
Campaigns

Political communication scholars have traditionally stud‐
ied referendum campaigns by focusing either on cam‐
paign actors, news media, or the audience. In the
biggest research strand, scholars have focused on the
patterns of news coverage, essentially evaluating the
quality of media coverage across a broad set of indica‐
tors (Marcinkowski & Donk, 2012; Marquis et al., 2011)
or focusing on one or few indicators, such as balance
(e.g., Cushion & Lewis, 2017), the existence of issue
frames instead of game frames (Dekavalla, 2018), dia‐
logue (e.g., Hänggli, 2020), or topic diversity (e.g., Udris
et al., 2016). While content analyses with core indica‐
tors of media quality have increasingly become complex
and nuanced, they do not provide detailed insights on
the quality of argumentation (one exception is Renwick
& Lamb, 2013), a feature which is considered necessary
for issue‐focused referendum campaigns and threatened
by politicians’ “strategic lying” (Gaber & Fisher, 2021).
For instance, Maia (2009) captured the number of argu‐
ments used in media texts but did not assess the validity
or accuracy of arguments.

The “demand side” (i.e., decision‐making processes
and actual voting behavior of citizens) is frequently
studied, but there are surprisingly few studies that
have focused on news consumption (e.g., Bonfadelli
& Friemel, 2012; Hopmann et al., 2016). The “supply
side” of referendum campaigns (i.e., the role of political
actors) has not featured prominently either. Among the
few studies, Bernhard (2012) highlighted the strategic
choices of political actors in forming coalitions for cam‐
paigns. Nai and Sciarini (2015) identified strategic and sit‐
uational determinants of political actors’ use of attacks in
political advertising. Even fewer studies have combined
data on campaign actors with content analyses and atti‐
tudes and behaviors of citizens. A few linkage studies set
news coverage in relation to voting behavior (Schuck &
de Vreese, 2011; Rinscheid & Udris, 2022). To the best
of our knowledge, Kriesi’s (2012) integrative approach is
the only one that has systematically connected all three
strands empirically.

3. Current Perspectives on Referendum Campaigns

In the digital age, the previous distinction between
the production (or sending) of messages by campaign
actors, the production of news by journalists, and

the consumption of messages has become increasingly
doubtful. On digital platforms, campaign actors can
bypass the media, and users can also act as com‐
municators, leading to a new, hybrid role of “pro‐
dusers.” Furthermore, on digital platforms, production
and consumption become observable at the same time;
each post comes with metrics that provide insights
into user behavior and a possible link between con‐
tent/message features and audience reactions. Overall,
partly because of the increasing relevance of tech plat‐
forms and partly because of the better availability of
metrics on user behavior, political communication schol‐
ars have shifted their attention away from news media
content and toward the digital activities of campaign
actors (e.g., Langer et al., 2019) and, above all, to media
users who are active on platforms (Arlt et al., 2018;
Balcells & Padró‐Solanet, 2020; Del Vicario et al., 2017;
van Klingeren et al., 2021).

This shift is reflected in the articles that were submit‐
ted to this thematic issue. Also considering the submis‐
sions that could not be included, it becomes clear that
more articles are primarily addressing the role of tech
platforms and the audience (the public) rather than refer‐
endum coverage of news media. This is a welcome shift,
as it broadens our knowledge of increasingly digital ref‐
erendum campaigns in innovative ways, such as tracking
studies or data donations and large‐scale datasets (e.g.,
a decade of Facebook posts). At the same time, most
of the articles still address the importance of traditional
news media during referendum campaigns in numerous
ways. Thus, these articles underline the need to under‐
stand campaigns in hybrid media environments.

In a tracking study combined with a survey, Vogler
et al. (2023) analyzed news consumption patterns of
young adults in Switzerland in the run‐up to a referen‐
dum, showing that the use of media content from tra‐
ditional news media (on smartphones) and the use of
social media have distinct effects on the duration and
diversity of news consumption.

Based on user data from data donations and survey
data, Blassnig et al. (2023) studied how Swiss citizens
use Google to search for information before a referen‐
dum. They found that, despite the overall importance
of search engines in people’s everyday lives, Google is
not frequently used for referendum‐related information.
Citizens still rely on information provided directly by
news organizations instead.

Referendum coverage by news organizations has
been shown to have an effect on how much voters
use social media to form an opinion. Combining survey
data from 13 referendum days with media content data,
Bernhard and Kübler (2023) showed that men use social
media for referendum‐related information more often
than women, but, as the intensity of news coverage
increases, this “gender gap” on social media decreases.

Analyzing Facebook posts by campaign actors and
user reactions to these posts before 91 votes in
Switzerland from2010 to 2020, Fischer andGilardi (2023)
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found that the amount of Facebook activities before
referendum campaigns increases over time. Strikingly,
users engage with campaigns of the challenger camp
about as much as with those of pro‐government cam‐
paigns. Further, while the government campusually “out‐
performs” the challenger camp in terms of political ads
in newspapers, the amount of campaign activity on
Facebook does not differ as much on Facebook, which
lends support to the “equalization hypothesis.”

In a hybrid media environment, campaign actors
have to take into account the various logics of media
channels and platforms. In their case study on a refer‐
endum on cannabis legislation in New Zealand, Rychert
and Wilkins (2023) shed light on the strategies of these
campaign actors, not only contrasting political advertis‐
ing on traditional media with that on social media but
also fleshing out the interplay between these arenas.

Most research on campaign strategies on tradi‐
tional and digital channels has focused on visible cam‐
paign activities and thus the “front stage.” Rone (2023),
however, scrutinized the “backstage,” analyzing which
user data campaign organizations gather, process, and
repurpose. Her case study of campaigns around Brexit
revealed problematic data practices, not least because
data collected in the run‐up to the Brexit referendum
were later re‐used for other campaigns.

Finally, in a commentary piece, Reidy and Suiter
(2023) reminded us that, amid public fears about the
(negative) impact of social media on referendum cam‐
paigns, social media do not constitute the most impor‐
tant source of information for citizens. Moreover, social
media users do not skew to the conservative side, which
opposes social progress (e.g., abolishment of the ban
on abortion). Their commentary also served as a plea
to study a referendum campaign beyond the actual
hot phase.

4. Studying Referendum Campaigns in Hybrid
Media Systems

The studies collected in this thematic issue provide a
good indication of the direction in which referendum
campaign research has developed recently and should
develop further. Complex analyses including the role
of tech platforms while still considering the role of
news media do justice to the current multi‐channel
environment. However, as Chadwick (2017) pointed out,
studying the hybridity of media systems does not primar‐
ily mean contrasting “old” channels with “new” chan‐
nels separately. Rather, it means studying the ongoing
complex interplay between various channels, focusing
on information flows, campaign dynamics, and concrete
episodes. In Switzerland’s frequent referendum cam‐
paigns, for instance, one could observe the recent rise of
what Chadwick (2017) called “hybrid mobilization move‐
ments.” One organization, consisting of young people
from civil society with (semi‐)professional communica‐
tion andmarketing skills, keeps exploiting the various log‐

ics the hybrid media system affords. In an interview with
one of the guest editors, an activist of this organization
in charge of the communication strategy explained the
need to create an “infinite loop” in the information flow
across various channels through “stunts.” This starts, for
instance, with a provocative campaign ad, both on social
media and on physical billboards located near places
where journalists commute towork. Once the ad has trig‐
gered media attention, it is then amplified by the organi‐
zation on its social media channels. Additionally, social
media is used for crowdfunding, which is then used to
buy advertising space covering the whole front page of
Switzerland’s largest (free‐sheet) newspaper, with the
newspaper ad and the debate about it being reused as
material on digital channels. While this more qualita‐
tive, process‐oriented case observation clearly illustrates
a hybrid style of campaigning, the challenge for political
communication researchers lies in determining whether
these kinds of episodes can be generalized and com‐
bining qualitative approaches with big data analyses of
social media communication.

The published articles in this thematic issue also
show that comparisons and analyses across single votes
are usually restricted to the case of Switzerland, a
paradigmatic case with a longstanding tradition of direct
democracy. Given the fact that comparative communica‐
tion research hasmanymerits and is increasingly applied
to election campaigns, scholars should invest more in
finding ways to study referendum campaigns across
cases, possibly even across countries (e.g., Renwick &
Vowles, 2022). Of course, some votes might be too
idiosyncratic to allow comparison. However, several
votes take place in similar time periods and share char‐
acteristics. The issue of abortion, for example, has been
on the ballot in several countries and states recently.
Further, many countries have regular referendum cam‐
paigns on a sub‐national level, which allows for com‐
parative analyses. For instance, in the United States, an
average of 161 state‐wide ballots take place every year,
with substantial campaign activity and overall campaign
expenditures of roughly one billion USD (Ballotpedia,
2022). We hope that this thematic issue serves as a
springboard for more in‐depth, systematic, and possibly
even comparative research on referendum campaigns in
our complex, hybrid media environment.
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Abstract
The news media are among the most important sources of information about political events, such as referendums. For
young adults, the smartphone has become the main device for accessing news. However, we know little about the factors
influencing mobile news consumption and how this consumption is related to political knowledge and political participa‐
tion. This study investigates the antecedents of young individuals’ smartphone news consumption and how it is correlated
with their knowledge about and participation in two referendums in Switzerland. We record the mobile internet usage of
309 young adults and link their digital trace data to survey data. We show that trust in news media and the use of broad‐
cast media are positively correlated with the duration of mobile news consumption. The use of social media leads to more
news source diversity. However, we find that the duration of mobile news consumption and news source diversity are
not correlated with political knowledge about or participation in the referendum. As interest in politics is also positively
correlated with the diversity of news sources used by individual participants, our study supports the idea that attentive
audiences use a broader range of news sources to inform themselves about referendums.
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1. Introduction

In democratic societies, news media play an essential
role in informing citizens about current political affairs
(Andersen et al., 2021; Renwick et al., 2020; Strömbäck,
2008). A well‐informed citizenry is considered vital for
the political process (Bode et al., 2013; Van Aelst et al.,
2017), particularly in direct democratic systems, such
as in Switzerland (Linder & Müller, 2021). Information
is even more pivotal in the run‐up to referendums, in
which people often need to vote on complex policy
issues, such as energy policy (Rinscheid & Udris, 2022),

fiscal policy (Bonfadelli & Friemel, 2011), and insurance
reforms (Lupia, 1994). In these direct votes, informed
decisions require a substantial amount of information
and understanding, lest citizens resort to intuition and
affective judgments.

Similar to elections, referendum campaigns are con‐
sidered special phases in the political process in which
political actors increase their activities and attempt to
reach the electorate with their messages (Hänggli et al.,
2011; Strömbäck & Nord, 2006; Tresch, 2009). The news
media have traditionally been the channels through
which political actors reach a broad audience (Gerth
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et al., 2011). How the news media covers referendum
campaigns has therefore received considerable scholarly
attention (e.g., Bonfadelli & Friemel, 2011; Dekavalla,
2018; de Vreese & Semetko, 2002; Elenbaas & de Vreese,
2008; Gerth & Siegert, 2012; Jenkins & Mendelsohn,
2001; Udris et al., 2020; Walter, 2019; Wettstein, 2012).
The special role of the media during referendum cam‐
paigns is reflected in special regulations for media cover‐
age and specific editorial guidelines (Udris & Eisenegger,
2021), as well as normative affordances, such as fair‐
ness and diversity in reporting (Cushion & Lewis, 2017;
Marquis et al., 2011). Referendums are also phases in
which the interest of the electorate in the policy at stake
is often high, sometimes even more pronounced than
that during elections (Renwick et al., 2020). At least in
some cases, we could therefore expect an increase in the
supply and demand sides of political communication in
the news media during referendum campaigns.

News media are considered the central source
of information about politics (Beckers et al., 2021),
with studies showing that news consumption positively
affects political knowledge (Moeller & de Vreese, 2019)
and can influence participation in referendums (Schuck
& de Vreese, 2009), attitudes toward referendums
(de Vreese & Semetko, 2002; Wettstein, 2012), and even
voting decisions (Elenbaas & de Vreese, 2008; Rinscheid
& Udris, 2022). However, digitalization has changed the
way people consume news. Young people, in particu‐
lar, primarily rely on smartphones to receive news via
specific news usage habits (Chan‐Olmsted et al., 2013;
Oeldorf‐Hirsch& Srinivasan, 2021; Schwaiger et al., 2022;
Westlund, 2015). This has led to widespread concerns
that young people are undersupplied with political news,
which has negative consequences for political knowledge
and political participation (Andersen & Strömbäck, 2021;
Ohme, 2020; Schneider & Eisenegger, 2018; Van Aelst
et al., 2017).

The newly acquired news consumption habits on
mobile devices have changed how people access and
process information (Beckers et al., 2021). While many
studies show a positive effect of using traditional news
media (Van Erkel & Van Aelst, 2021), this positive corre‐
lation does not hold for mobile news consumption; read‐
ing news on mobile devices has been demonstrated to
lead to a lower gain of information compared with read‐
ing news from offline sources (Andersen & Strömbäck,
2021) but also desktop computers (Ohme et al., 2021).
However, despite these prominently articulated con‐
cerns, there is still a significant degree of uncertainty
regarding the role ofmobile news consumption by young
adults for their political knowledge and participation.

Although the interactions between news consump‐
tion, political knowledge, and political participation have
been extensively studied in political communication,
empirical evidence for the case of referendums is scarce.
One of the reasons for this is that referendums are
rare events in many societies, with about half of all
global referendums held in Switzerland (Serdült, 2014).

Consequently, Switzerland is particularly well suited to
studying the antecedents of mobile media use and its
effects on political knowledge and political participation
in direct democratic voting.

To address the outlined research gaps, we conducted
a mobile tracking study in the run‐up to a referendum in
Switzerland. This allowed us to identify the factors that
influence young adults’ mobile media use and how it is
related to policy surveillance knowledge about the refer‐
endum and voting participation.

2. Conceptual Framework

In the following sections, we outline how digitalization
affects news consumption and the consequences for
political knowledge and political participation.

2.1. Changing News Consumption

Individuals are increasingly receiving a significant portion
of news via their smartphones (Ohme, 2020; Westlund,
2015). However, we still know little about the factors
that influence news consumption on mobile devices,
although these factors are important preconditions for
understanding the relationship between mobile news
consumption and political knowledge. From the exist‐
ing literature, we know that trust in news media, con‐
sumption of traditional media, and interest in politics
determine news usage (Andersen & Strömbäck, 2021).
However, we currently do not know whether these fac‐
tors hold true for young adults’ mobile news consump‐
tion. We, therefore, analyze the factors that correlate
with the duration of news consumption:

RQ1.1: What factors are correlated with the duration
of mobile news consumption?

In addition to a certain quantity of news consumption,
a certain diversity of news sources is considered desir‐
able (Joris et al., 2020). When it comes to news source
diversity, special attention has been given to the role of
social media. The use of social media has been shown
to lead to incidental news exposure (Fletcher & Nielsen,
2018; Goyanes & Demeter, 2022). Instead of accessing a
specific website for a news consumption session, users
receive an algorithmically curated news menu from dif‐
ferent sources on their social media feeds. This pattern
has been shown to lead to more diverse news consump‐
tion, meaning that individuals encounter more differ‐
ent sources (Fletcher & Nielsen, 2018; Scharkow et al.,
2020). Thus, we investigate the factors that correlate
with the diversity of news consumption and assume
that higher social media usage leads to more diverse
news consumption:

RQ1.2: What factors are correlated with the source
diversity of mobile news consumption?
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H1: Social media consumption is positively corre‐
lated with the source diversity of mobile news
consumption.

2.2. News Consumption and Political Knowledge

Extant research seems to present a clear picture of a pos‐
itive relationship between offline and online news con‐
sumption and political knowledge (e.g., Kenski & Stroud,
2006; Ohme, 2020; Van Erkel & Van Aelst, 2021; Wei &
Lo, 2008). However, these results are being challenged
by recent empirical findings indicating that higher news
use does not always lead to greater knowledge about cur‐
rent political events (e.g., Castro et al., 2021; Dimitrova
et al., 2011; Moeller & de Vreese, 2019; Strömbäck
et al., 2018). While research on direct democratic refer‐
endum campaigns has intensified in recent years, most
of these studies have focused on citizens’ opinion for‐
mation processes (for an overview, see Kriesi, 2011),
whereas research on media use and knowledge about,
and participation in, referendums remains very scarce.
The results of a study by Bonfadelli and Friemel (2011)
on three referendums in Switzerland reported rather lim‐
ited effects of news media as information sources for
knowledge acquisition.

Mobile news consumption has been evaluated as
ambiguous when it comes to acquiring political informa‐
tion. It has been shown to have less beneficial effects
on information gain compared with reading news from
offline sources (Andersen & Strömbäck, 2021). Ohme
et al. (2021) reported that people learn less when con‐
suming news on their smartphones than when doing
so on desktop computers. This has been traced back to
different habits when accessing news through mobile
devices. On a smartphone, the news is consumed in
shorter sessions, so‐called “snacking,” often on the go
and only via headlines (Molyneux, 2018).

Many studies measure political knowledge with gen‐
eral questions about the political system (e.g., Moeller
& de Vreese, 2019). As referendums are policy cen‐
tred, they require the acquisition of novel and specific
knowledge, even by politically highly educated people.
Therefore, the results on the effects of news consump‐
tion on general political knowledge might not be true
for knowledge about referendums. In the Swiss political
system, with referendums being held every few months,
people are continuously engaged with political informa‐
tion if they participate in the political process. Therefore,
we focus on the concept of policy surveillance knowl‐
edge (Barabas et al., 2014; Van Erkel & Van Aelst, 2020).
As defined by Barabas et al. (2014), policy surveillance
knowledge includes any kind of policy information that
is not older than 100 days. It is distinct from knowl‐
edge about static general facts on processes and insti‐
tutions of politics, which are often acquired once, usu‐
ally in school. We assume that specific knowledge about
referendums is often obtained through news media.
Dimitrova et al. (2011), for instance, showed that news

website use during campaign time predicts knowledge
gains. Therefore, we assume a positive effect of the dura‐
tion and source diversity of news consumption on policy
surveillance knowledge:

H2.1: The duration of mobile news consumption
is positively correlated with policy surveillance
knowledge.

H2.2: The source diversity of mobile news consump‐
tion is positively correlated with policy surveillance
knowledge.

In numerous studies, political interest has been shown
to influence political knowledge (Barabas et al., 2014;
Van Erkel & Van Aelst, 2021). It has also been shown
to affect news consumption. Therefore, we test
whether political interest is positively related to politi‐
cal knowledge:

H2.3: Political interest is positively correlated with
policy surveillance knowledge.

2.3. News Consumption and Political Participation
in Referendums

Media use is considered an important predictor of polit‐
ical participation, as it can raise awareness of polit‐
ical issues, foster conversations about politics, and
increase individuals’ political knowledge and participa‐
tion (Andersen et al., 2016; Shah et al., 2005; Strömbäck
et al., 2018). At the national level, the Swiss electorate
can, on average, participate in more than nine referen‐
dums each year (Serdült, 2014). Therefore, Switzerland
is an interesting case for studying the effects of mobile
news consumption on political participation. The find‐
ings obtained in a context in which direct democratic
means are regularly used, and are strongly established,
are arguably more valid when direct democratic voting
is not exceptional, and in turn, more dependent on con‐
textual factors (Goldberg & Sciarini, 2021). The focus of
empirical studies on the effects of media use on polit‐
ical participation has so far been predominantly the
role of traditional journalistic mass media, especially
television and print newspapers (Grill, 2020). Empirical
meta‐analyses in various Western democracies have
found an overall positive correlation between different
forms and types of media use and political participation
(Boulianne, 2009, 2015, 2020; Boulianne & Theocharis,
2020; Kanervo et al., 2005). Although research to date
shows that there are many nuances regarding the type
and mix of media use (Strömbäck et al., 2018), the over‐
all pattern is that media use is positively correlated with
political participation (Boulianne, 2015; Kanervo et al.,
2005). In an analysis of 24 studies based on survey data
gathered in the US, the UK, the Netherlands, Denmark,
and Belgium, Kanervo et al. (2005) found that print news‐
paper use is positively related to political participation,
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whereas television entertainment viewing is negatively
linked to political participation. Meta‐analyses have
shown a substantial positive relationship between dig‐
ital media use and political engagement (Boulianne &
Theocharis, 2020), as well as social media use and polit‐
ical participation (Boulianne, 2015, 2020). Despite the
growing importance and use of referendums around the
globe (Qvortrup, 2014), the influence of media use on
participation in direct democratic votes has received lit‐
tle scholarly attention (Goldberg & Sciarini, 2021). Some
studies have found mobilizing effects of news cover‐
age for certain electorate subgroups. In their study of
the 2005 Dutch EU Constitution referendum campaign,
Schuck and de Vreese (2008) showed that exposure
to referendum news has a mobilizing effect on those
opposing the proposal. For a referendum on energy pol‐
icy in Switzerland, Rinscheid and Udris (2022) found
(de)mobilizing effects of news coverage depending on
its tonality and voters’ party preferences. Regarding the
effects of mobile news usage on political campaign par‐
ticipation, a recent study, that combined smartphone‐
basedmedia diaries andpanel survey data amongDanish
voters, showed divergent effects (Ohme, 2020).Whether
the correlation between news consumption and politi‐
cal participation also holds true in the case of referen‐
dums and the use of news on mobile devices remains
an open question. Focusing on digital media, Dimitrova
et al. (2011) found that the use of some digital media
forms, especially socialmedia, during political campaigns
has appreciable effects on offline participation, such as
visiting campaign rallies and trying to convince others to
vote for a specific party. In line with these findings, we
assume that the intensity and source diversity of mobile
news consumption is positively correlatedwith participa‐
tion in the referendum:

H3.1: The duration of mobile news consumption
is positively correlated with participation in the
referendum.

H3.2: The source diversity of mobile news consump‐
tion is positively correlated with participation in the
referendum.

In the literature, different predictors of political voting
participation can be identified at the individual level.
As for numerous other political behaviours, such as
voting in elections (Prior, 2010), political interest has
been shown to be the strongest predictor of participa‐
tion in direct democratic voting (Linder & Müller, 2021).
Therefore, we postulate that political interest positively
correlates with referendum participation:

H3.3: Political interest is positively correlated with
participation in the referendum.

Furthermore, panel study findings from the US (e.g.,
Cho et al., 2009), as well as from the Netherlands and

Denmark (Andersen et al., 2016), show that in the con‐
text of elections, and in routine political periods, the
effects of online media use on political participation are
mediated by individuals’ political knowledge. Therefore,
we assume that policy surveillance knowledge is posi‐
tively correlated with participation in referendums:

H3.4: Policy surveillance knowledge is positively cor‐
related with participation in the referendum.

3. Methods

The study combines digital trace data on mobile media
consumption with participant surveys. Young adults
between 18‐ and 24‐years‐old living in Switzerland were
eligible to participate. The study was conducted from
September 13, 2021, to October 4, 2021. As a reward for
joining the study, the participants could choose between
50 francs in cash or a voucher for 60 francs from various
online stores.

3.1. Recruiting

The participants were recruited primarily via paid social
media ads on Instagram (73% of the participants) and
Facebook (3% of the participants). The remaining 24%
were recruited via mailing lists. In total, 1,029 people
clicked on the recruitment advertisement and began the
sign‐up process. The installation process was quite com‐
plex, involving the installation of a virtual private net‐
work (VPN) app, a certification authority certificate, and
a connection key to our VPN servers—a process that not
all participants were able or willing to perform. Only 772
participants set up the connection to our server and sent
at least one line of tracking data. The study required
the respondents to keep their VPNs on for the three
weeks of the study. However, many were not able to
complete this requirement. In total, 309 met the study
requirements, submitting at least 13 days’ worth of data
and completing the surveys at the beginning and end
of the tracking period. As data on age and native lan‐
guage were collected at the beginning of the study, we
can estimate how representative the dropouts were of
the potential participant population as a whole. While
the dropout rate by language was approximately propor‐
tional, all 18‐year‐olds dropped out of the study. Other
ages remained approximately proportional.

The panel of participants is not fully representative
of the population of young adults in Switzerland. The par‐
ticipants were 66% female and 34%male, and their aver‐
age age was 21.3 years. Students were overrepresented
in the panel at 75%. Twenty per cent of the partici‐
pants were completing an apprenticeship or had per‐
manent jobs, and 5% were pupils. Of the respondents,
77% lived in German‐speaking Switzerland, whereas 23%
lived in the French‐speaking region. Despite some skew,
the sample represented a significant amount of vari‐
ation across socio‐demographic and regional variables
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and should support robust regression analyses, espe‐
cially with controls.

3.2. Mobile Tracking

The study participants agreed to connect their smart‐
phones to an encrypted connection—a VPN created
specifically for the study. To do so, they had to com‐
plete a multistep installation process. Once the respon‐
dents were connected, all traffic was routed through
our research servers. Personal identifying information
was pruned before storage. We stored the URLs and
the access times and dates, and then we assigned these
to anonymous user IDs. For the study, only the web‐
sites’ domains and not the full URLs were recorded.
To link the digital trace data to the survey data in
an anonymized manner, we followed the procedure of
Jürgens et al. (2020). The entire procedure was reviewed
and approved by the ethics committee of the University
of Zurich.

The tracking resulted in a dataset of 10.4 million
views attributed to approximately 57,000 individual
domains. The domains of news media websites were
then identified automatically by comparing the cap‐
tured domains with a comprehensive list (n = 3,778)
of news media websites retrieved from Media Cloud.
We checked the list manually and added missing Swiss
outlets. The domains of social media platforms were
also identified with a list (n = 13). Minutes per domain
were defined as the main measure. Thus, we were able
to determine the number of minutes a user spent on
news media websites (duration of news usage) or social
media platforms (duration of social media usage), as well
as how many different news outlets a user visited over
the entire period of the study, which we defined as the
source diversity of news usage (sometimes also referred
to as “richness”).

3.3. Survey

The participants had to complete an online question‐
naire before and after the tracking study. In addition to
sociodemographic variables, such as age, gender, and
education, we asked the respondents about their inter‐
est in politics (national and international), sports, and
soft news. We asked them about their use of offline
newspapers and broadcast media (TV and radio), their
trust in the news media, and the extent to which they
used social media to inform themselves. Using a binary
variable, we also captured whether the participants
joined the referendums.

The study was conducted in the run‐up to a vot‐
ing weekend. Voters had to decide on referendums on
higher taxes for companies (the 99% initiative) and the
legalization of same‐sex marriages. We followedMoeller
and de Vreese (2019) in measuring political knowledge,
and we provided the participants with five statements
per referendum in the survey after the referendum took

place. We developed statements based on referendum‐
related events covered in the news media, websites
from official committees supporting or opposing the ref‐
erendum, and the official information brochure of the
Federal Council, which was sent to all voters. The state‐
ments referred to the content and claims of the ref‐
erendum, as well as to the positioning of actors (e.g.,
“The Federal Council recommends voting ‘yes’ for the
99% initiative”). This allowed us to capture policy surveil‐
lance knowledge (Barabas et al., 2014), which differs
from knowledge about political processes and institu‐
tions in Switzerland. Six of the statements on the refer‐
endum used in the questionnaire were correct, and four
were incorrect. The participants had to decide whether
the statements were true or false. They could indicate
whether they were certain, presumably certain, or unde‐
cided. We scored the correctly answered items with
one point. Correct answers included all cases in which
the participants chose the correct answer and indicated
that they were certain or presumably certain about it.
We then identified the respondents’ knowledge level by
estimating a Bayesian two‐parameter logistic IRT model
with the R package brms (Bürkner, 2019). Typically used
in education science, this model considers both the dif‐
ficulty and the discrimination power of each item and
allows us to estimate a more nuanced ability level.

All variables were calculated at the user level
(n = 309). To test our hypotheses, we used different
types of regression models, all estimated as Bayesian
regression models with brms in R. For all models, we
used four chains with 4,000 iterations in total and 1,000
warm‐up iterations. All chains converged, and the Rhat
values were all 1. All predictor variables were scaled
where appropriate.

4. Results

Using a linear regression model, we showed that nei‐
ther the duration of social media use (𝛽 = .07, 95% CI
[−.04, .18]) nor self‐reported social media use for infor‐
mation purposes (𝛽 = −.07, 95% CI [−.18, .04]) is cor‐
related with the duration of mobile news usage (see
Table 1). The same is true for political interest (𝛽 = .06,
95% CI [−.05, .17]). However, a high interest in sports is
positively correlated with the duration of mobile news
consumption (𝛽 = .13, 95% CI [.02, .24]). Individuals with
higher trust in news media use news more frequently
(𝛽 = .19, 95% CI [.08, .30]). The self‐reported intensity of
radio and television use (𝛽 = .15, 95% CI [.04, .26]) is also
correlated with higher news consumption. The usage
duration is higher for men than for women (𝛽 = .54,
95% CI [.30, .78]). No effects on usage duration are
shown for education (𝛽 = .13, 95% CI [− .12, .37]) and
age (𝛽 = .09, 95% CI [− .02, .20]).

Social media usage is positively correlated with the
source diversity of news usage, which we define as the
number of sources an individual visited during the study
(incidence rate ratio [IRR] = 1.14, 95% CI [1.06, 1.24]),
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Table 1. Regression models for the duration and source diversity of news consumption.

Duration of news consumption Source diversity of news consumption

Estimates (𝛽) CI (95%) Incidence rate ratios (IRR) CI (95%)

Intercept −0.28 −0.52 to −0.05 12.52 10.71–14.72
Gender: male 0.54 0.30 to 0.78 1.34 1.14–1.58
Higher education: yes 0.13 −0.12 to 0.37 0.99 0.84–1.18
Age at survey 0.09 −0.02 to 0.20 1.07 1.00–1.15
Political interest 0.06 −0.05 to 0.17 1.11 1.03–1.20
Interest in sports 0.13 0.02 to 0.24 0.94 0.88–1.02
Interest in soft news 0.03 −0.08 to 0.15 1.03 0.95–1.11
Trust in news media 0.19 0.08 to 0.30 1.06 0.98–1.15
Newspaper usage −0.03 −0.13 to 0.08 1.04 0.97–1.12
Broadcast usage 0.15 0.04 to 0.26 1.03 0.95–1.11
Duration of social media consumption 0.07 −0.04 to 0.18 1.14 1.06–1.24
Use of social media for information −0.07 −0.18 to 0.04 0.99 0.92–1.07

n 309 309
R2 Bayes 0.196 0.184
Notes: For diversity, a negative binomial regression model is used; 𝛽 and IRR are shown with 95% credible intervals.

supporting H1 (see Table 1). By contrast, no correla‐
tion is found between the self‐reported use of social
media for information purposes and news source diver‐
sity (IRR = .99, 95% CI [.92, 1.07]). The use of newspa‐
pers (IRR = 1.04, 95% CI [.97, 1.12]) or broadcast media
(IRR = 1.03, 95%CI [.95, 1.11]), aswell as trust in the news
media (IRR = 1.06, 95% CI [.98, 1.15]), is also not cor‐
related with the source diversity of mobile news usage.
However, individuals with higher political interest show a
higher news source diversity than individuals with lower
political interest (IRR = 1.11, 95% CI [1.03, 1.20]). Interest
in sports (IRR = .94, 95% CI [.88, 1.02]) or soft news
(IRR = 1.03, 95% CI [.95, 1.11]) is not related to more
diverse mobile news usage. Furthermore, news source
diversity is higher for men than for women (IRR = 1.34,

95% CI [1.14, 1.58]). No correlation is found between age
(IRR = 1.07, 95% CI [1.00, 1.15]) and education (IRR = .99,
95% CI [.84, 1.18]). Gender and trust in news media are
the strongest predictors of the duration of news con‐
sumption. For the source diversity of news consumption,
however, gender is the strongest predictor, followed by
the duration of social media consumption.

A linear regression model shows that neither the
duration (𝛽 = .00, 95% CI [−.12, .12]) nor the source
diversity (𝛽 = .04, 95% CI [−.08, .16]) of news consump‐
tion is correlatedwith policy surveillance knowledge (see
Table 2). Therefore, the data do not support H2.1 and 2.2.
By contrast, the respondents with higher political inter‐
est have higher policy surveillance knowledge (𝛽 = .32,
95% CI [.21, .43]), thus supporting H2.3. The duration

Table 2. Regression model for policy surveillance knowledge.

Policy surveillance knowledge
Estimates (𝛽) CI (95%)

Intercept −0.28 −0.52 to −0.04
Gender: male 0.16 −0.09 to 0.40
Higher education: yes 0.30 0.05 to 0.55
Age at survey −0.03 −0.13 to 0.08
Political interest 0.32 0.21 to 0.43
Interest in sports −0.20 −0.31 to −0.09
Interest in soft news 0.05 −0.06 to 0.17
Duration of news consumption 0.00 −0.12 to 0.12
Source diversity of news consumption 0.04 −0.08 to 0.16
Newspaper usage 0.08 −0.03 to 0.18
Broadcast usage 0.08 −0.03 to 0.20
Duration of social media consumption −0.09 −0.20 to 0.02
Use of social media for information −0.05 −0.16 to 0.05

n 309
R2 Bayes 0.223
Note: 𝛽 is shown with 95% credible intervals.
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of social media usage (𝛽 = −.09, 95% CI [−.20, .02])
and the self‐reported social media usage for informa‐
tion purposes (𝛽 = .05, 95% CI [−.16, .05]) are not cor‐
related with policy surveillance knowledge. Individuals
who report often consuming offline news via printed
newspapers (𝛽 = .08, 95% CI [−.03, .18]) and radio or
television (𝛽 = .08, 95% CI [−.03, .20]) do not have
higher policy surveillance knowledge. Interest in sports
correlates negatively with policy surveillance knowledge
(𝛽 = .20, 95% CI [−.31, −.09]). There is no such effect
for interest in soft news (𝛽 = .05, 95% CI [−.06, .17]).
Furthermore, educational attainment is positively corre‐
lated with policy surveillance knowledge (𝛽 = .30, 95% CI
[.05, .55]). No correlation has been measured for gender
(𝛽 = .16, 95% CI [−.09, .40]) and age (𝛽 = −.03, 95% CI
[−.13, .08]). Educational attainment and political inter‐
est are clearly the strongest predictors of policy surveil‐
lance knowledge.

Neither the duration (odds ratio [OR] = .98, 95% CI
[.95, 1.01]) nor the source diversity (OR = 1.01, 95% CI
[.98, 1.04]) of news consumption is correlated with par‐
ticipation in the referendum (see Table 3). Therefore,
the data do not support H3.1 and H3.2. In line with
our assumptions for H3.3 and H3.4, political interest
(OR = 1.36, 95% CI [1.02, 1.81]) and policy surveillance
knowledge (OR = 1.57, 95% CI [1.19, 2.10]), which are
the strongest predictors in our model, are positively cor‐
related with participation in the vote. No correlation
with the likelihood to vote is found for interest in sports
(OR = 1.01, 95% CI [.77, 1.35]), interest in soft news
(OR = 1.09, 95% CI [.83, 1.45]), the use of newspapers
(OR = 1.06, 95% CI [.82, 1.38]) and broadcast media
(OR = 1.09, 95% CI [.83, 1.44]), the duration of social
media usage (OR = 1.24, 95% CI [.95, 1.66]), the self‐
reported usage of social media for information purposes

(OR = 1.03, 95% CI [.79, 1.33]), age (OR = 1.07, 95% CI
[.82, 1.38]), gender (OR = .77, 95% CI [.42, 1.38]), and
education (OR = 1.30, 95% CI [.72, 2.38]).

5. Discussion and Conclusion

This study has shown differentiated results on the dura‐
tion and source diversity of mobile news usage among
young adults in the run‐up to two referendums in
Switzerland. Duration of use is positively correlated with
media trust and the use of broadcast media. The two fac‐
tors show a correlation between mobile news consump‐
tion and the use of traditional media channels and a pos‐
itive attitude toward media in general.

Social media usage is positively correlated with the
source diversity of mobile news consumption. Thus,
young individuals who frequently use social media on
their smartphones have a more diverse news reper‐
toire than those with lower social media consumption.
An explanation for this finding can be found in the liter‐
ature on incidental news exposure (Goyanes & Demeter,
2022). On social media, users are exposed to posts from
a wide variety of sources on their feeds, which can also
include news. Investigating the kinds of posts that are fed
via these feeds and whether following the accounts of
news outlets on social media makes a difference would
be interesting future research directions.

The data also show that mobile news consumption
depends on users’ interests. People interested in politics
do not necessarily inform themselves more frequently in
the run‐up to votes, but they do so via more different
channels than people who are not very interested in pol‐
itics. The opposite is true for interest in sports, which is
positively associatedwith the duration of news consump‐
tion but not with the diversity of sources. We do not

Table 3. Binary logistic regression model for participation in the referendum.

Voting in the referendum
Odds ratios (ORs) CI (95%)

Intercept 1.66 0.85–3.19
Gender: male 0.77 0.42–1.38
Higher education: yes 1.30 0.72–2.38
Age at survey 1.07 0.82–1.38
Political interest 1.36 1.02–1.81
Interest in sports 1.01 0.77–1.34
Interest in soft news 1.09 0.83–1.45
Duration of news consumption 0.98 0.95–1.01
Source diversity of news consumption 1.01 0.98–1.04
Newspaper usage 1.06 0.82–1.38
Broadcast usage 1.09 0.83–1.44
Duration of social media consumption 1.24 0.95–1.66
Use of social media for information 1.03 0.79–1.33
Policy surveillance knowledge 1.57 1.19–2.10

n 309
R2 Bayes 0.122
Note: Odds ratios are shown with 95% credible intervals.
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know whether the participants interested in the topic
mainly consumed sports news or a more diverse news
repertoire, including political news. However, as sports
play a substantial role in the output of most news outlets
(Vogler, 2021), further studying the role of sports interest
in news consumption would be worthwhile.

Our study finds no association betweenmobile news
consumption and political surveillance knowledge about
the two referendums. One possible explanation for this
finding might be the very little time that the partic‐
ipants dedicate to reading the news. The seven min‐
utes that young adults spend, on average, consuming
news on their mobile phones might be too little to have
an influence on their acquisition of political knowledge.
These results also confirm scholarship, which takes a crit‐
ical stance against the possibility of information acqui‐
sition through mobile devices (Andersen & Strömbäck,
2021; Ohme, 2020). Our study provides some evidence
against the displacementmodel of legacymedia by social
media. The findings also echo a recentmeta‐study,which
showed that research finds only small to nonexistent
relations between socialmedia usage andpolitical knowl‐
edge (Amsalem & Zoizner, 2022). Thus, the authors con‐
clude “that the contribution of social media toward a
more politically informed citizenry is minimal” (Amsalem
& Zoizner, 2022, p. 1).

Furthermore, our findings suggest that factors other
than mobile news usage are important for acquiring
political knowledge. We found that interest in politics
is positively correlated with policy surveillance knowl‐
edge about the two referendums, and participation in
the referendum. As interest in politics is also positively
correlated with the diversity of sources used by individ‐
ual participants, our study supports the idea that atten‐
tive audiences use a broader range of news sources to
inform themselves about referendums.

We also want to point out that our study design
implicitly followed the assumption that people who sim‐
ply consume higher quantities of news have higher polit‐
ical knowledge and are more likely to participate in the
referendum. Although this assumption is supported by
some studies (e.g., Van Erkel & Van Aelst, 2021), wemust
be aware that looking merely at the quantity of news
media consumption on mobile phones will not make
us grasp all information seeking, going on during refer‐
endum campaigns. Policy surveillance knowledge about
a specific referendum must be acquired within a lim‐
ited time during the campaign. Of course, frequent news
users are also more likely to consume information about
the referendum. However, we must admit that informa‐
tion about the vote can also be acquired within a short
time and be very targeted by reading a few articles or
social media posts on the referendum before deciding
how to vote, especially when voters are used to routinely
fulfilling the task of voting in referendums, such as in
Switzerland. Thus, predispositions, such as political inter‐
est, political preferences, and attitudes, are most proba‐
bly important intervening factors between news media

consumption or social media usage, and political knowl‐
edge or participation. This assumption is, to some extent,
supported by existing research that also points at media
effects only for subgroups of the electorate (Rinscheid &
Udris, 2022; Schuck & de Vreese, 2009).

Our findings seem difficult to generalize. Switzerland
is a compelling case for studying referendums because of
their frequent occurrence in the country. However, refer‐
endums are routinely dealt with by voters, and participa‐
tion is rather low inmost cases. For the analyzed cases of
same‐sex marriage (52.6%) and taxation (52.2%), about
half of the population eligible to vote participated in the
referendums. This raises the question of how special ref‐
erendum campaigns in Switzerland really are. The fre‐
quent occurrence and routine handling by voters might
also have effects on information‐seeking patterns, includ‐
ing simple heuristics or shortcuts (Christin et al., 2002;
Lupia, 1994). These patterns may be difficult to capture
with quantitative studies, such as ours. In other coun‐
tries, referendums are more likely to be special phases,
and the turnout is usually significantly higher (e.g., the
voter turnout in the Brexit referendum was 72.2%). Our
study might be, to some extent, generalizable to coun‐
tries where referendums also take place regularly, such
as Denmark and Ireland.

5.1. Limitations

While this study was able to show an accurate picture
of mobile news use, this focus is, at the same time, its
greatest limitation. We measured only the relationship
between mobile news consumption and political knowl‐
edge. Information on voting can possibly be obtained
via other channels. Young adults also use online news
via other devices, such as desktop computers or offline
sources (e.g., newspapers and television). Furthermore,
conversations with peers and family are central sources
of information for young people (Schwaiger et al., 2022).

Another limitation concerns the granularity of the
tracking data. For this study, we tracked only the
domains, not the full URLs. Thus, we can determine
which media outlets were visited by the participants but
not which content they looked at. Thus, future studies
on media consumption and policy surveillance knowl‐
edge could determinewhether participants used content
related to the referendums under investigation.

We also encourage future studies to focus on the
indirect effects of smartphone usage on political par‐
ticipation. Past research has shown that personal–
psychological variables, such as internal political efficacy,
cognitive reflection, and political face‐to‐face discussion,
can play an important role as mediators of the effect
of news media use on political participation (Andersen
et al., 2016; Jung et al., 2011). We did not account for
such effects in our study.

We also did not gain any insight into the social media
feeds of the participants. We knew whether and how
long a social media platform was used but not which
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content was consumed. Our tracking started when the
participants clicked on a news item on their social media
feed. However, we cannot determine the overall impor‐
tance of news on the participants’ feeds, for example,
whether they follow newsmedia accounts or read article
headlines. Tracking social media content would require a
more invasive method and would thus violate the terms
of use of most platforms. Therefore, our study points
once more to the importance of researchers’ access to
social media data.
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1. Introduction

In direct democracies, voters are faced with consider‐
able information demands (Christin et al., 2002), espe‐
cially in high‐choicemedia environments (Van Aelst et al.,
2017). On the one hand, citizens have more and more
options to inform themselves about upcoming referen‐
dums. On the other hand, the use of opaque personaliza‐
tion algorithms by platforms such as Facebook or Google
has sparked discussions about digital media’s poten‐
tial to foster selective exposure, create filter bubbles,
and exacerbate political polarization (Nelson & Webster,
2017; Slechten et al., 2021). However, empirical stud‐
ies have found little support for these assumptions (e.g.,
Fletcher & Nielsen, 2018; Möller, 2021; Nechushtai &

Lewis, 2019). Instead, recent research indicates that citi‐
zens’ intentional individual news consumption choices or
“user‐input biases” (Trielli & Diakopoulos, 2022) may be
more important factors than algorithmic filtering regard‐
ing how diverse or biased citizens’ information expo‐
sure is. Until now, few studies have considered these
user‐input biases, and, to the best of our knowledge,
no study has investigated online search patterns in rela‐
tion to direct‐democratic referendums. In this vein, it is
of great interest to analyze the use of search engines
during referendum campaigns and examine potential dif‐
ferences in online information‐seeking behavior across
political camps and between voters and non‐voters. Such
differences in search behavior could relate to gaps in
political knowledge (Hopmann et al., 2016) and more
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broadly to partisan polarization and exposure to misin‐
formation (Peterson & Iyengar, 2021). To this end, exam‐
ining the search terms that people use can prove espe‐
cially fruitful because search queries often serve as an
entry point that shapes subsequent information‐seeking
patterns and browsing sequences (Trielli & Diakopoulos,
2022; Urman et al., 2021).

Against this background, the questions arise as to
what extent and how citizens use search engines to
inform themselves about upcoming national referendum
campaigns, what kind of search terms they use, and
whether differences emerge between proponents and
opponents of specific ballot proposals, as well as non‐
voters regarding the search terms used and results visited.

Based on a combination of cross‐sectional survey
data and participants’ Google Search histories collected
through data donations, this study investigates these
questions concerning the national vote in Switzerland on
November 28, 2021, which included three ballot propos‐
als: (a) a referendum on the federal law on the legal basis
for ordinances of the Federal Council for the manage‐
ment of the Covid‐19 epidemic (Covid‐19‐Gesetz, hence‐
forth referred to as “Covid‐19 referendum”), (b) a popu‐
lar initiative for strong care (Pflegeinitiative, henceforth
referred to as “care initiative”), and (c) a popular initia‐
tive for the determination of federal judges by lot (Justiz‐
Initiative, henceforth referred to as “justice initiative”).
The Swiss political system distinguishes between refer‐
endums and initiatives: A referendum, like the Covid‐19
referendum, allows voters to uphold or repeal laws
approved by the legislature. Using popular initiatives,
such as the care or justice initiatives, the electorate
can demand an amendment to the federal constitution
(Appendix A of the Supplementary Material contains
additional context information). Switzerland is a par‐
ticularly interesting case because the referendum and
popular initiative are centerpieces of its political sys‐
tem (Trechsel & Kriesi, 1996). Swiss citizens are asked
to vote on various national issue‐specific proposals four
times per year and therefore face an especially high
demand for political information. We focus on Google
Search because it is the most popular search engine in
Switzerland, used by 96% of Swiss internet users in every
age group (Latzer et al., 2020).

Our findings show that participants in our sample
rarely used Google to conduct ballot‐related searches,
and if they did, they often employed rather neutral
search terms. Nevertheless, a qualitative analysis of the
search terms points to differences between different
voting groups for the most prominent proposal, the
Covid‐19 referendum. Moreover, through its innovative
method, this study demonstrates the importance of com‐
bining self‐reported survey data and behavioral digital
trace data, as we find differences between search terms
that participants suggested in the survey and those
actually employed, according to participants’ donated
Google Search histories. Yet, one of the challenges of this
approach is the recruitment of participants (Breuer et al.,

2020). Due to a comparatively small sample of partici‐
pants (n = 128) and data scarcity regarding ballot‐related
searches and visits, we refrain from formally testing the
hypotheses proposed in the pre‐registration. Instead, we
explore the research questions exploratively and apply
mainly descriptive and qualitative analyses.

2. The Role of Online Search Engines in Referendum
Campaigns

To make rational political decisions, citizens need politi‐
cal knowledge. An informed electorate is therefore con‐
sidered vital for a healthy democracy (Delli Carpini &
Keeter, 1996), especially concerning referendums, in
which citizens contribute to direct‐democratic decisions
on specific political issues. In deciding how to vote on
specific ballot proposals, citizens draw on a variety of
sources (Bonfadelli & Friemel, 2011). Although Swiss citi‐
zens attribute the highest relevance to offline contacts
and traditional media regarding their political orienta‐
tion (Reiss et al., 2021), they increasingly use online
sources and search engines to obtain political informa‐
tion (fög, 2022).

In high‐choice information environments, citizens
combine different types of media use in their politi‐
cal information repertoires (e.g., Castro et al., 2022;
Wolfsfeld et al., 2016) and increasingly access news in a
“distributed” way through search engines, social media,
and news aggregators (Fletcher et al., 2021; see also
Bentley et al., 2019). Particularly, search engines have
become one of the most important gateways to online
news and political information (Bentley et al., 2019;
Dutton et al., 2017; Möller et al., 2020; Newman et al.,
2019) and can be considered a crucial factor in shap‐
ing political opinions (Epstein & Robertson, 2015). In a
representative survey in Switzerland, 11% of respon‐
dents say their main gateway to online news is through
search engines (fög, 2022). Moreover, Swiss citizens con‐
sider search engines more relevant than news aggrega‐
tors or social media for forming political opinions (Reiss
et al., 2021).

So far, the role of search engines, particularly Google,
for political information purposes has mainly been inves‐
tigated regarding election campaigns (e.g., Epstein &
Robertson, 2015; Muddiman, 2013; Trevisan et al., 2018;
Trielli & Diakopoulos, 2022; Unkel & Haim, 2021). In con‐
trast to election campaigns in proportional systems—
but similar to election campaigns in majoritarian elec‐
toral systems—referendum campaigns foster confronta‐
tion between two opposing camps. Referendum cam‐
paigns can further be distinguished fromelections in that
referendums focus on specific issues (Kriesi, 2011) and,
therefore, can be viewed as a contest of topical argu‐
ments or issue frames (Hänggli, 2011).Whereas searches
related to elections largely revolve around actors such
as specific candidates (Trielli & Diakopoulos, 2022), the
information‐seeking behavior in referendum campaigns
can be expected to bemore issue‐specific, with searches
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reflecting different issue frames (van Hoof et al., 2022).
However, referendum campaigns also bring a high level
of insecurity and volatility because it is often unclear
from the beginning which parties or elite actors stand on
which side of the referendum (de Vreese, 2007). Thus,
voters may combine issue‐specific and actor‐specific
searches to consult their preferred party’s position.
Yet, few studies have examined the role of search engines
for specific political issues, and most focus on the supply
of information, for example, through content analyses of
search results (e.g., Steiner et al., 2022). There is hardly
any research on whether and how citizens search for
information online during referendum campaigns. One
notable exception is a qualitative study by Baxter and
Marcella (2017) that explores how citizens searched for
and used information during the Scottish referendum
campaign on independence. However, because the study
did not focus on search engines, it is still unclear to what
extent and how citizens use them to get political informa‐
tion during referendum campaigns. This leads to our first
two research questions:

RQ1: How often do Swiss voters actively search
for information regarding upcoming referendums on
Google?

RQ2: How often do Swiss voters click on search
results regarding upcoming referendums on Google?

How often voters “google” for political information
about referendumsmay be influenced by individual char‐
acteristics. Previous research has identified differences
in the news consumption, political behavior, and political
knowledge of Swiss citizens regarding age, gender, and
education (e.g., Bonfadelli & Friemel, 2011; fög, 2022;
Tawfik & Horber, 2010). Additionally, research on Swiss
direct‐democratic campaigns has shown that political
interest motivates information‐seeking and knowledge
acquisition (Bonfadelli & Friemel, 2011). Similarly, the
perceived importance of a political issue can drive more
focused and elaborate information‐seeking in direct‐
democratic votes (Goldberg et al., 2019). Furthermore,
citizens’ general information behavior may play a role,
as Dutton et al. (2017) find that those who use search
engines for political information are also likely to consult
moremedia and sources. From this, we derive the follow‐
ing research question:

RQ3: What differences emerge related to individual
characteristics (gender, age, education, political inter‐
est, issue importance, information behavior) regard‐
ing how often Swiss voters actively search for infor‐
mation regarding upcoming referendums on Google?

Given that search engine results are based on algorithms,
depend on the search terms used, and are potentially
personalized, further questions arise as to how citizens
search for political information on upcoming referen‐

dums and whether there are differences in the search
behavior and the clicked‐on search results between dif‐
ferent voter groups.

3. The Relationship Between Search Behavior and
Attitudes Towards a Ballot

Scholarly discussion on algorithmically induced filter bub‐
bles and echo chambers in online information envi‐
ronments has been flourishing (Möller, 2021). Despite
widespread fears that algorithmic personalization rein‐
forces preexisting beliefs by presenting users with infor‐
mation that matches their interests, empirical findings
mostly indicate that the prevalence of filter bubbles
is rather low (for an overview, see, e.g., Möller, 2021;
Ross Arguedas et al., 2022). Likewise, auditing studies
focusing on news aggregators such as Google News
detect high degrees of homogeneity and concentration
in users’ search results despite differences in users’
browser histories and political orientation (Haim et al.,
2018; Nechushtai & Lewis, 2019). Thus, fears surround‐
ing algorithmic personalization and its ability to fragment
information exposure might be overstated.

These deflating fears of algorithmic filter bubbles
draw attention toward users’ intentional news consump‐
tion choices or “user‐input biases” (Trielli & Diakopoulos,
2022, p. 3), which might be among the driving factors
determining whether information exposure is diverse or
not (Dubois & Blank, 2018). This perspective is strongly
related to classical paradigms like selective exposure
and cognitive dissonance theory (Bryant & Davies, 2015).
Trielli and Diakopoulos (2022) argue that search queries
can be interpreted as expressions of searchers’ politi‐
cal preferences; they empirically find some differences
in the search terms employed by voter groups with dif‐
ferent ideological leanings during US elections. Similarly,
van Hoof et al. (2022) show that political attitudes can
impact search queries about political issues. Applied to
referendum campaigns, one could expect proponents
and opponents of a ballot proposal to use different
search terms that express their respective attitudes
toward the proposal. Thus, we formulate the following
research question:

RQ4: What differences emerge between proponents,
opponents, and non‐voters regarding their employed
search terms?

Differences in the use of search terms would not yet
mean that proponents, opponents, and non‐voters are
exposed to different information sources. In fact, Trielli
and Diakopoulos (2022, p. 157) find that Google results
have a “mainstreaming effect”: Despite differences in
individual search terms, the search results include a
highly similar set of media, practically neutralizing the
differences in the search queries. However, the study
does not analyze which results citizens click on. Based
on selective exposure and cognitive dissonance theory
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(Bryant & Davies, 2015), one could expect proponents
and opponents of a ballot proposal to click on differ‐
ent search results depending on their political attitudes.
Specifically, we could expect proponents to click more
often on search results related to pro‐proposition argu‐
ments than opponents and vice versa. This leads to the
final research question:

RQ5: What differences emerge between proponents,
opponents, and non‐voters regarding their visited
search results?

4. Methods and Data

This study combines cross‐sectional survey data with
longitudinal digital trace data containing the Google
Search histories of the survey participants. The digi‐
tal trace data were collected through data donations
from the survey participants, utilizing the right to data
portability introduced by the General Data Protection
Regulation (Ausloos & Veale, 2021). Compared to stud‐
ies with similar research interests that relied on content
analysis of keyword searches (Muddiman, 2013; Trielli
& Diakopoulos, 2022; Unkel & Haim, 2021) or Google
Trends data (Dutton et al., 2017; Trevisan et al., 2018),
the combination of survey anddigital trace data allows us
to control for individual characteristics and to compare
people’s reported and actual search behavior. The study
was preregistered (https://osf.io/xsp8z), although due to
a lower response rate than expected, we focused on
the research questions instead of the original hypothe‐
ses and had to adapt the analysis plan in large parts
(deviations from the pre‐registration are discussed in
Appendix B of the Supplementary Material).

4.1. Research Design and Procedure

The survey consisted of three parts: First, participants
provided information on their Google Search use and
indicated whether they would be willing to donate
their Google Search history for this research project.
Participants who were unwilling to do so or did not
have a Google account were dismissed from the study.
Second, to donate their usage data, participants were
redirected to an application set up by the researchers.
In this application, participants were first instructed how
to request and download their Google Search data from
Google’s takeout service (https://takeout.google.com/
settings/takeout; for detailed instructions, see the ques‐
tionnaire documentation in the pre‐registration) and
subsequently how to upload these data. During the
upload, the data were automatically filtered to only
contain entries recorded after 31 May 2021. After the
upload, participants were shown an extract of the data
they were about to donate. They then gave their final
consent to donate their data to the research project.
If they did not consent, the data were immediately
deleted, and the participants were excluded from the

remaining survey. Third, participants were again redi‐
rected to the survey to answer the remaining questions.

4.2. Operationalization

We used two approaches to measure ballot‐related
search terms: First, participants were asked in the sur‐
vey to provide three to six search terms that they would
use to search for information related to each proposal on
Google (we call these survey search terms). Second, the
search terms that they actually employedwere extracted
from the data donations (we call these donation search
terms). Because the initial data donations contained all
searches registered after 31 May 2021, the search terms
had to be classified as being related to one of the three
proposals or not. For this, a two‐step approach was
employed: First, a search term had to match both a list
containing terms related to the issue of the respective
ballot proposal and a list of terms related to the vote in
general. These two lists were derived based on the sur‐
vey search terms, the most‐used terms on the websites
of the pro and contra committees, and the official federal
information. Second, the identified search terms were
manually coded by the four researchers as either rele‐
vant or non‐relevant for the respective ballot proposal
(K𝛼 = 0.94). If less than three out of the four investigators
agreed, the search term was classified as non‐relevant.

The ballot‐related visits were extracted from the data
donations and identified as follows: First, a visit was clas‐
sified as potentially ballot‐related if it was registered
after a ballot‐related search term and before the next
search activity in the Google Search history. One search
query could triggermore than one visit. Second, the iden‐
tified visits were manually coded as either ballot‐related
or non‐ballot‐related by the researchers, following the
same logic as the search terms.

Next, we identified the stance and categories of
search terms and visits. To identify their stance, the sur‐
vey search terms, donation search terms, and ballot‐
related visits were classified by the authors as either pro,
contra, or neutral (K𝛼 = 0.86). If less than three out of the
four investigators agreed on a classification, the search
term or visit was classified as neutral.

Additionally, we analyzed the search terms coded
as neutral based on qualitative thematic coding (Braun
& Clarke, 2012) following the example of Trielli and
Diakopoulos (2022). First, initial codes were identified
through open coding of the survey search terms for one
voting proposal (care initiative). Second, through axial
coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), discrete conceptual cat‐
egories were derived and applied to the rest of the sur‐
vey search terms. Finally, the categorization was refined
and improved in discussion with all authors and applied
to the donation search terms.

Voter groups were operationalized based on partic‐
ipants’ self‐report in the survey. For each voting pro‐
posal, participants indicated if they had voted “yes” or
“no” or did not vote. Participants who voted “yes” were
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classified as proponents, participants who voted “no” as
opponents, and those who did not vote as non‐voters
for each proposal (for more context information, see
Appendix A of the Supplementary Material).

Finally, participants’ gender, age, education, politi‐
cal interest (1 = not interested at all to 7 = highly inter‐
ested), political left–right orientation (1 = left to 7 = right),
and perceived importance of the respective proposal
(1 = not important at all to 5 = very important) weremea‐
sured through self‐reporting in the survey. Additionally,
we asked about participants’ information behavior, i.e.,
how often they came across information about the vot‐
ing proposals on different types of channels (Google,
YouTube, social media, newspapers/news sites, TV or
radio, the official voting information booklet by the Swiss
Federal Chancellery, and friends or family) on a scale
from 1 (never) to 5 (very often). Based on these mea‐
sures, we built a mean index indicating how often a par‐
ticipant, on average, came across information about the
voting proposal on channels other than Google.

4.3. Participants and Sample

The study focused on German‐speaking Swiss citizens
who are eligible to vote (i.e., at least 18) and was con‐
ducted after the national vote on 28 November 2021.
Ethical approval for the study was provided by the
University of Zurich ethics committee (No. 21.10.1). Data
collection took place from 29 November to 22 December
2021; 114 participants were recruited from the panel
of a market research company, and 14 participants
were recruited through an advertisement campaign
on Facebook. Participation was rewarded with a fixed
amount of Swiss francs for participants recruited by
the market research company or by having a high
chance of winning a voucher for participants recruited
through Facebook.

The total sample consisted of 128 participants, 36.7%
of whom were female (two participants did not indicate
their gender), and the mean age was 47 (SD = 15.87,
Min = 18, Max = 86). Regarding education, 5% reported
compulsory school, 33% a vocational apprenticeship,
19% a high school diploma, and 42% a degree from a uni‐
versity or a university of applied sciences as their high‐
est educational qualification attained. Themean political
interest was 4.98 (SD = 1.59, Min = 1, Max = 7), and the
mean political orientation was 3.7 (SD = 1.39, Min = 1
left, Max = 7 right). Due to the sampling procedure, this
sample is not representative of the Swiss population. For
comparison, Switzerland’s permanent resident popula‐
tion (N = 8,670,300) has a mean age of 42.6 and is 50.4%
female (Federal Statistical Office, 2022b). Regarding their
highest educational qualification attained, 17% of the
Swiss permanent resident population over 25 reported
compulsory school, 33% a vocational apprenticeship, 9%
a high school diploma, and 23% a university degree
(Federal Statistical Office, 2022a). In a recent survey rep‐
resentative of the Swiss online population above 16, the

average political interest was 3.33 (SD = 1.35) on a Likert
scale from 1 to 5 (Reiss et al., 2021). Finally, according
to representative data from the Reuters Digital News
Report, the Swiss population positions itself practically in
the center regarding political orientation (M = −0.02 on a
scale from −0.5 = fully left to +0.5 = fully right; fög, 2022).

5. Findings

Overall, the final data contained 148,221 searches using
117,739 unique search terms and 103,386 visits to
websites by 128 participants. Yet, regarding RQ1, the
analysis shows that, across all proposals, respondents
rarely searched for vote‐related information on Google.
In total, 90 ballot‐related search queries were con‐
ducted across the three proposals. Of these, more than
two‐thirds (n = 65) were related to the Covid‐19 ref‐
erendum, 15 (16.7%) to the care initiative, and the
remaining 10 (11.1%) concerned the justice initiative.
In total, 78.9% of respondents (n = 101) never employed
search terms related to the vote on November 28,
while 21.1% of the respondents (n = 27) employed
search terms related to the vote at least once. Of these
27 respondents, 21 searched for ballot‐related infor‐
mation on Google between one and four times, and
six used relevant search terms on five or more occa‐
sions. Search terms related to the Covid‐19 referendum
were employed most: 26 respondents searched at least
once for the Covid‐19 referendum, whereas only seven
respondents did so for the care initiative and just five
for the justice initiative. Notably, the number of searches
is not evenly distributed across respondents, as five
respondents account for half (51.1%) of all ballot‐related
searches that were conducted (see Tables A and B in
Appendix C of the Supplementary Material).

Regarding RQ2, of the 90 relevant searches, 47
searches (52.2%) were followed by at least one visit.
In total, 86 ballot‐related visits were conducted after a
related search query, with 14.8% of respondents (n = 19)
proceeding to click on search results related to the
votes. Of those, 14 clicked on related search results
between one and four times. Five respondents clicked
on search results more than five times. Compared to the
results of RQ1, these percentages indicate that 70.3%
(n = 19) of the 27 respondents who had previously con‐
ducted ballot‐related search queries went on to visit a
website, possibly to read more about the referendums;
75% (n = 48) of the relevant visits were conducted by
three respondents. Notably, these three respondents
also conducted the most searches within the sample.

Analogously to the findings for RQ1, respondents
most often visited pages related to the Covid‐19 referen‐
dum after conducting a related search query, followed
by the care and justice initiatives. In total, 62.8% of vis‐
its (n = 54) pertained to the Covid‐19 referendum, 25.6%
(n = 22) to the care initiative, and the remaining 11.6%
(n = 10) to the justice initiative. Of the 19 respondents
who visited ballot‐related websites, 16 visited a page
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related to the Covid‐19 referendumat least once, seven a
page related to the care initiative, and five a page related
to the justice initiative (see Tables A and C in Appendix C
of the Supplementary Material).

Due to the low numbers of ballot‐related search
queries and subsequent visits related to the care ini‐
tiative and the justice initiative, we focus on the
Covid‐19 referendum for the analysis of the remaining
research questions.

To analyze RQ3, we perform logistic regression with
a dummy variable indicating whether someone used at
least one donation search term related to the Covid‐19
referendum as a dependent variable; age, gender, educa‐
tion, political interest, perceived issue importance, and
the mean index for information use were used as inde‐
pendent variables (see Table 1). Age has a significant
negative effect, indicating that the younger the respon‐
dents, the more likely they were to conduct a ballot‐
related search. We find no significant effects for gender
and education. General political interest has a significant
positive effect. Thus, the more politically interested, the
more likely someone was to google the referendum cam‐
paigns. In contrast, perceived issue importance has a sig‐
nificant negative effect, indicating that the higher the
perceived importance of the Covid‐19 referendum, the
lower the likelihood that someone searched for it on
Google. Finally, we find a significant positive effect for
the use of other information channels, meaning that the
more often participants came across information about
the referendum on sources other than Google, the more
likely they were to conduct ballot‐related searches.

According to a descriptive analysis of participants’
self‐reported use of individual channels (see Table D in
Appendix C of the Supplementary Material), participants
relied to a relatively great extent on traditional media
channels and on friends and family. Around half of the
participants stated that they had used the official book‐
let (52.3%), online or offline newspapers (50.8%), and
TV or radio (51.5%) often or very often to inform them‐
selves about the referendums, whereas 27.3% said the
same about Google, 23.4% about social media, and 9.4%
about YouTube. More than two‐thirds of participants
(67.97%) discussed the referendum often or very often

with friends and family. Descriptively (see Figure A in
Appendix C of the Supplementary Material), it seems
that those who searched for the referendum (n = 26)
tended to rely on Google, YouTube, social media, and
friends and family more often for information related
to the referendum than those who did not conduct
any ballot‐related searches (n = 102). However, when
we calculate the same regression as in Table 1 for
all information sources separately (instead of includ‐
ing one summary variable for the mean use of other
information channels), we do not find significant effects
for any of the information sources individually (see
Table E in Appendix C of the Supplementary Material).
Thus, while people who generally informed themselves
more about the referendum also conducted more ballot‐
related searches, the use frequency of other individual
sources did not significantly affect the number of ballot‐
related searches.

To explore RQ4, we look at the kind of survey and
donation search terms entered by the Covid‐19 refer‐
endum’s opponents (n = 28), proponents (n = 86), and
non‐voters (n = 14). In total, the participants entered
418 survey search terms related to the Covid‐19 refer‐
endum, and 65 donation search terms were identified
as ballot‐related. Through the process of qualitative the‐
matic coding described above, 15 categories of search
terms were identified (Table D in Appendix C of the
SupplementaryMaterial contains descriptions and exam‐
ples for all categories). Figure 1 shows the distribution
of categories for the survey search terms and the dona‐
tion search terms and compares the use of categories
between proponents and opponents of the Covid‐19 law
as well as non‐voters (Table G in Appendix C of the
Supplementary Material provides counts and percent‐
ages for all categories and groups).

In the survey search terms, the most common cate‐
gory across voter groups is general ballot‐specific (36.4%),
which contains general queries about a specific ballot pro‐
posal using neutral language related to the proposal’s offi‐
cial wording. Queries that were explicitly pro (2.6%) or
contra (2.1%) were rare, and a similar share of the sur‐
vey search terms includedboth pro and contra arguments
(2.2%). Thus, the search terms entered in the survey are

Table 1. Logistic regression predicting the likelihood of conducting a ballot‐related search for the Covid‐19 referendum
according to the data donations.

Ballot‐related searches (Covid‐19 referendum)

Estimate SE OR CI 2.5% CI 97.5%

(Intercept) −0.75 2.35 0.47 0.00 42.83
Gender −0.66 0.58 0.52 0.16 0.98
Age −0.07** 0.02 0.93 0.89 0.97
Education −0.28 0.25 0.76 0.45 1.24
Political interest 0.59* 0.26 1.80 1.12 3.16
Issue importance −0.62* 0.25 0.54 0.33 0.87
Use of other information channels (mean index) 1.29* 0.56 3.62 1.29 11.74
Notes: N = 123, AIC = 99.81, Nagelkerke R2 = 0.38; SE = standard error, OR = odds ratio, CI = confidence interval; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.
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Figure 1. Distribution of categories of search terms per group for the Covid‐19 referendum.

largely neutral. Yet, a variety of more specific categories
also emerged, such as queries about background infor‐
mation on the referendum (8.4%), queries including ref‐
erences to the government (6.7%), queries about party
positions (2.2%), or queries tailored to reach specific vot‐
ing assistance websites (1.7%). However, there are no
clear patterns that suggest differences between propo‐
nents, opponents, and non‐voters.

Regarding the donation search terms, for proponents
of the Covid‐19 law, the three most common categories
are pro (48%), general ballot‐specific (20%), andpolls and
results (12%). Thus, almost half of the proponents’ dona‐
tion search terms are in the pro category, asking explic‐
itly about the advantages of or arguments in favor of
the law. For opponents, in contrast, the most common
category is contra, with 37.9% of their donation search
terms asking explicitly about the disadvantages of or
arguments against the law, followed by polls and results
(24.1%) and background (20.7%). The donation search
terms entered by non‐voters mainly fall into the cate‐
gories general ballot‐specific (54.5%) or general (18.2%),
which both refer to more neutral and generalized search
terms. Thus, Figure 1 reveals differences between the
survey search terms and the donation search terms. The
donation search terms fall into fewer categories than the
survey search terms and reveal more interesting differ‐
ences between the voter groups. Furthermore, in con‐
trast to the survey search terms, none of the proponents’
or opponents’ donation search terms could be assigned
to the opposing camp or included both pro and con‐
tra arguments.

Finally, to answer RQ5, we tabulate the counts of
all ballot‐related visits (n = 54) coded as pro, contra,
or neutral for the Covid‐19 referendum’s proponents,
opponents, and non‐voters (see Table 2). Across all voter
groups, most ballot‐related visits for the Covid‐19 ref‐
erendum were classified as neutral. A qualitative analy‐
sis showed that these neutral visits contained a range
of websites run mainly by the government—for exam‐
ple, the official government information page on the
votes from November 28, 2021 (Federal Department of
Home Affairs, 2021), or news media such as the Swiss
public broadcaster (https://www.srf.ch) or Neue Zürcher
Zeitung (https://www.nzz.ch). The few vote‐related vis‐
its by non‐voters were exclusively classified as neutral.
In contrast, 37.5% of visits by proponents were identified
as pro, and 30.3% of the visits by opponents were iden‐
tified as contra. Thus, websites explicitly advocating in
favor of the law were visited exclusively by participants
who indicated in the survey that they had voted in favor
of the law and vice versa. Based on qualitative inspec‐
tion of the links, these visits coded as either pro or contra
included visits to websites of the pro and contra commit‐
tees (e.g., https://covidgesetz‐nein.ch or https://ja‐aus‐
vernunft.ch) as well as parties or organizations explicitly
in favor of or against the proposal.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

Overall, our findings indicate that respondents rarely
used Google to search for information about upcoming
referendums. This low frequency of searches related to
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Table 2. Distribution of pro, contra, and neutral visits related to the Covid‐19 referendum per voter group.

Visits related to the Covid‐19 referendum

Proponents Opponents Non‐voters

n % n % n %

Pro 6 37.5 0 0.0 0 0.0
Contra 0 0.0 10 30.3 0 0.0
Neutral 10 62.5 23 69.7 5 100.0
Total 16 100.0 33 100.0 5 100.0
Notes: The descriptive statistics are based on n = 129 participants (86 proponents, 28 opponents, and 14 non‐voters); n = 54 ballot‐
related visits.

the direct‐democratic votes is remarkable, given the high
complexity and relevance of such political decisions. One
explanation could be that participants relied more on
traditional news sources than online search engines for
information about the upcoming vote. This interpreta‐
tion is in line with previous findings on the perceived rel‐
evance of algorithmic selection applications for political
information‐seeking (Reiss et al., 2021) and supported by
our survey data on participants’ media use. Around half
of the participants used traditional mass media or the
official voting information booklet by the Swiss Federal
Chancellery often or very often for vote‐related infor‐
mation, whereas less than a third said the same about
Google. Yet, the positive relation between average infor‐
mation use and ballot‐related searches could indicate
that search engines are a complementary form of infor‐
mation gathering rather than a substitute for more tra‐
ditional information sources. However, due to the small
non‐representative sample, this interpretation is some‐
what speculative.

We further find that the younger andmore politically
interested are more likely to search for ballot‐related
information.Whereas the effect for political interest is in
line with previous research (Bonfadelli & Friemel, 2011),
the finding regarding age may be because younger cit‐
izens generally use online sources more often for their
political information (fög, 2022). Furthermore, we find
that higher perceived issue importance of the referen‐
dum had a negative effect on whether someone per‐
formed a ballot‐related search. This could be because
these voters had already formed an opinion early on or
relied on other information sources.

Although, according to the data donations, the
respondents seldomly searched for vote‐related infor‐
mation, for those that did, our qualitative analysis, on
the one hand, points to noteworthy differences between
the search terms that participants suggested in the sur‐
vey and those that were actually employed in the data
donations: The donation search terms were proportion‐
ally more often identified as explicitly pro or contra and
were worded more generally than the survey search
terms. On the other hand, both the survey and dona‐
tion search terms were overall rather neutral and often
closely related to the official description of the propos‐
als, for example, in the form of general ballot‐specific

search terms. Additionally,most search termswere issue‐
specific and rarely included references to specific parties
or other actors.

Furthermore, the qualitative analysis indicates dif‐
ferences between voting groups in their actual search‐
ing behavior. For the Covid‐19 referendum, which was
the most prominent and controversial of the three pro‐
posals in the Swiss news coverage (Udris, 2021), pro‐
ponents more often used search terms related to pro‐
proposition arguments than opponents, and vice versa.
In contrast, non‐voters conducted fewer searches and
employed more neutral search terms. Similarly, most
ballot‐related visits were neutral and often included gov‐
ernment or news websites. Yet, websites explicitly in
favor of the proposal were exclusively visited by pro‐
ponents, and opponents of the proposal only visited
websites explicitly against the proposal. Thus, the find‐
ings tentatively indicate potential user‐input biases in
searches and visits around referendum campaigns that
should be further explored in future research.

Our study has several limitations. First, due to the
relatively small sample and the data scarcity regard‐
ing ballot‐related searches, our analyses remain largely
descriptive and qualitative. Therefore, our findings
should be interpreted with caution and cannot be gen‐
eralized. Since we conducted our study, scholarly discus‐
sions about best practices of data donations and how to
increase participation rates have intensified, and future
studies should incorporate these novel insights into their
design to obtain larger samples (Ohme & Araujo, 2022;
van Driel et al., 2022). Second, the sample is not rep‐
resentative of the Swiss voting population and asking
participants for data donations may introduce some self‐
selection bias. Compared to data from official population
statistics and representative surveys, our respondents
are disproportionately male, slightly older (partly due to
our focus on voters above 18), more highly educated,
and more politically interested. Given our finding that
political interest positively correlates with ballot‐related
searches, wemay, therefore, still overestimate howoften
Swiss citizens search for political information on Google.
In contrast, this bias could be offset by the sample’s
slightly higher mean age, as age correlated negatively
with ballot‐related searches. Third, we cannot make any
statements about the intentions behind the employed
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search terms. For example, although the results suggest
that the use of pro or contra search terms may reflect
attitudes toward a ballot, it could be that people inten‐
tionally search for arguments or parties that oppose their
attitude. Fourth, although googling during the campaign
temporally precedes voting, we compared search pat‐
terns across groups defined by vote choice. Thus, there
could be reverse causality in that the searches and web‐
sites visited influenced participants’ vote choice and not
vice versa. To better assess the causality between search
behavior and vote choice, future research could rely on
panel designs, asking about voting intentions and sug‐
gested search terms in a first wave in an early campaign
stage, and obtaining participants’ Google Search histories
and final vote choice in a second wave after the vote.
Finally, although the period of analysis included three
voting proposals on very different issues, we examined
only one voting date in one country, and our analysis
focused mainly on the Covid‐19 referendum. The fact
that citizens most often searched for the Covid‐19 ref‐
erendum may indicate that the frequency of searches is
higher for more contested issues. Accordingly, the fre‐
quency of searches may be higher in countries where
referendums are rare and, therefore, often associated
with higher stakes. In turn, this argument is contradicted
by the finding that the perceived importance was neg‐
atively related to the likelihood that participants con‐
ducted ballot‐related searches. Thus, aswe can only spec‐
ulate about such generalizations, future research should
investigate whether the frequency of Google searches is
higher for different issues or in other countries where ref‐
erendums are less routine than in Switzerland.

Nevertheless, this study provides interesting insights
into how Swiss citizens search for information online in
national referendum campaigns. First, it indicates that
search engines may only play a limited role in Swiss ref‐
erendum campaigns. Second, it shows that when citi‐
zens search for ballot‐related information, the search
terms employed are largely neutral but may reflect
certain user‐input biases. Finally, through the compar‐
atively novel approach of using survey respondents’
data donations, the study points to the importance
of combining self‐reported survey data and behavioral
digital trace data, as we find differences between the
search terms suggested in the survey and the actually
employed search terms according to participants’ Google
Search histories. Thus, this study shows that surveys are
insufficient for investigating search behavior. Although
searches about referendum campaigns are rare, they
may be demonstrative of the searchers’ intentions, rein‐
forcing previous literature on search terms as indicators
of personal attitudes.
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1. Introduction

In the wake of the digital transformation, political com‐
munication has increasingly moved online. For citizens,
the advance of digital technologies has dramatically
expanded the range of tools through which they can get
involved politically. In recent years, social media chan‐
nels have established themselves as popular venues of
participation. Political debates currently take place on
Facebook, Twitter, andmany other platforms. These new
digital media have not only become important sources of
information; they have also enabled citizens to counter
the top‐down communication of traditional print and
broadcast media thanks to their flexible, open, and inter‐
active nature, thus fostering opportunities for bottom‐up
communication (Esser, 2013).

However, these new platforms also raise concerns
about social inequalities (Halford & Savage, 2010). It is

important to consider these new venues for social
inequalities given that the role of digital media is likely
to continue to grow in the future. According to Robinson
et al. (2015, p. 571), “one cannot understand the social
landscape of the twenty‐first century without coming to
grips with digital inequalities.” Groups that tend to be
excluded from the digital domain are likely to experience
decisive disadvantages in terms of political representa‐
tion. If these groups are unable to compensate for their
lack of online presence through their engagement in the
declining offline world, it is likely that their voices will be
heard less in the political debate, thus leading to reduced
visibility, voice, and influence in decision‐making (Grasso
& Smith, 2022, p. 43). This exclusion is especially worri‐
some when the views of these groups differ from those
of the more digitally involved ones.

This article examines the gender gap, one of themost
persistent social inequalities in politics, by focusing on
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the individual use of social media in political campaigns.
We test two hypotheses based on theoretical considera‐
tions developed in the next section. First, we expect that
men form their opinions through social media more fre‐
quently than women (gender gap hypothesis). Second,
we focus on the contextual level by examining how the
intensity of public debates reduces this individual‐level
discrepancy (interaction hypothesis). More specifically,
we hypothesize that the presumed gender gap narrows
with increasing media coverage.

We test these hypotheses in the context of direct‐
democratic votes. Although reliance on digital media
has become more popular, the overwhelming majority
of existing studies on citizens’ use of social media in
campaigns focus on elections (Owen, 2017). Research
on direct democracy is thus still in its infancy. If empir‐
ical studies exist, they typically focus on single votes
(e.g., Arlt et al., 2019; Del Vicario et al., 2017). Systematic
studies on the use of social media in the context of ref‐
erendums and initiatives can thus be considered a major
lacuna in the current scholarly literature.

This article focuses on Switzerland, thereby taking
full advantage of the fact that it hosts many direct‐
democratic ballots. The empirical analysis draws on the
so‐called “VOTO studies.” These are post‐ballot surveys
of a representative sample of Swiss citizens conducted
after each of the 13 ballots that occurred at the Swiss
federal level from September 2016 to September 2020.
Our empirical analyses reveal support for both the gen‐
der gap and the interaction hypotheses.

The remainder of this article is structured as fol‐
lows. In Section 2, we develop our theoretical argu‐
ments, which culminate in the formulation of the gen‐
der gap and the interaction hypotheses. Section 3 briefly
describes the selected Swiss direct‐democratic context
and provides an overview of the data and the measure‐
ment of the indicators. Section 4 presents the results of
our bivariate and multivariate analyses. In Section 5, we
recapitulate and discuss the main findings of this article
and provide interested scholars with some avenues for
future research.

2. Gender Gaps in Social Media Use

The late suffrage granted to women compared with men
in many Western democracies has historically led to
lower levels of female participation in elections. While
womennowgenerally participatemore in elections, their
turnout levels have still not reached those of men in
some countries (Franceschet et al., 2019). In addition,
women lag when it comes to numerous types of tradi‐
tional political participation in the offline domain. While
they tend to participate more in private and individual
ways (see Gundelach & Kalte, 2021), collective and con‐
ventional forms of public engagement are more preva‐
lent among men (Coffé & Bolzendahl, 2010).

From a theoretical point of view, there are two main
explanatory factors for the persistent gender gaps in

political engagement: individual resources and socializa‐
tion (Verba et al., 1997). As far as individual resources
are concerned, women have been historically disadvan‐
taged in terms of income, education, time, and civic skills,
thus leading to their lower levels of political participation
(Grasso & Smith, 2022, p. 43). The most important fac‐
tor is probably that women are still more likely to take
care of their children, which allows them less time to
get involved in politics and blocks their opportunities to
acquire the skills to do so. As a result, politics tend to
remain dominated by men.

In terms of socialization, there has always been a
focus on the binary division betweenmen’s andwomen’s
roles in democratic societies. The different manners of
raising young girls and boys crucially affect their political
engagement. More specifically, women’s spheres have
been more private, given that they revolve around fam‐
ily well‐being, while men’s spheres have been public
and perceived as more essential (Coffé, 2013, p. 325).
Therefore, there is a culture of masculinity in the realm
of politics that can act as a deterrent for women (Bäck
et al., 2014, p. 507). It is therefore consistent that girls
currently still express less interest and enthusiasm than
boys for political life and political office (Bos et al., 2020).

In connection with today’s digitization of political
communication, scholars have addressed the salient
question of whether existing gender gaps disappear or
persist with the rise of social media, which grants cit‐
izens a new means through which to form their polit‐
ical opinions. There is no doubt that these platforms
have become very popular in recent years. In line with
the equalization thesis, according to which structurally
disadvantaged groups can compensate for their politi‐
cal weaknesses thanks to new digital media, optimists
have highlighted the potential of socialmedia for women
(e.g., Xenos et al., 2014). Due to low access barriers,
social mediamay offer the opportunity for a larger public
to get involved in political discussions. Given that social
media allow for deinstitutionalized and interactive com‐
munication and permits every single user to produce con‐
tent (Bechmann & Lomborg, 2013), there was hope that
low‐status and peripheral actors would also be able to
benefit from them and not only traditionally more pow‐
erful and established ones.

The scholarly literature suggests that three main fac‐
tors may encourage the equalization of political online
engagementwith respect to gender (e.g., for an overview
of the literature see Abendschön & García‐Albacete,
2021). First, social media allow women to compensate
for time‐consuming offline activities. Second, women
were found to use more frequently social media than
men in the United States (Hargittai & Jennrich, 2016),
which can be seen as an encouraging sign for closing
the gender gap in the political online sphere. Third,
major socio‐structural trends in Western societies, such
as higher levels of female education and labour mar‐
ket participation, can be expected to lead many women
to easily acquire the resources required to be involved
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online. This argument thus quasi automatically envisions
an increased share of women who participate in politi‐
cal communication.

However, after some initial optimism, numerous
empirical studies on individual political online activities
(e.g., Bode, 2017; Boulianne et al., 2021; Theocharis
& Van Deth, 2018) have revealed significant gender
gaps. In line with classic studies on political engagement
in the offline world, women were also rather consis‐
tently shown to be less active than men in the digital
world. This pattern lends support to the normalization
thesis. According to this thesis, existing power imbal‐
ances get reproduced in the digital realm (Margolis &
Resnick, 2000).

Altogether, women are much more likely to resort to
social media for private purposes than men (Hargittai &
Jennrich, 2016). In particular, the gender gap in social
media use proves to be particularly large in online
engagement that has high visibility such as posting, shar‐
ing, and debating political content (Bode, 2017; Joiner
et al., 2014). Hence, women may be less likely than men
to form their political opinions on social media.

To explain persisting gender gaps, various scholars
have stressed that women face a particularly hostile cli‐
mate on social media. Indeed, harassment of women is
a recurrent topic in this strand of literature (Boulianne
et al., 2021; Schiffrin et al., 2021). Amongst others, stud‐
ies show that fear of harassment shapes women’s likeli‐
hood to express their political views online, particularly
on social media, and more so than men’s (Koc‐Michalska
et al., 2021; Nadim & Fladmoe, 2021).

Moreover, campaign contexts may further deter
women from using social media for opinion‐formation
purposes. Unlike ordinary politics, campaigns are charac‐
terized by highly visible public conflicts between political
camps, which are typically unwilling to make any conces‐
sions or compromises. In addition, personal attacks, scan‐
dals, and other incivilities are much more likely to occur
during campaigns (Kahn & Kenney, 1999). Given that
women have been found to be more conflict‐avoidant,
more sensitive to other people’s opinions, and prefer a
positive tone in online communication (Lin & Lu, 2011;
Ulbig & Funk, 1999), we expect gender gaps to be visi‐
ble in terms of opinion formation in campaign contexts.
We also believe this may apply to direct‐democratic bal‐
lots, which is the focus of this article.

Hence, the gender gap hypothesis goes as follows:

H1: Men form their opinions on social media more
frequently than women.

In addition to H1, we are interested in the moderating
role played by contextual characteristics in reducing gen‐
dered discrepancies at the individual level. More specifi‐
cally, we hypothesize that the presumed gender gap nar‐
rows with the increasing intensities of public debates
that precede electoral decisions. This expectation is
rooted in the following theoretical consideration: High

levels of public debate intensity preceding democratic
votes increase the interest of politically less involved cit‐
izens, thereby leading to a “democratic expansion,” i.e.,
to amore inclusive use of social media for opinion forma‐
tion purposes.We expect that this democratic expansion
results in a narrowing of the gender gap.

In the following, we outline our line of reasoning
by focusing on direct democracy. The public debates
that precede referendums and initiatives provide citizens
with a prime source of political information from vari‐
ous political actors, journalists, and their peers (Kriesi,
2011). It should be noted that we prefer the notion
of public debate to that of campaigns since the latter
is basically limited to mobilization and communication
efforts by partisan actors who aim to convince citizens of
their respective issue‐specific positions (Bernhard, 2012).
In contrast, media actors are usually much more neu‐
tral and also typically let both sides have their say in the
reporting (Udris et al., 2016).

Overall, the cognitive and emotional involvement of
individuals may increase as the public debate on a given
direct‐democratic ballot intensifies (Kriesi, 2005). This
public debate provides citizens with a unique occasion
to learn about the issues that are submitted to the bal‐
lot, to receive issue‐relevant political information, and
to increase their issue‐specific awareness. As a result,
citizens may search for additional information to form
their opinions and share content on interactive social
media platforms.

Two keymechanismsmay be at play here:motivation
and capacity. As to motivation, intensive public debates
signal to citizens that important political topics are at
stake. Extensive media coverage draws citizens’ atten‐
tion to these issues since citizens receive a high num‐
ber of messages. As a result, they are willing to learn
more and become better informed. In especially inten‐
sive cases, citizens can hardly escape the public debate.
Many start to understand how the issue affects them
at both the individual and societal levels. As a conse‐
quence, they become motivated to get involved in order
to defend their personal or collective political interest
(Kriesi, 2005).

Regarding capacity, direct democracy imposes high
demands on citizens in termsof issue‐specific knowledge.
Indeed, ordinary citizens cannot generally be expected
to have such information when referendums and initia‐
tives are placed on the ballot. However, intensive public
debates create an environment that may be conducive
to political learning by noticeably increasing the flow
of information to citizens (Kriesi, 2011). When exposed
to huge amounts of media reports about the contents
of the ballot propositions at stake, citizens are able to
acquire substantial issue‐specific knowledge (Bernhard,
2018). In this context, it has been shown that, in the
case of Switzerland, intensive media coverage leads to
a “steady stream of arguments and voting cues, allowing
voters to make enlightened choices that are in line with
their preferences” (Kriesi, 2011, p. 238).
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Assuming that intensive public debates on direct‐
democratic ballots increase an extraordinary number
of citizens’ motivations and capacities to get politically
involved, social media should lead to a more inclusive
composition of citizens who are able to form an opin‐
ion on the issues at stake. In other words, in this envi‐
ronment, access to social media is expected to be less
restricted to politically advantaged groups. This logic
may apply to all kinds of structural inequalities, includ‐
ing those related to gender, which are at the core of
this article.

Based on these considerations, we are nowequipped
to formulate the second hypothesis, the interaction
hypothesis:

H2: The gender gap in socialmedia use for opinion for‐
mation purposes narrows with the increasing inten‐
sity of public debates.

3. Case Selection, Data, and Measurements

This article focuses on Switzerland, the paradigmatic
case of direct democracy. Despite the worldwide rise
in the use of ballot measures in the last few decades
(Qvortrup, 2018), the country still stands alone in its
extensive use of referendums and initiatives. Up to four
times a year, citizens are called to the ballot boxes to
decide on issue‐specific propositions that can occur at
the country’s three political levels (i.e., federal, cantonal,
and local). Hence, scholars interested in the practice of
direct democracy are well advised to take full advantage
of Switzerland’s experience.

As with experiences in other liberal democracies
(e.g., de Vreese, 2007), the issue‐specific public debates
that precede direct‐democratic votes are crucial for cit‐
izens’ opinion formation in the Swiss case. In addi‐
tion to interpersonal communication, citizens have been
found to rather routinely make up their minds based on
elite communication from political actors and journalists
(Kriesi, 2011). While traditional mass media (especially
newspapers, TV, and radio broadcasts) still play a central
role, socialmedia have steadily grown in importanceover
recent years (e.g., Arlt et al., 2019; Udris et al., 2016).

The empirical analysis relies on the so‐called “VOTO
studies.” These are post‐ballot surveys that rely on
computer‐assisted telephone interviews (CATI). They
contain around 1,500 respondents for each study with
an overrepresentation of respondents from the French
and Italian‐language regions, compared with the major‐
ity from the German‐speaking part of the country.
On behalf of the Swiss Federal Chancellery, the “VOTO
studies”were conducted by the Swiss Centre of Expertise
in the Social Sciences together with the Centre for
Democracy Studies Aarau at the University of Zurich and
the private pollster LINK after each of the 13 ballots
that took place at the federal level between September
2016 and September 2020 (more details can be found at
https://www.voto.swiss).

Note that we decided to limit ourselves to this
dataset because previous systematic post‐ballot surveys
did not include the participants’ social media use. In the
last years of the so‐called “VOX analyses” (1977–2016),
the surveys only contained a crude question on the role
played by the internet. The new “VOX analyses” (since
November 2020), for their part, are based on a different
methodological approach. They rely on mixed‐mode sur‐
veys using online and paper questionnaires, which is why
it is not obvious to link their data with the CATI‐based
“VOTO studies.”

Table 1 lists the 13 selected ballots in chronologi‐
cal order. As can be seen from this table, the number
of propositions that were submitted to the vote ranges
from one to five.

We now turn to the construction of the indicators
that are used in this analysis. The dependent variable
is the social media use for opinion formation purposes.
It is dichotomous in nature: Respondents were asked
whether they relied on “social media such as Facebook
and Twitter” to inform themselves and form an opinion
prior to voting (code 1 for yes, 0 for no). This item is part
of a battery that contained 12 other information sources
(see below). It is also worth mentioning that only citi‐
zens who participated in a given ballot were asked this
question. Hence, abstainerswere automatically excluded
from our analysis. This means that the voter composi‐
tion differs across ballots. There are competing theoreti‐
cal expectations as to whether this selection affects the
result of our empirical analysis.Wewill address this ques‐
tion in the conclusion.

A first look at this indicator reveals that on average
a little more than one in four respondents reported hav‐
ing used socialmedia for their opinion formation (26.6%).
It appears that there is some substantial variation across
ballots. Indeed, the minimum score amounts to 23.7%
for VOTO 10 and the maximum one to 33% for VOTO 13.

Regarding gender, the main independent variable,
we distinguish between women (code 1) and men
(code 2). While scholars usually resort to this biologi‐
cal operationalization, a non‐binary measure would be
preferable in order to be in line with gender theory
(Bittner & Goodyear‐Grant, 2017). Unfortunately, such
an indicator is not available from the VOTO surveys.

For the intensity of the public debates, which we
will interact with gender for testing H2, we incorporated
external data on media coverage into the VOTO dataset.
Thanks to the courtesy of the Research Center for the
Public Sphere and Society at the University of Zurich
(fög), we employ an indicator that includes the number
of articles produced by 19 important Swissmedia outlets
from the two biggest language regions i.e., the German‐
and French‐speaking parts (for similarmeasures, see e.g.,
Udris et al., 2016). We added the number of articles
these media outlets produced about the proposition(s)
submitted to a given ballot during the hot phase of the
campaigns (i.e., in the period between 12weeks and one
week before the ballot date).
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Table 1. Overview of the selected ballots (in chronological order with the submitted propositions).

Ballot Date Proposition Type

VOTO 1 September 25, 2016 Green economy Popular initiative
Old age scheme insurance (OASI) Popular initiative
Intelligence law Optional referendum

VOTO 2 November 27, 2016 Withdrawal from nuclear energy Optional referendum

VOTO 3 February 12, 2017 Facilitated naturalizations Compulsory referendum
Roads and agglomeration transport fund Compulsory referendum
Corporate tax reform III Optional referendum

VOTO 4 May 21, 2017 Energy law Optional referendum

VOTO 5 September 24, 2017 Food security Direct counter draft to popular initiative
Additional financing of OASI Compulsory referendum
OASI reform 2020 Optional referendum

VOTO 6 March 4, 2018 New financial regime Compulsory referendum
Abolition of radio and TV fees Popular initiative

VOTO 7 June 10, 2018 Sovereign money Popular initiative
Gambling law Optional referendum

VOTO 8 September 23, 2018 Bicycle lanes Direct counter draft to popular initiative
Fair food Popular initiative
Food sovereignty Popular initiative

VOTO 9 November 25, 2018 Subsidies for cow horns Popular initiative
Self‐determination Popular initiative
Monitoring of insured people Optional referendum

VOTO 10 February 10, 2019 Urban sprawl Popular initiative

VOTO 11 May 19, 2019 Corporate tax reform and financing of OASI Optional referendum
Weapons law Optional referendum

VOTO 12 February 9, 2020 Affordable housing Popular initiative
Ban of discrimination on sexual orientation Optional referendum

VOTO 13 September 27, 2020 Limitation of immigration Popular initiative
Hunting law Optional referendum
Child tax deductions Optional referendum
Paternity leave Optional referendum
Purchase of fighter jets Optional referendum

Among the selected ballots, VOTO 13 turns out
to have attracted the highest amount of media cover‐
age (1,376 articles). This is not surprising, given that
it was the only one to include the maximum of five
propositions. In contrast, the minimum value is reached
for VOTO 10 (260 articles). On this ballot, Swiss citi‐
zens were only invited to decide on one proposition,
a rather low‐salient popular initiative aiming to con‐
tain urban sprawl. However, it is worth noting that a
change occurred in the media sample from VOTO 8 on.
For 13 media outlets, the articles from the print edi‐
tionswere replacedwith online articles. According to the
members of fög, this may have caused a slight increase
in the number of articles after VOTO 7. We will return to
this issue in the empirical analysis.

We also control for a series of variables that can
be expected to influence the extent of individual social

media use. Perhaps most importantly, we account for
the respondents’ age (in years). This is due to the fact
that previous studies have consistently shown that social
media are by far the most popular among younger peo‐
ple (e.g., Hernandez, 2019; Owen & Deng, 2021). In addi‐
tion, socio‐economic status is likely to be positively
associated with the dependent variable. We include
the respondents’ level of education by relying on a
six‐level hierarchical classification elaborated by the
Federal Statistical Office.

Additionally, we consider three types of political
variables. First, we look at the respondents’ degree of
political interest. To that end, we rely on an increas‐
ing four‐level scale (not at all interested, not very inter‐
ested, somewhat interested, very interested) with the
expectation that there is a positive association with
socialmedia use for opinion formation purposes. Second,
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political ideology is measured by the respondents’
self‐positioning on a left‐right scale that ranges from
0 (completely left) to 10 (completely right). Research
indicates that communities from the left are particu‐
larly active on social media in Switzerland (Arlt et al.,
2019). Third, we also include party identification by draw‐
ing a distinction between eight partisan groups: sympa‐
thizers with the six largest parties of the country (i.e.,
Swiss People’s Party, Social Democrats, Liberals, Christian
Democrats, Greens, and Green Liberals), sympathizers
with another party as well as independents.

We also control for the effects of language region
affiliation. Based on the respondents’ commune of resi‐
dence, we draw a distinction between German‐, French‐,
and Italian‐speaking parts. Given that the Swiss public
sphere is segmented along its three main languages, the
use of social media may vary across language regions.
Public debates on federal direct‐democratic may be gen‐
erally less intense in smaller language regions, thus pos‐
sibly leading to a lower social media reliance for opinion
formation purposes in the French—and especially in the
Italian‐speaking parts—as compared to the German lan‐
guage region.

Finally, we consider the influence of two
communication‐related factors. First, we expect that
citizens who discuss a given ballot with others in their
private environment may be more likely to rely on social
media. The intensity of private discussions is measured
on a five‐level scale (code 1 for never, 2 for less often
than weekly, 3 for about once a week, 4 for several times
a week, and 5 for on a daily basis). Second, we are inter‐
ested in the relationship between social media andmore
traditional information sources. Does the use of social
media substitute traditional media sources or are these
media types complementary to each other? Basedon the
scholarly literature (e.g., Dimitrova et al., 2014), we antic‐
ipate that they are complementary. Hence, respondents
who indicate that they use more traditional sources may
also bemore likely to form their opinions on social media
platforms. For more traditional information sources, we

rely on an additive composite index that includes the
remaining twelve items of battery asked in the frame‐
work of the “VOTO studies” (i.e., newspaper articles,
radio broadcasts, TV broadcasts, official ballot pam‐
phlets, leaflets, newspaper ads, billboards, online news,
letters to the editor, polls, messages at the workplace,
and videos). This measure thus ranges from 0 to 12.

4. Empirical Analysis

The empirical analysis occurs in two steps. First, we
present descriptive bivariate analyses in which we out‐
line social media use according to individual and contex‐
tual characteristics. Second, we turn to the multivariate
analysis by testing the two hypotheses we formulated in
the previous section.

In line with H1, women used social media much less
frequently than their male counterparts to form an opin‐
ion before voting. On average, only 22.8% of female
participants reported having relied on platforms such
as Facebook and Twitter. In contrast, this share reaches
30.2% among male respondents. When dividing the lat‐
ter figure by the former, one obtains a gender gap value
of 1.33. This indicates thatmen’s reliance on socialmedia
exceeds that of women by 33%. A bivariate Z‐test shows
that the detected gender gap is statistically significant
(z‐value = 9.96; p < 0.001).

As is visible from Table 2, men display higher shares
of social media use for each of the 13 selected direct‐
democratic ballots. However, the degree of the gender
gap varies considerably in each case. Whereas men were
more than 70% as likely to rely on social media in the
context of VOTO 10, the gap is slightly less than 9% in
the case of VOTO 6. On the basis of bivariate Z‐tests, it
turns out that the gendered differences are statistically
secured at the 5%‐error level in eleven ballots. The excep‐
tions include the two ballots with the lowest gender gaps
in magnitude, i.e., VOTO 6 and VOTO 13.

We also analyzed the role played by media coverage.
Figure 1 depicts the correlation between the number of

Table 2. The magnitude of the gender gaps in social media use by ballot.

Ballot Men Women Gender gap P > Z
VOTO 1 26.5% 20.3% 1.31 0.009
VOTO 2 32.4% 22.8% 1.42 0.000
VOTO 3 30.6% 25.0% 1.23 0.027
VOTO 4 29.4% 23.7% 1.24 0.027
VOTO 5 32.8% 20.5% 1.60 0.000
VOTO 6 32.3% 29.7% 1.09 0.171
VOTO 7 31.9% 20.3% 1.58 0.000
VOTO 8 28.0% 19.2% 1.46 0.000
VOTO 9 29.3% 20.7% 1.41 0.001
VOTO 10 27.2% 15.9% 1.71 0.001
VOTO 11 26.5% 19.0% 1.40 0.010
VOTO 12 29.7% 23.1% 1.29 0.031
VOTO 13 34.8% 31.2% 1.12 0.071
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Figure 1. Correlation between the amount of media coverage and the degree of the gender gap in social media use
by ballot.

articles and the degree of the gender gap in social media
use for the 13 ballots under scrutiny. As can be seen from
the trend line, there is a clear negative relationship and
the slope amounts to –0.61. This basic pattern is thus in
line with H2.

In the following, we test our hypotheses in a mul‐
tivariate setting. To that end, we relied on multilevel
modelling. Model 1 in Table 3 presents the results of
six two‐level random‐intercept regression estimations
that explain the reliance on social media by individual
and contextual factors. For the time being, we focus
on Model 1, the standard model. In accordance with
the findings of the bivariate analysis, men are generally
found to rely on socialmediamore frequently for opinion
formation purposes thanwomen. Indeed, the coefficient
for “man” proves to be positively significant at the 0.1%
error level. This result thus strongly supports the gender
gap hypothesis (H1).

The third coefficient of Model 1 (i.e., man × media
coverage) indicates that the gender gap narrows with
increasing media coverage. The statistical association is
secured at the 5% error level. This significant negative
interaction term is in line with H2, thus confirming the
impression gained from Figure 1. Hence, high levels of
public debates preceding direct‐democratic ballots deci‐
sively contribute to reducing gendered discrepancies in
social media use for opinion formation purposes. To illus‐
trate this significant interaction, Figure 2 depicts the
predicted marginal effects of the amount of media cov‐
erage on social media use for both women and men.
The positive slope is much steeper for women, thus indi‐
cating that the intensity of public debates is instrumen‐
tal for women to compensate for their lower reliance on
social media.

As for the control variables, three factors prove to be
statistically significant. First, the amount of media cover‐
age is instrumental in increased social media use. This
indicates that there is a strong direct effect on individ‐

ual social media reliance emanating from the intensity
of public debate. Second, age is negatively related to
the dependent variable—confirming that social media
are mostly used by younger people. Third, respondents
who rely on a high number of more traditional infor‐
mation sources are also more likely to form their opin‐
ions on social media platforms. This positive association
points to a complementary relationship between older
and newer forms of information sources, a pattern that
has established itself in the academic literature. There
are no significant effects to report for the remaining con‐
trol variables.

To test the robustness of these results, we decided to
rely on a series of alternative specifications. In Model 2,
we applied a design weight that adjusts for the over‐
representation of respondents from both the Italian‐
and French‐speaking language regions and the under‐
representation of those from the German‐speaking part.
While the use of such a procedure is controversially dis‐
cussed in the literature (Solon et al., 2015), we decided
to perform both weighted and unweighted estimations.
In Model 3, we use an alternative dependent variable.
It may be argued that a more fine‐grained measurement
of social media use is more appropriate than a binary
indicator. Luckily enough, we were able to rely on a
non‐binary measure because the “VOTO studies” asked
the respondents who answered that they relied on social
media for their opinion formation about the strength of
their social media use on a scale that ranges from 1 to 10.

Models 3, 4, and 5 account for possible biases caused
by themedia coveragemeasure provided by fög. Asmen‐
tioned in Section 3, the data after VOTO 7 are likely to
contain a slightly higher number of articles. To address
this issue empirically, we decided to apply three differ‐
ent corrections to this indicator. In Model 3, the number
of articles was reduced by 5% for VOTO 8 to VOTO 13.
The correction is set at 10% in Model 4 and at 15% in
Model 5. As can be seen in Table 2, the results remain
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Table 3. Probit and ordered probit two‐level random‐intercept models explaining individual reliance on social media.

Standard With design Social media 5% media 10% media 15% media
model weights intensity coverage coverage coverage

correction correction correction
(Model 1) (Model 2) (Model 3) (Model 4) (Model 5) (Model 6)

Man 0.283*** 0.358*** 0.376*** 0.360*** 0.362*** 0.362***
(4.65) (5.39) (5.88) (5.32) (5.25) (5.17)

Media coverage 0.0003*** 0.0003** 0.0003** 0.0003** 0.0003** 0.0003**
(3.57) (3.25) (2.75) (3.11) (2.95) (2.77)

Man ×media coverage −0.0002* −0.0002* −0.0002* −0.0002* −0.0002* −0.0002*
(−2.18) (−2.22) (−2.28) (−2.21) (−2.19) (−2.15)

Age −0.024*** −0.025*** −0.025*** −0.025*** −0.025*** −0.025***
(−32.53) (−30.77) (−32.68) (−30.77) (−30.77) (−30.77)

Education level 0.006 0.020 0.021 0.020 0.020 0.020
(0.55) (1.57) (1.42) (1.56) (1.56) (1.55)

Political interest −0.017 −0.020 −0.015 −0.020 −0.020 −0.020
(−0.87) (−0.93) (−0.82) (−0.93) (−0.93) (−0.93)

Left–right positioning −0.008 −0.002 −0.002 −0.002 −0.002 −0.002
(0–10) (−1.04) (−0.28) (−0.14) (−0.28) (−0.28) (−0.28)
Swiss People’s Party 0.063 0.009 −0.011 0.009 0.009 0.009

(1.37) (0.17) (−0.20) (0.17) (0.17) (0.17)
Social Democrat 0.046 0.049 0.101 0.049 0.049 0.049

(1.13) (1.11) (1.63) (1.11) (1.11) (1.10)
Liberal 0.001 0.020 0.044 0.020 0.019 0.019

(0.03) (0.46) (0.63) (0.46) (0.45) (0.45)
Green 0.011 −0.045 −0.052 −0.045 −0.045 −0.045

(0.18) (−0.69) (−0.68) (−0.69) (−0.69) (−0.68)
Christian Democrat 0.055 0.074 0.049 0.074 0.074 0.074

(1.17) (1.45) (0.73) (1.44) (1.44) (1.44)
Green Liberal −0.007 −0.001 0.004 −0.001 −0.001 −0.001

(−0.11) (−0.01) (0.05) (−0.01) (−0.01) (−0.01)

Other party 0.066 0.009 0.066 0.009 0.009 0.009
(1.10) (0.13) (0.63) (0.13) (0.13) (0.14)

French‐speaking part 0.054 0.033 0.030 0.033 0.033 0.033
(1.76) (0.99) (0.92) (0.99) (0.99) (0.98)

Italian‐speaking part 0.103** 0.057 0.057 0.057 0.057 0.057
(3.13) (1.60) (1.48) (1.60) (1.60) (1.60)

Discussion frequency 0.010 0.007 0.013 0.007 0.008 0.008
(0.75) (0.49) (0.55) (0.50) (0.51) (0.52)

Use of more traditional 0.026*** 0.026*** 0.026*** 0.026*** 0.026*** 0.026***
information sources (31.91) (28.97) (30.63) (28.96) (28.95) (28.94)
Constant/ −0.708*** −0.798*** 0.682*** −0.707*** −0.704*** −0.698***
Cut for Model 3 (−6.09) (−5.33) (6.44) (−6.02) (−5.95) (−5.85)
Intraclass correlation/ 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.003
Variance partition (1.20) (1.32) (1.46) (1.37) (1.42) (1.48)
coefficient

N individual level 11,468 11,468 11,468 11,468 11,468 11,468
N contextual level 13 13 13 13 13 13
Notes:* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001; z‐values in brackets; independents and German speakers are the reference categories for
partisan groups and language regions.
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Figure 2. Predicted marginal effects of media coverage on social media use by gender (with 95% confidence interval).

unchanged in terms of significance across all alternative
models. The results shown in Model 1 can thus be con‐
sidered to be robust.

As far as the contextual level is concerned, we
included some alternative determinants to media cover‐
age (not shown here). Due to the low number of cases at
this level (n = 13), we decided to rely on a similar proce‐
dure by separately considering the effects of time (either
by using the numbers of the VOTO surveys that range
from 1 to 13 or by calculating the daily differences from
VOTO 1 for the selected ballots) and paid media (as mea‐
sured by the number of newspaper ads). We looked at
the direct effects of social media and interaction effects
with gender. The only association that proved to be sig‐
nificant refers to both time indicators. We find that the
reliance on social media increased over time. This is
remarkable in that even though this analysis examined
a short period of time (September 2016 to September
2020), patterns of saturation could be discerned as to
the share of Swiss people using social media for news at
least once aweek (Newmanet al., 2022, p. 107). This find‐
ing is in line with another indicator from the same study.
Accordingly, the share of Swiss saying that social media
are their “main source” of news has increased from 8%
in 2016 to 13% in 2021. In any case, due to insignificant
interaction terms, it appears that, in the context of direct‐
democratic ballots, the increased use of social media
over time for opinion formation purposes did not con‐
tribute to a narrowing of the gender gap.

5. Conclusion

Due to ongoing digital transformations, citizens’ reliance
on social media has rapidly increased in recent years.

However, despite the growing importance, research on
individual opinion formation based on digital technolo‐
gies is still in its infancy. This is especially true in the
domain of direct democracy. To the extent that such
empirical studies exist, they typically focus on single case
studies. Systematic research on the role played by digi‐
tal technologies in the context of direct democracy can
thus be considered a major gap in the academic liter‐
ature. This is unfortunate, not the least because major
challenges such as fake news, disinformation campaigns,
or social bots are becoming common features in refer‐
enda and initiatives.

In light of the growing importance of digital technolo‐
gies and their challenges, this article takes an empiri‐
cal look at citizens’ use of social media for opinion for‐
mation in the context of Swiss direct‐democratic ballots.
To that end, we have focused on the gender gap, which
constitutes one of the most salient political inequali‐
ties in today’s democracies. Corroborating previouswork,
and in line with H1, we find that men are on average
about 30% more likely than women to rely on social
media for opinion‐formation purposes. Given that the
data used here indicate that women neither make up for
their delay over time nor compensate for their less fre‐
quent socialmedia usewhen it comes tomore traditional
sources of information than men (results are available
from the authors upon request), this finding suggests
that the digital gender divide is not likely to disappear
anytime soon. This is potentially a cause for concern,
especially in light of the expected continuously growing
importance of digital media and their crucial role in polit‐
ical communication.

Despite this huge gender gap, our study has detected
some considerable variation across ballots This not only
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suggests that there is no inevitability when it comes to
the persistence of gender gaps, it also highlights the
importance of contextual characteristics that have the
potential to contribute to a narrowing the digital divide
between men and women. In this respect, this empir‐
ical analysis has found a statistically significant reduc‐
tion of the gender gap in social media use in the con‐
text of intensive public debates that precede direct‐
democratic ballots, thereby supporting H2. However, the
results supporting the interaction hypothesis must be
taken with some caution given that our empirical analy‐
sis only relied on 13 observations at the contextual level.
Future research may benefit from including more cases
to obtain more conclusive results.

In this context, the focus on issues could provide
scholars who work on direct democracy with a promis‐
ing avenue for future research. Indeed, it seems plausible
that the likelihood of women relying on social media for
opinion formation on referendums and initiatives heavily
depends on the issues that are submitted to the ballot.
Gender gaps may vanish in thematic areas that directly
affect women, such as abortion, or when welfare state
issues and environmental protection are at stake (Funk
&Gathmann, 2015). Unfortunately,we could not address
these issues properlywith the data at hand. In the “VOTO
studies,” the measure for social media use is only avail‐
able at the level of ballots, which in Switzerland usually
include several propositions. In other words, there is a
serious identification problem.

Another challenging aspect of the analyzed survey
data refers to the fact that only respondents who partic‐
ipated in a given ballot were asked about their reliance
on social media for opinion formation purposes. While
this choice is understandable from a pragmatic point
of view, it begs the question of whether there were
biased results due to the varying compositions of citi‐
zens across ballots. In viewof opposing theoretical expec‐
tations, we are reluctant to posit a clear direction of
potential biases. On the one hand, an increasing num‐
ber of participants may decrease the proportion of citi‐
zens who rely on social media, given that less politically
interested citizens typically get involved in such cases
(selection effect). On the other hand, turnout levels have
been found to positively depend on campaign intensity
(Kriesi, 2005), a fact that may increase the individual like‐
lihood of using social media to come to a voting decision
(campaign effect). Additionally, we invite scholars to go
beyond developingmore fine‐grainedmeasures of social
media use to also look more carefully at how citizens
employ these digital platforms. For examining the latter
research question, more qualitative approaches may be
more effective.

Finally, we have obtained our findings against the
backdrop of a peculiar context—contemporary Swiss
direct democracy. This raises the question as to whether
the main conclusions reached here travel well to other
political contexts. We believe that our basic theoreti‐
cal arguments can easily be transposed to all kinds of

free and fair elections and direct‐democratic votes held
around the world. However, Switzerland presents a case
of a consensus democracy that has been characterized
by a respectful political culture, and it may be that gen‐
der gaps are higher in more conflictive political contexts
where women may be blocked from using social media
for political opinion formation. Hence, we would like to
encourage scholars to rely on case studies and compara‐
tive analyses in order to cumulatively address the gener‐
alizability of the results presented in this article.
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1. Introduction

Digital technologies have become a central pillar of
today’s political campaigning across the world (e.g.,
Lilleker et al., 2015). While most scholars agree that dig‐
ital technologies are ubiquitous in political campaigns,
the extent to which they affect the distribution of power
among political actors, if at all, is still a matter of heated
debate. Are digital technologies redistributing power
from major to minor political actors, thereby equalizing
or leveling out the playing field, or are they, on the con‐

trary, simply reproducing the offline power structure and
thereby normalizing existing imbalances?

While some scholars assert that the internet and
social media, with their low entry costs and their
affordances for unmediated communication, are pow‐
erful means to strengthen the position of traditionally
marginalized groups and interests in the political field
(e.g., Bene, 2021; Gibson & McAllister, 2015; Gibson
et al., 2000; Morris, 2001), others posit that the internet,
as it evolves, reproduces the offline political power struc‐
ture, withmajor actors asserting their dominant position
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(e.g., Margolis et al., 1999). For instance, regularly updat‐
ing content on social networking sites is more resource‐
intense than often assumed, and follower numbers often
resemble the offline power structure (see Bene, 2021;
Spierings & Jacobs, 2019).

Empirical work on the equalizing or normalizing
effects of social media draws no unequivocal picture,
with some studies finding support for a more level play‐
ing field between minor and major political actors (e.g.,
Bene, 2021; Samuel‐Azran et al., 2015) and others point‐
ing towards a normalizing effect (e.g., Strandberg, 2013;
Van Aelst et al., 2017). Scholars argue that the ambi‐
guity in the findings stems from methodological het‐
erogeneity (Vanden Eynde & Maddens, 2022), concep‐
tual weaknesses, and the dominance of single‐case study
designs (Bene, 2021; Gibson, 2020). Most studies on the
equalization–normalization debate focus on electoral
competitions (e.g., Larsson & Moe, 2014; Samuel‐Azran
et al., 2015) or non‐electoral periods (e.g., Sobaci, 2018)
and test their premises over relatively short periods,
often covering only one single campaign. Direct demo‐
cratic campaigns have not been adequately considered
in the literature, especially from a long‐term perspec‐
tive, in spite of the steady increase in direct democratic
votes across the world (Qvortrup, 2014). The paucity of
research on digital technologies and the power distri‐
bution among political actors in direct democratic cam‐
paigns might be related to the fact that: first, defining
the power structure among political actors is more com‐
plicated in direct democratic votes than in electoral con‐
texts; and second, referendums and popular initiatives
are, compared to elections, relatively rare events inmost
established democracies. However, even in Switzerland,
where citizens are regularly asked to cast their vote on
various issues and legislative projects, research on dig‐
ital technologies and power distribution is limited to
electoral competitions (Klinger, 2013), non‐electoral peri‐
ods (Rauchfleisch & Metag, 2020), or both (Rauchfleisch
& Metag, 2016). By investigating the effects of digital
technologies in the Swiss direct democratic context, this
study hopes to add new insights to the equalization–
normalization debate as we draw on a large dataset over
an 11‐year timespan covering a broad range of direct
democratic campaigns. In this way, we can explore con‐
textual explanations for the status‐quo preserving or
altering effects of online communication. Moreover, as
one of the first, we study equalization and normalization
in a comparative approach by considering both online
and offline campaign communication activities of politi‐
cal actors. Specifically, we analyze (a) changes in the activ‐
ity level and generated engagement of the challenger
and the government camp over time, (b) the determi‐
nants of equalization or normalization in Swiss direct
democratic votes, and (c) the differences between cam‐
paign activities in the online and the offline environment.
Even though social media performance can be, and has
been, conceptualized in various dimensions (adoption,
activity, user engagement, follower numbers), we limit

our focus to the level of activity and the generated user
engagement for twomain reasons. First, the longitudinal
approach of our study and our focus on a variety of differ‐
ent campaigns with changing political actors renders the
consideration of Facebook adoption unsuitable. Second,
our focus lies on the strategic decisions of political actors
to use Facebook as a channel for their campaign commu‐
nication and to assess their activities in terms of gener‐
ated user reactions. Given that follower numbers do not
reflect direct user reactions to specific content produced
bypolitical actors,we focus onuser engagement.We find
that in the majority of campaigns from 2010–2020, the
government camp outperforms the challenger camp in
terms of the number of Facebook posts and, to a lesser
extent, in terms of generated engagement—where the
challenger camp appears to be keeping pace with the
government camp. However, our analyses at the disag‐
gregated level of actors and posts show that the chal‐
lenger camp outperforms the government camp in terms
of activity and user engagement. Moreover, we find a
tendency toward equalization in terms of the campaign
direction: Facebook campaigns seem, on average, more
balanced than newspaper ad campaigns—particularly
since 2014.

2. Equalization vs. Normalization and Direct
Democracy: The Swiss Case

Direct democracy, together with federalism and consoci‐
ationalism, is a central cornerstone of the Swiss political
system (Vatter, 2020). The Swiss constitution provides for
different elements of direct citizen participation, allow‐
ing for the creation, abolition, or modification of legisla‐
tive norms: popular initiatives, optional, and mandatory
referenda (Jaquet et al., 2022; Serdült, 2010). Since 1848,
the Swiss electorate has voted on a total of 676 propos‐
als at the national level (Swissvotes, 2022). The number
of proposals submitted to a popular vote has increased
considerably over time (Serdült, 2021), partly due to
rising party competition (Leeman, 2015). Direct demo‐
cratic decisions are binary and require voters to choose
between accepting or rejecting a particular proposition.
This choice can also be framed as a decision between
two opposing camps: the government camp and the chal‐
lenger camp (Bernhard, 2012; Hänggli & Kriesi, 2010).
However, voting in favor or against a proposal has dif‐
ferent implications for referenda and initiatives due to
their institutional logic. For instance, voting “yes” in a
referendummeans accepting the government’s position,
whereas voting “yes” in an initiative implies accepting
the challenger’s stance. The government camp almost
always favors a “yes”‐vote in the case of a legislative
act qualified for a referendum, and it typically opposes
proposals submitted to an initiative vote. The opposite
applies to the challenger camp (Bernhard, 2012).

Direct democratic processes in Switzerland are
strongly shaped by the political elite (Kriesi, 2005).
Empirical work on the power distribution among the
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challengers and the government camp in direct demo‐
cratic campaigns shows that the latter is typically more
successful in getting its way in popular votes, particu‐
larly if the vote pertains to an initiative (Kriesi, 2006).
The strength of the government camp depends, how‐
ever, on the unity of its internal coalition and the insti‐
tutional type of the vote (Bernhard, 2012; Kriesi, 2006).
Depending on the issue‐specific context, the govern‐
ment forms an internal coalition. The coalitional con‐
figuration represents a grand coalition if all parties of
the federal council (Christian Democratic People’s Party
[CVP], Free Democratic Party [FDP], Social Democratic
Party [SP], Swiss People’s Party [SVP]) back the proposal
in the case of referendums or oppose it in the case of
initiatives. If one party deviates from the grand coali‐
tion, the government camp forms a center‐right coali‐
tion (if the left‐wing SP deviates) or a center‐left coalition
(if one of the center‐right parties deviates). If two parties
propose a different voting recommendation, the govern‐
ment camp forms a divided coalition (Kriesi, 2005).

In international comparison, Switzerland stands out
by its laissez‐faire approach to campaign regulation
(Reidy & Suiter, 2015). Despite the frequency and institu‐
tionalization of popular votes, there are very few binding
norms settling how political actors should organize and
conduct their campaign activities. Political actors are nei‐
ther bound to the upper limits of financial resources nor
obligated to disclose the sources of campaign contribu‐
tions (Serdült, 2010). Although the federal government
is not entitled to invest public resources in political cam‐
paigns directly, the parties composing the executive are
free to do so (Jaquet et al., 2022, p. 338).

Finally, regulations on campaign communication
appear to privilege the government camp to some extent.
Prior to a popular vote, the federal government sends a
ballot pamphlet to all eligible citizens. Even though the
pamphlet contains arguments for and against a proposal,
the government’s position is generally presented first and
in greater detail (Bernhard, 2012, p. 40). Moreover, the
executive is the only actor with the right to outline its
official standpoint on radio and TV before each vote. For
all other actors, campaigning on electronic media such
as TV and radio is forbidden (Serdült, 2010, pp. 170–171).
The few campaign regulations in place in Switzerland thus
appear to disadvantage the challenger camp. Strandberg
(2008) argues that traditionally more marginalized politi‐
cal actors could shift their communication efforts to digi‐
tal platformsmore intensively if confrontedwith a restric‐
tive offline campaign environment. Our first hypothesis
for equalization therefore states that:

H1a: The challenger camp performs better than
the government camp in terms of activity and user
engagement on Facebook (absolute equalization).

Alternatively, the structural advantages and the greater
visibility of the government camp in the offline campaign
environment could enable it to build a stronger follower

base and provoke more engagement. In their analysis of
media attention in direct democratic campaigns, Gerth
and Siegert (2012), for instance, show that the govern‐
ment representatives and the government camp, in gen‐
eral, received the most media attention during the cam‐
paign for the 2008 naturalization initiative. Therefore,we
could argue that:

H1b: The government camp performs better than the
challenger camp in terms of activity and user engage‐
ment on Facebook (absolute normalization).

An additional, more rigorous test for equalization ver‐
sus normalization is to adopt a comparative approach
by considering both online and offline campaign com‐
munication activities. As Margolis et al. (1999) point out,
for equalization to hold, the “advantages of major par‐
ties over minor parties on the Web would be signif‐
icantly smaller than their advantages over minor par‐
ties in the established news media” (p. 33). The Swiss
case provides an ideal setting for investigating this
claim. As mentioned before, campaign regulations in
Switzerland state that campaigning is not allowed on
electronic media, apart from the internet. Newspaper
advertisements have, therefore, long been one of the
most important communication channels in direct demo‐
cratic campaigns (Bernhard, 2012) and will here be used
as a reference framework to map the (offline) power dis‐
tribution between the challenger and the government
camp in direct‐democratic campaigns.

Conceptually, our first two hypotheses pertain to the
absolute dimension of equalization and normalization.
As Bene (2021) argues, one of the reasons for incon‐
clusive findings in the literature is the theoretical con‐
fusion underlying the two concepts. Hence, there are
at least two dimensions of equalization and normaliza‐
tion. According to the first—or absolute approach—only
the existence or non‐existence of differences between
political actors matters in determining whether digital
technologies have an equalizing or normalizing effect.
However, the second—or relative—approach highlights
the extent of differences rather than their mere pres‐
ence (Bene, 2021, p. 8). In this study, we are not only
considering the differences between political actors on
Facebook but are investigating the relative approach in
a cross‐channel perspective, thus in the context of the
broader campaign environment. For equalization in the
Swiss case, this implies that the differences between the
challenger and the government camp are expected to be
less pronounced on Facebook than in traditional chan‐
nels. In other words:

H2a: Digital campaigns in Swiss direct democratic
votes are more balanced than campaigns in tradi‐
tional channels (relative equalization).

On the other hand, we would find patterns of nor‐
malization if the differences between both camps are
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equal to or greater on Facebook than in traditional chan‐
nels. Hence:

H2b: Digital campaigns in Swiss direct democratic
votes are equally or less balanced than campaigns in
traditional channels (relative normalization).

Finally, we are interested in the determinants of equaliza‐
tion and normalization. Previous research suggests that
equalization and normalization might be influenced by
institutional factors such as the electoral system (Hansen
& Kosiara‐Pedersen, 2014), the media environment
(Strandberg, 2008), and the party system (Samuel‐Azran
et al., 2015). For the Swiss case, we expect that the
different institutional logics of direct democratic instru‐
ments might affect whether we find an equalizing or
normalizing effect of online campaigning. Challengers
in an initiative vote are mobilizing for the creation of
novel constitutional norms, aiming to modify the sta‐
tus quo. They are thus leading a “status quo modify‐
ing campaign.” Challengers in referendum votes, on the
other hand, are seeking to prevent a legislative proposal
from becoming legally binding. They are therefore mobi‐
lizing for the preservation of the status quo and leading
a “status quo preserving campaign” (Kriesi & Bernhard,
2011, p. 19). According to Gerber (1999), challengers in
status quo modifying campaigns have an even harder
time imposing their position than in status quo preserv‐
ing campaigns (see Bernhard, 2012). Empirical evidence
from Swiss direct‐democratic campaigns seems to con‐
firm this claim (e.g., Kriesi, 2005). The government camp
typically heavily outspends its counterparts in initiative
votes in termsof newspaper advertisements, especially if
the opposition comes from the left (Kriesi, 2006, p. 618).
We could argue that the challenger camp in initiative
votes is, therefore, more likely to shift its campaign
efforts toward the digital sphere. However, as referen‐
dum campaigns are generally more balanced than initia‐
tive campaigns (Jaquet et al., 2022, p. 345), challengers
should have a higher chance of successfully competing
with their counterparts in terms of campaign activities in
the online campaign environment. Hence:

H3: Equalization is more likely in referendum (status
quo preserving) campaigns than in initiative (status
quo modifying) campaigns.

As mentioned above, the government camp forms a
coalition in the run‐up to each direct democratic vote.
Kriesi (2006) shows that the coalition formation of
the government camp predicts the outcome of a vote.
The more united the government camp, the higher the
chances of its stance being accepted by voters. We could
argue that the coalition formation affects not only the
outcome of the vote and the overall intensity of the
campaign (Kriesi, 2005) but also the power distribu‐
tion among the challenger and the government camp in
their online campaign activities. The center‐right coali‐

tion is often backed by resource‐rich economic interest
associations, which provide the necessary mobilization
resources, whereas the center‐left coalition is mostly
supported by trade unions and non‐governmental orga‐
nizations (Kriesi, 2005). This structural advantage of
center‐right coalitions in Swiss direct‐democratic cam‐
paigns is well documented (e.g., Kriesi, 2005) and could
incentivize political actors opposing the traditionally
more powerful center‐right coalition to shift their cam‐
paign activities toward less resource‐dependent online
platforms. We, therefore, expect that:

H4: Equalization is more likely if the government
camp forms a center‐right coalition than if it forms
a center‐left coalition.

3. Data and Methods

We draw on Facebook and newspaper advertisement
data on all national popular votes in Switzerland from
the beginning of 2010 to the end of 2020. Data on news‐
paper advertisements are provided by Prof. Hanspeter
Kriesi and Année Politique Suisse, a monitoring project
on Swiss politics and society at the University of Berne.
The dataset contains information on the total number
and the direction of all newspaper advertisements pub‐
lished in six Swiss newspapers during the four weeks
preceding a popular vote. The selected newspapers
are divided by language (German‐speaking and French‐
speaking), type (quality and tabloid), and ideological ori‐
entation (center‐left and center‐right).

Our Facebook dataset includes the official pages of
national political parties that have run for parliamen‐
tary election over the selected period, as well as their
youth sections, their cantonal sections, and cantonal
youth sections. The women’s section of the national and
cantonal parties were included if they had been active
as initiators, supporters, or opponents of a proposal
voted on between 2010 and 2020. Besides political par‐
ties, the dataset contains the official pages of associa‐
tions (e.g., trade associations, employers’ associations),
organizations (e.g., NPOs, NGOs, foundations), and trade
unions that had been identified as initiators, support‐
ers, or opponents in at least one of the popular votes
from 2010–2020 based on the Swissvotes (2022) dataset.
Given the low degree of personalization in most Swiss
direct‐democratic campaigns, we did not include individ‐
ual actors’ Facebook pages. In total, 473 Facebook pages
are included in our dataset. For each actor, we down‐
loaded all Facebook posts, including their engagement
metrics, published between 2010 and 2020 from the
Crowdtangle platform. For each campaign, we included
only posts related to the proposal in question. To ensure
that the posts were related to the respective campaign,
we filtered the complete dataset by keywords for each
campaign. This strategy was selected to obtain the most
complete dataset possible by ensuring that actors who
were active during a campaign (but not explicitly listed in
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the Swissvotes 2022 dataset) are included in the dataset.
For instance, if organization A had been active in cam‐
paign X in 2019, the total number of its posts from 2010
to 2020 was downloaded. However, if it had not posted
anything related to previous campaigns, only its posts
related to campaign X were included. Yet, if it did post
something in favor of, or against, a previously held vote,
e.g., campaign Y, all posts related to campaign X and cam‐
paign Y were included. Next, we coded the direction of
the posts according to the slogans formulated by each
actor. Slogans for each popular vote held in Switzerland
are published in the Swissvotes (2022) database. In the
cases where the actor was not listed in the database,
we used the posts to identify their position as either in
favor or against a ballot proposition. To ensure compa‐
rability with the newspaper advertisement data, we lim‐
ited our data collection on Facebook campaigning to the
four weeks preceding each vote. On average, 73 actors
(27 from the challenger camp and 46 from the gov‐
ernment camp) generated one or more Facebook posts
per campaign.

First, the study analyzes the activity level and user
engagement of the challenger and the government camp
over time from 2010–2020. Activity level is indicated
by the number of posts published by each camp, and
user engagement is measured by the sum of the number
of likes, comments, shares, and emotional reactions for
each post. Second, we use regression analysis to investi‐
gate the determinants of equalization or normalization
in Swiss direct‐democratic campaigns. Our dependent
variables for equalization are the number of posts and
the overall engagement generated by both camps dur‐
ing the four weeks preceding each vote. Third, campaign
activities on Facebook are compared to the offline cam‐
paign environment, mapped by the number of newspa‐
per advertisements published by each camp. The goal
is to investigate whether Facebook campaigns are more,
equally, or less balanced than newspaper campaigns.
Kriesi (2005) introduced the term “campaign direction”
to measure the balance of a campaign in newspapers.
Following his approach, we operationalize the campaign
direction by taking the differences between the share of
Facebook posts in favor and the share of posts opposing
the government’s position and comparing them to the
differences between the share of newspaper ads in favor
of and against the government’s position. The values
range from −1 to 1, where 0 indicates a completely bal‐
anced campaign. Beforemoving to the empirical findings,
wewant to address amajor limitation of our comparative
approach. Despite some important differences, themost
suitable equivalent to offline newspaper advertisements
are Facebook ads or sponsored Facebook posts rather
than cost‐free Facebook posts. Hence, Facebook posts
are not easily comparable to newspaper ads for twomain
reasons: first, the costs of buying newspaper ads exceed
the costs of producing online posts many times over.
For instance, political actors must spend 11,300 Swiss
francs to buy a quarter‐page ad in the tabloid newspa‐

per Blick (Ringier Advertising, n.d.), whereas posting on
social media is, apart frompersonnel expenses, cost‐free.
Second, while the space to address one’s arguments
in newspaper ads is often limited to one or two sen‐
tences, Facebook posts enable political actors to high‐
light their positions inmultiple ways: through text, visual,
and audio‐visual content. Despite these differences, we
decided to compare newspaper ads and Facebook posts
for two main reasons: one being practical and the other
conceptual. First, although Facebook provides access to
paid Facebook ads and sponsored posts through the
Facebook Ad Library, we cannot assumedata is complete,
as Swiss political actors’ disclosure of their online adver‐
tising activities is voluntary (Fichter, 2019). Moreover,
online advertising is a relatively new campaigning strat‐
egy, and the data available on the Facebook Ad Library
does not go further back than 2019, which is inconsis‐
tent with the longitudinal approach of this study. Second,
from a conceptual perspective, our goal was to com‐
pare the most important online and offline channels for
campaign communication: newspaper ads for the offline
sphere; Facebook for the online (Kemp, 2022).

We test our hypotheses with two distinct empirical
strategies: first, we evaluate the differences between the
challenger camp and the government camp at the aggre‐
gate level—the reason, therefore, is twofold. The ana‐
lysis at the aggregate level allows us to investigate the
development of campaign activities by the challenger
and the government camp over time. Thereby, we can
determine whether the challenger camp or the govern‐
ment camp was more successful in terms of Facebook
activity and generated user engagement over the full
range of campaigns from 2010–2020. Second, by aggre‐
gating our data, we can compare the efforts by both
camps on two different channels (Facebook and newspa‐
pers), which is necessary to test our hypotheses on rela‐
tive equalization and normalization. However, while this
approach is useful for detecting overall patterns, it does
not enable us to evaluate our hypotheses at the actor—
and post‐level. Therefore, in the second step, we move
our analysis from the aggregate level to a regression‐
based approach to test our expectations considering
the control variables we identified as most relevant to
our hypotheses.

4. Findings

4.1. Absolute Equalization vs. Normalization

From the beginning of 2010 to the end of 2020, the
Swiss electorate voted on 91 policy proposals. Over
half of the ballot proposals accounted for popular ini‐
tiatives (49 votes). In 14 cases, Swiss voters were called
to the ballot boxes for a mandatory referendum, and
28 times they voted in an optional referendum. In almost
all cases, both challengers and the government camp
used Facebook as a communication channel for their
campaigns, although the extent of campaign activities
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changed significantly over time. In total, the govern‐
ment camp published 10,211 Facebook posts and gen‐
erated, on average, 39 engagements per post, whereas
the challenger camp published 8,047 with an average of
64 engagements (see Figure 1 for distribution).

Figure 2 shows the average number of Facebook
posts published in the four weeks before a popular vote
in each year and the generated engagement, disaggre‐
gated into challenger, and government camps. At first,

the difference between the challenger camp and the gov‐
ernment camp in terms of the number of Facebook posts
was marginal, but it increased slightly from 2012–2015,
with the government camp outperforming the chal‐
lengers. Between 2015–2016, both camps were on par,
before the government camp again took the lead from
2016 onwards. In 2020 the challenger camp consider‐
ably surpassed its counterpart. A slightly different pic‐
ture emerges if we consider the level of engagement.
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Figure 1. Distribution of number of Facebook posts and user engagements by camp from 2010 to 2020.
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Figure 2. Developments of the number of Facebook posts and generated engagements by camp over time.
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While both camps displayed similar levels of engagement
until 2018, the challenger camp outperformed the gov‐
ernment campby a considerable extent in 2020. The chal‐
lenger camp’s predominance in terms of activity and
engagement in 2020 could be linked to the intensive cam‐
paigns around the “responsible business initiative” and
the “moderate immigration initiative.”

Based on Bene’s (2021) conceptualization and our
hypotheses, absolute equalization is indicated when
the challenger camp performs better on Facebook in
terms of activity and engagement than the government
camp. In contrast, absolute normalization is present if
the government camp performs better. Figure 3 shows
the number of campaigns in which each camp out‐
performs its counterpart in terms of Facebook activ‐
ity and engagement. As for Facebook activity, the gov‐
ernment camp prevails in the majority of campaigns
between 2010–2020. In 59.2% of all initiatives, 57.1% of
all optional, and 92.9% of all mandatory referendums,
the government camp published more Facebook posts
than the challengers (Figure 3[a]). As outlined before,
a slightly different picture emerges for the engagement
generated by each camp. The government camp seems
less likely to prevail in terms of resonance. Put in substan‐
tive terms, the government camp outperforms the chal‐
lenger camp in 51% of all initiatives, 53.6% of all optional,
and 64.3% of all mandatory referendums (Figure 3[b]).
A majority of votes (around 80%) in which the chal‐
lenger camp outperforms the government camp was

initiated and/or supported by left‐wing political actors
(see Figures A and B in the Supplementary File) and
most frequently addressed social, environmental, or eco‐
nomic policy proposals. In absolute terms, our data
appear to support the normalization thesis for the level
of activity and, to a lesser extent, the level of engage‐
ment. Hence, the government camp seems to assert its
position of structural advantage vis‐à‐vis the challenger
camp online, particularly regarding the number of posts.
However,moving the analysis from the aggregate level to
a regression‐based approach at the actor and post level
sheds a different light on the equalizing or normalizing
effect of Facebook communication.

Table 1 displays the results of our regression analy‐
ses. First, columns 1 and 5 show that the challenger camp
outperforms the government camp in terms of the num‐
ber of Facebook posts and the generated engagement,
confirming our first hypothesis (H1a). The expected num‐
ber of Facebook posts is 32% higher for the challenger
camp than for the government camp. The number of
engagements is 35% higher for the challenger camp
than for the government camp. Disaggregated into reac‐
tions (likes, emotional reactions, and comments) and
shares, we find that the challenger camp’s posts are
expected to generate 26%more reactions and 90%more
shares than posts published by the government camp
(Table A in the Supplementary File). Second, the differ‐
ences between both activity and overall engagement
generated by the challenger and the government camp
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Table 1. Quasi‐poisson regression analysis of predictors for Facebook activity and user engagement (standard errors clus‐
tered on vote date).

Activity Engagement

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Challenger camp 0.28*** 0.15 0.31** 0.18 0.30** 0.17 0.23 0.08
(0.06) (0.12) (0.12) (0.13) (0.14) (0.14) (0.21) (0.28)

Initiative 0.79*** 0.70*** 0.78*** 0.69*** 0.21** 0.17 0.20** 0.15
(0.21) (0.19) (0.21) (0.19) (0.06) (0.14) (0.08) (0.14)

Optional referendum 0.65*** 0.69*** 0.65*** 0.68*** 0.30*** 0.25** 0.31*** 0.24*
(0.23) (0.20) (0.23) (0.20) (0.09) (0.12) (0.09) (0.13)

Center‐right coalition −0.30*** −0.30*** −0.28*** −0.26*** 0.10 0.10 0.20 0.20
(0.10) (0.10) (0.09) (0.09) (0.18) (0.18) (0.24) (0.23)

Center‐left coalition 0.46*** 0.45*** 0.34* 0.33*
(0.14) (0.14) (0.18) (0.18)

Divided coalition −0.17 −0.19 −0.17 −0.19 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.03
(0.10) (0.12) (0.11) (0.12) (0.12) (0.12) (0.11) (0.11)

Grand coalition −0.35*** −0.36*** −0.34*** −0.34** 0.43** 0.42** 0.40** 0.37**
(opposition from left (0.11) (0.14) (0.11) (0.13) (0.16) (0.16) (0.17) (0.16)
and right‐wing parties)

Grand coalition −0.12 −0.11 −0.11 −0.10 −0.32 −0.33 −0.34 −0.35
(opposition from (0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.10) (0.28) (0.26) (0.29) (0.28)
right‐wing parties)

Grand coalition −0.36*** −0.35*** −0.36*** −0.35*** 0.19 0.19 0.21 0.20
(opposition from (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.17) (0.16) (0.18) (0.17)
left‐wing parties)

Challenger camp × −0.02 −0.01 0.13 0.17
optional referendum (0.15) (0.14) (0.21) (0.27)
Challenger camp × 0.24 0.27 0.13 0.13
initiative (0.16) (0.17) (0.24) (0.23)
Challenger camp × −0.05 −0.10 −0.20 −0.18
center‐right coalition (0.16) (0.15) (0.29) (0.25)
Challenger camp × 0.46 0.47
center‐left coalition (0.38) (0.38)
Fixed‐effects
Vote date Actor Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 6,607 6,607 6,607 6,607 18,255 18,255 18,255 18,255
Squared Correlation 0.05580 0.05805 0.05594 0.05848 0.20003 0.20033 0.20256 0.20283
Note: Significance codes—*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

do not depend on the type of direct democratic vote
(columns 2 and 6), nor the coalitional configuration of
the government camp (columns 3 and 7). The coeffi‐
cients of the interaction terms are not statistically sig‐
nificant. Therefore, the results do not support hypothe‐
ses 3 and 4 for the number of posts and the overall
engagement. However, if we analyze the engagement
dimensions separately, we find that the challenger camp
is more likely to outperform the government camp in

terms of the expected number of shares generated by
their posts in optional referenda than in initiatives. This
finding supports our third hypothesis (column 8, Table A
in the Supplementary File). In terms of shares, the chal‐
lenger camp is more likely to outperform the govern‐
ment camp if the latter forms a center‐left coalition
rather than a center‐right coalition. This result is contrary
to hypothesis 4. Third, columns 4 and 8 show that the
results do not change if we include all interaction terms
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in the same model. Finally, in all models, the number of
posts is higher for initiatives than for optional referenda
campaigns, whereas engagement is higher for optional
referenda than for initiatives, and for center‐left coali‐
tions compared to center‐right coalitions.

4.2. Relative Equalization vs. Normalization

Finally, we compare campaign activities on different
channels to get a more nuanced picture of the effects
of digital technologies on power distribution in direct‐
democratic campaigns. As Swiss law prohibits campaign‐
ing on electronic media such as radio and TV, news‐
paper advertisements seem a suitable means to map
the offline campaign environment and the power struc‐
ture in each campaign. Figure 3(c) shows the number
of campaigns in which the government camp and the
challenger camp prevailed in terms of offline campaign
activity. Compared to the online environment, the gov‐
ernment camp prevails in considerably more initiative
campaigns (+10%). In 71.4% of all initiatives, the govern‐
ment camppublishedmore newspaper ads than the chal‐
lenger camp. However, the government camp prevails
in fewer campaigns preceding a mandatory referendum
(6 of 14) whichmight be explained by the fact that in four
cases, neither the government camp nor the challenger
camp published any newspaper ads. Finally, for optional
referenda, the differences are marginal, with the gov‐
ernment camp prevailing in 14 of 28 cases. These find‐
ings suggest that digital technologies are, to some extent,
enabling challengers in initiative campaigns to compete
with the traditionally more powerful government camp.

The cross‐channel relative approach to the
equalization–normalization debate focuses on the extent
of differences between the challengers and the govern‐
ment camp on different channels. For the equalization

hypothesis to be verified, the gap between both camps in
terms of campaign activity must be smaller on Facebook
than in newspapers, and vice versa for normalization.
Figure 4 shows the campaign direction on Facebook
and in newspapers for all campaigns from 2010–2020.
The difference between the challengers and the gov‐
ernment camp in terms of their Facebook campaign
activity is closer to 0 than the difference between both
camps in terms of newspaper advertisements. Facebook
campaigns are thus, on average, more balanced than
campaigns that use traditional communication channels,
particularly since 2014 (as seen in Figure 5).

5. Discussion and Conclusion

This study has investigated whether digital technolo‐
gies like Facebook are rebalancing the power distribu‐
tion among political actors or whether existing power
imbalances are simply transferred from the offline to the
online sphere. We have examined the relative approach
to equalization and normalization from a comparative
perspective by considering both online and offline cam‐
paign activities, which, as we argue, adds to the assess‐
ment of the effects of digital technologies. In contrast
to previous research on the equalization–normalization
debate, we focused on direct democratic campaigns in a
longitudinal perspective, and we empirically tested con‐
textual explanations for the status quo maintaining or
altering effects of online communication. Thereby, we
have taken a step towards addressing an important gap
in the literature as most studies focus on singular (elec‐
tion) campaigns, thus precluding the possibility of study‐
ing context‐specific factors.

This article shows that the effects of Facebook
campaigning in Swiss direct‐democratic campaigns
depend on the dimensions under study and the
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conceptualization of equalization and normalization,
confirming previous findings in the literature (e.g., Bene,
2021). In a majority of direct democratic votes from
2010–2020, the traditionallymore powerful government
camp succeeds in outperforming the challenger camp in
terms of the number of Facebook posts published in the
four weeks preceding a vote and, to a lesser degree,
the engagement generated by their posts, thus indi‐
cating a tendency towards “politics as usual.” However,
we find a tendency toward equalization at the disaggre‐
gated level of actors and posts as the challenger camp
slightly outperforms the government camp both in terms
of activity and user engagement. From a comparative
perspective, we find that the challenger camp is more
likely to keep pace with the government camp in the
online sphere, as Facebook campaigns are, on average,
more balanced than newspaper campaigns, particularly
since 2014. However, this finding is limited to the activity
level of both camps as there is no equivalent to engage‐
ment data in the offline sphere; hence, no meaningful
comparison can be drawn. Overall, this article highlights
the necessity to study equalization and normalization
from a comparative perspective by considering different
communication channels, as today’s campaigns increas‐
ingly take place in a hypermedia environment (Lilleker
et al., 2015).

This study is not without limitations. First, we have
focused exclusively on Facebook and have not con‐

sidered other online communication channels such as
Twitter or Instagram. Our findings thus only apply to
Facebook and are not generalizable to social media as
a whole or other platforms as they have their partic‐
ular audiences and affordances—something that might
affect the strategies and effects of online campaigning
(e.g., Kreiss et al., 2018). Yet the variance in affordances
applies not only across but also within communication
platforms, as the case of Facebook illustrates. Besides
publicly available and cost‐free campaign activities such
as Facebook posting, the platform also allows politi‐
cal actors to target paid Facebook ads to specific audi‐
ences (e.g., Dobber et al., 2019). Following heated con‐
troversies and transparency concerns, Facebook ads and
information on the publishers and the resources spent
are now publicly available on the Facebook Ad Library.
In Switzerland, however, the collection of Facebook ads
is expected to be incomplete due to the disclosure
of online advertising activities being voluntary (Fichter,
2019). Therefore, we had to limit our analysis to pub‐
licly available Facebook posts. For a more comprehen‐
sive assessment of the equalization–normalization the‐
sis, however, studies should ideally keep up‐to‐date
with the fast‐paced development of technological inno‐
vations, including social media’s particular and ever‐
expanding affordances as recent research has done by
including digital advertising in their analyses (e.g., Fowler
et al., 2021; Vanden Eynde & Maddens, 2022). Finally,
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our conceptualization of more and less powerful politi‐
cal actors in the Swiss direct democratic context may be
arguably too rough and not easily transferable to direct
democratic campaigns beyond Switzerland. It is true that
the government camp, and particularly the challenger
camp, is composed of varying actors depending on the
issue‐specific context. At the disaggregated level, our
study reveals little about exactly which actors are most
active and successful in terms of online campaigning.

Nevertheless, the distinction between the challenger
and the government camp seems useful and, indeed,
necessary to study a great variety of direct democratic
campaigns over time. Amore fine‐grained analysis of the
actors composing each camp should be subject to further
research, as should the question of whether amore level
playing field in the online sphere is reflected in the out‐
comes of direct democratic votes. Gibson and McAllister
(2015) put it this way: Even if minor political actors are
keeping pace with their major counterparts in the digi‐
tal sphere, if they are “not gaining any inroads into pop‐
ular support, then it becomes difficult to see how this
is leading to a rebalancing of power within the system”
(p. 530). Hence, our exploratory study provides some
preliminary evidence for changing patterns and dynam‐
ics in Swiss direct democratic campaigns and should be
regarded as a starting point for more in‐depth analyses
of these shifts’ underlying causes and consequences.
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1. Introduction

Digital media has become a powerful political advocacy
tool in recent years. Some commentators applaud the
ways in which social media has reshaped power relations
in contemporary politics and helped grassroot organisa‐
tions exert influence (Loader, 1997; Loader & Mercea,
2012). Others see the new digital forums as destruc‐
tive forces with the potential to undermine democ‐
racy, emphasising concerns about “fake news” and the
polarisation of public debates (Flinders, 2013). A more
moderate view proposes that digital media has not fun‐
damentally transformed contemporary politics but sim‐

ply introduced a new channel of influence. According
to this view, technology per se does not cause change,
but it may be leveraged, to different degrees, by politi‐
cal actors who “adapt” their strategies to harness digital
media opportunities (Jungherr et al., 2020).

In this vein, scholars have challenged the dichoto‐
mous distinction between “old” (traditional) and “new”
(digital) media, proposing that the contemporary polit‐
ical media system is “hybrid” in nature; it involves a
range of media and networks of political actors who
are intricately connected and shaped by both “older”
and “newer” media logics at the same time (Chadwick,
2018). For example, in his book Hybrid Media Systems:
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Politics and Power, Chadwick (2018) challenges the view
that Obama’s 2008 election campaign gave rise to a
new digital politics paradigm. Instead, he demonstrates
how Obama’s digital strategy was carefully coordinated
with traditional rallies and appearances on television
guided by the “older media” logic. Similarly, the involve‐
ment of Cambridge Analytica consultancy in the 2016 US
presidential campaigns of Donald Trump and Ted Cruz
has been heralded as the dawn of a new digital pol‐
itics era, sparking research into Facebook algorithms
and psychological targeting of voters. However, some
studies have questioned this narrative (e.g., Anstead
et al., 2018), with some commentators arguing that fears
around the psychometric targeting of voters were exag‐
gerated (Jungherr et al., 2020).

The role of interconnected hybrid media environ‐
ments in contemporary politics has been the focus of
extensive electoral campaign research, as illustrated by
the US examples above, while less attention has been
paid to campaigns across “older” and “newer” media
channels during public referenda. The 2016 Brexit refer‐
endum is perhaps the most analysed referendum cam‐
paign in the hybrid media environment. Campaigners
utilised both traditional media strategies and new digi‐
tal media tools, including social media bots, mass data‐
harvesting, and the sharing of traditional “legacy” media
content on social media channels (Bastos & Mercea,
2017; Brändle et al., 2022). Analyses of the Brexit refer‐
endum have revealed how a hybrid media system facil‐
itated both top‐down and bottom‐up political mobilisa‐
tion, demonstrating the importance of the hybrid media
landscape and elite political influence during public ref‐
erenda (Brändle et al., 2022).

Although referenda are similar to election cam‐
paigns in many ways (e.g., they leverage similar chan‐
nels to influence the public), they involve distinct pol‐
icy questions, processes, and stakeholders, including the
prominent role of grassroots interest organisations and
non‐partisan political messages (Langer et al., 2019).
Referendum scholars have long argued that referen‐
dum voting often exhibits greater volatility than party
elections, particularly if political parties are internally
divided on an issue (Leduc, 2002). There are signifi‐
cant gaps in our understanding of how non‐party polit‐
ical actors mobilise during referenda, and how hybrid
media have changed the dynamics of public debates
and campaigns during direct democracy votes. It also
remains open to debate whether campaigning in the
hybrid media environment and incorporation of social
media into political communication strategies truly ben‐
efit grassroots organisations.

This article contributes to the understanding of polit‐
ical actors’ strategic use of hybrid media systems dur‐
ing a national referendum on a controversial public
policy issue through an in‐depth case study of the
2020 cannabis legalisation referendum in New Zealand.
We draw on an intensive digital ethnographic study of
campaigning in the three months leading up to the ref‐

erendum vote, alongside quantitative content and sen‐
timent analysis of digital news media websites (i.e., the
digital channels of mainstream “legacy”media), a review
of the campaigns’ post‐referendum spending reports,
and a review of other published studies and reports
of media reporting during the referendum. Using this
multi‐source investigation, we analyse how campaign‐
ers on both sides of the debate strategically utilised
the hybrid media environment, including through their
engagement with paid advertising on social media and
by leveraging their digital networks. We also explore
the wider media and political environment to under‐
stand factors that may have influenced campaigners’
strategic decisions to engage (or not) with the different
media channels.

2. Theoretical Framework: Hybrid Media System and
the Politics of Referenda Campaigns

The “hybridity” of contemporary political communica‐
tion system means that a diverse set of political actors
use multiple communication channels to influence the
public debate. The interactions between political actors,
media, and the public are interdependent, complex, and
ever‐evolving (Chadwick, 2018). While “newer” digital
media channels, such as social networking sites, pro‐
vide political actors with nimble and cost‐effective ways
of directly promoting certain information to the public,
their strength also lies in the opening of opportunities
for engagement by non‐elite political activism (Chadwick,
2018), a feature particularly relevant for non‐party grass‐
roots interest organisations that often play an impor‐
tant role during national referenda (Buchanan, 2016).
In turn, the arrival of “newer” digital media logic has
also changed how “older”mainstreammedia operate, as
they increasingly integrate information from the online
realm into their own practices, thus providing space for
non‐elite actors to enter the news production process.
Simultaneously, traditional media journalists and editors
continue to act as “gatekeepers” to political informa‐
tion (White, 1950) in their role as creators and selec‐
tors of information, illustrating the continued relevance
of “older” media logic. In this vein, mainstream media
continues to play an important role by “framing” events
(Entman, 1993) and promoting positive, neutral, or nega‐
tive understanding of phenomena (Coleman et al., 2009).
In turn, political actors and citizens can contribute to
the shape of public debates by leveraging mainstream
media coverage and increasing the visibility of main‐
stream news in digital spaces through sharing main‐
stream media content online (the so‐called “secondary
gatekeeping effect”; Singer, 2014).

Taken together, these changes in the political com‐
munication landscape have altered the ways actors
can strategically mobilise to influence public debates.
According to Chadwick (2018, p. 4), the hybrid media sys‐
tem rewards actors who strategically “steer information
flows inways that suit their goals and inways thatmodify,
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enable, or disable others’ agency.” Empirical research
into political party campaigns demonstrates how inte‐
grating older and newer communication channels has
now become a recognised feature of professional polit‐
ical campaigning during elections (Lilleker et al., 2015;
Mykkänen et al., 2016) and also non‐electoral periods
(Ícaro & Lilleker, 2020). Similarly, in a national referen‐
dum context, a successful campaign will leverage the
“older” and “newer” media logics recognising the inter‐
dependence of actors and mediums. However, by virtue
of the different media logics—defined by Chadwick
(2018, p. 4) as “technologies, genres, norms, behaviours
and organisational forms”—some political communica‐
tion channels are more amenable to actors’ strategic
activities than others. For example, mainstream media
reports and commentary can promote or alternatively
hinder campaigners’ preferred narratives, while paid
advertising affords greater level of control over the mes‐
sage. Studies of electoral campaigns have empirically
demonstrated how political parties choose to empha‐
sise different issues (Elmelund‐Præstekær, 2011) and
adopt different strategies (Walter & Vliegenthart, 2010)
across communication channels, a phenomenon partly
explained by the demands of differentmedia and the par‐
ties’ ability to control the message. These issues are rel‐
evant in the context of referendum campaigns and the
communication strategies of non‐party actors. Indeed,
Chadwick (2018, p. 286) argues that the grassroots polit‐
ical activism enabled by the newer digital media logic
“must be set in the context of the broad and continuing
power of the political andmedia elites.” Additionally, the
political advertising strategies during a referendum cam‐
paignmay be at least partly dictated by the campaigners’
access to financial resources (e.g., Lupia & Matsusaka,
2004), as well as the regulatory environment (e.g., maxi‐
mum allowed spending limits and/or advertising rules).

While the newer digital media channels afford non‐
party referendum actors with nimble, innovative, and
cost‐effective ways of campaigning during public refer‐
enda, the success, intensity, and choice of campaign‐
ers’ strategies (including the allocation of resources and
level of engagement with different media) will depend
on a range of “environmental” factors, including the ref‐
erendum regulatory framework and mainstream media
landscape. Drawing on the hybrid media theory above,
we expand the study of political communication strate‐
gies during direct democracy votes by analysing how
referendum campaigners strategically engaged (or not)
with “older” and “newer” media logics during the New
Zealand cannabis legalisation referendum.

3. Political Background, New Zealand Media System,
and Key Cannabis Referendum Campaigners

New Zealand is a long‐standing parliamentary democ‐
racy with legislated, albeit infrequently used, mecha‐
nisms of direct democracy. Referenda can be initiated
by a citizen petition (with a minimum signature require‐

ment of 10% of enrolled voters, and non‐legally binding)
or by the government (on any topic, including constitu‐
tional change; thesemay be legally binding if the law pro‐
vides for it; Roper et al., 2020). Less than 20 public refer‐
enda have been held in New Zealand to date (excluding
local votes on alcohol prohibition held in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries; Te Ara Encyclopedia of New
Zealand, 2020). The last pre‐2020 referenda were held
in 2015–2016, when the public rejected the proposal to
change the design of the New Zealand flag.

The New Zealand cannabis legalisation referendum
was notable as the first public vote on this issue to be
held at the national level (in contrast to cannabis legalisa‐
tion ballots in US states; Ballotpedia, n.d.‐a, n.d.‐b), and
because it involved public voting on a detailed legisla‐
tive bill (the Cannabis Legalisation and Control Bill) rather
than a broad question aboutwhether cannabis should be
legal or not (Wilkins & Rychert, 2021). New Zealand has
traditionally followed a conservative prohibition‐based
approach to drug policy, with no adoption of cannabis
decriminalisation, and hence the proposal was viewed as
controversial. The referendum was held on 17 October
2020, together with the general election. The referen‐
dum proposal was narrowly rejected, with 48.4% vot‐
ing in support and 50.7% against (0.8% spoiled unus‐
able votes).

The role of legacy and social media during the
cannabis referendum has been controversial. After the
announcement of the referendum result, some com‐
mentators suggested that the information space was
dominated by the anti‐reform campaign (Hutton, 2020;
Mckenzie‐Mclean, 2020), though published analyses of
traditional media reports and one study of social media
discourse on Twitter do not support this view (Dempster
& Norris, 2022; Riordan et al., 2020; Rychert et al.,
2022). For context, New Zealanders’ trust in traditional
news sources has declined in recent years, with govern‐
ment funding of news production being one of the key
reasons cited (Myllylahti & Treadwell, 2022). A recent
study expanding Hallin and Mancini’s seminal typol‐
ogy of media systems identified New Zealand’s public
media system as amixed “liberal‐pluralist” model, which
is characterised by comparatively moderate levels of
less secure funding, weaker regulatory protections, and
smaller audience shares (Neff & Pickard, 2021).

During the New Zealand cannabis referendum
debate, the government adopted a neutral stance, leav‐
ing the ground open for lobbying by various non‐party
interest actors. The government’s “signposting” public
information campaign merely aimed to direct voters
to official resources about technical aspects of the pro‐
posed reform and referendum process, rather than pro‐
mote voting in support of cannabis legalisation (Roper
et al., 2020). This self‐imposed neutral stance reflected
the different views on cannabis legalisation among the
governing coalition partners and within the respec‐
tive parties. The proposal to hold a referendum first
emergedduring the 2017 coalition negotiations between
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Labour and the Green Party, with the latter being a
long‐time advocate for cannabis law reform. In contrast
to the proactive, pro‐legalisation campaigning by the
Green Party spokesperson for drug reform (MP Chlöe
Swarbrick), the highly popular Prime Minister Jacinda
Ardern (the leader of the NZ Labour Party) decided not
to reveal her stance on this issue, explaining that she did
not want to influence voters (Rychert & Wilkins, 2021).

Referendumcampaigners generally operate in a regu‐
lated environment. Under New Zealand electoral and ref‐
erendum advertising rules, campaigners who intended
to spend more than NZ$13,600 (US$9,700) in the
two‐month period prior to the voting date were required
to register with the electoral commission, and those
spending over NZ$100,000 in this period were required
to submit a mandatory budget report. Additionally, elec‐
toral commission rules specified that each registered
campaigner could spend a maximum of NZ$338,000
(US$240,000) during the two months prior to the refer‐
endum vote (Electoral Commission New Zealand, 2020b).
Of the 15 registered cannabis referendum campaign‐
ers, only two lobbied for a vote against legalisation
(Electoral Commission New Zealand, 2020a). Key cam‐
paigners for a “yes” vote included the New Zealand
Drug Foundation (a well‐known charity that advocates
for drug policy reform) and Make It Legal, an ad‐hoc
grassroots campaign rallying pro‐cannabis legalisation
activists and supporters. The leading anti‐reform cam‐
paign, Say Nope to Dope, was coordinated by the Smart
Approaches to Marijuana Coalition, a group linked to
Family First, a long‐standing organisation promoting con‐
servative values in New Zealand (Family First was itself
a registered referendum campaigner lobbying against
the reform). In addition to the key registered campaign‐
ers, many other actors became involved in the public
debate, including politicians, celebrities, academics, the
New Zealand Medical Association, and other civil soci‐
ety actors.

4. Methods

The analysis draws on our digital ethnographic research
of the referendum campaigns on Facebook, system‐
atic quantitative content analysis of traditional legacy
media during the referendum debate, a review of post‐
referendum reports on campaigners’ budget expenses,
and a synthesis of other published research on the
cannabis referendum debate in New Zealand. The key
components of the original research involved quantita‐
tive content analysis of media articles and commentary
published on the websites of leading New Zealand dig‐
ital news providers (i.e., the digital channels of “main‐
stream” legacy media) and unobtrusive digital ethnogra‐
phy observations of registered referendum campaigner
accounts on Facebook, complemented with quantitative
analysis of their social media activity, in the three‐month
pre‐referendum period. Details of the methods are
described below.

Firstly, we conducted daily visits to the six leading
mainstream digital news websites in New Zealand—i.e.,
NZHerald, Stuff, The Spinoff, Newshub (TV3), One News
(TV1), and Otago Daily Times, each visited once a day in
the afternoon, i.e., between 6 and 9 pm, from 31 July
to 17 October—recording all articles about cannabis and
the cannabis referendum (including article placement
on the news website and instances of republished sto‐
ries). The recorded articles were subsequently coded
by sentiment (i.e., pro‐legalisation, anti‐legalisation, neu‐
tral) and actors used as sources of information/opinion.
The dataset comprised 245 unique articles (486 publi‐
cation instances due to articles being published multi‐
ple times on the website and/or on consecutive days).
Two researchers independently conducted sentiment
coding of the entire legacy media sample (Cohen’s
Kappa coefficient: 0.85), using a five‐point coding scale:
−2 = strongly opposing legalisation, −1 = moderately
opposing, 0 = neutral, +1 = moderately supportive, and
+2 = strongly supportive. The coding protocol and scale
benchmarks were discussed and agreed upon during
the preliminary coding of a sub‐sample of 20 articles.
Sentiment coding involved consideration of the overall
“slant” of the article, with attention to the title, a pic‐
ture illustrating the story, accompanying video, balance
in sources, word choice, and inclusion or omission of
information (e.g., only one side of the argument pre‐
sented). Disagreements were resolved through a score
by a third independent coder. The average sentiment
score for all unique articleswas calculated by dividing the
total sentiment count by 245 (i.e., the number of unique
media items).

Secondly, we conducted a digital ethnography of
campaigner accounts by following registered referen‐
dum campaigners on Facebook, taking written memos
during daily observations of digital campaigns in the
three‐month pre‐referendum period. Our digital ethnog‐
raphy approach involved unobtrusive observations of
campaigners’ activity (i.e., the researcher as a “lurker”;
see Murthy, 2008; Uberti, 2021). This was comple‐
mented by systematic recording and coding of cam‐
paigners’ advertising activity and the sharing of legacy
media content on the campaigners’ Facebook accounts.
Systematically coded indicators included the posting and
promotion of traditional legacy media content by cam‐
paigners, spending on paid promotion advertising, and
the patterns of sharing content between campaigners.
We utilised “political and social issues” advertisement
data on Facebook to track campaigners’ weekly advertis‐
ing spending. We focused on Facebook as it is by far the
most widely used social networking site in New Zealand
(We Are Social & Hootsuite, 2020) and is the third most‐
accessed channel for news consumption (after broadcast
news and digital news outlets; McVeagh, 2016).

Descriptive findings from the research have been
previously reported, alongside a comprehensive descrip‐
tion of the researchmethodology and coding procedures
(Rychert et al., 2022). In this article, we contextualise
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the broader academic and theoretical implications of this
analysis to describe how actors on both sides of the
debate utilised the opportunities presented by the new
hybrid media environment. We discuss how and to what
extent campaigners incorporated social media into their
strategies and how the “older” mainstream media prac‐
tices and regulatory environment may have impacted
their campaign choices.

The article is structured in three parts. Firstly, we
outline features of the referendum debate in the digi‐
tal channels of traditional legacy media, focusing on the
sentiments (i.e., neutral, pro‐, and anti‐legalisation) and
the actors who were featured most frequently in these
articles. Secondly, we discuss how referendumcampaign‐
ers strategically engaged with the hybrid media logics,
focusing on the sharing of traditional legacy media con‐
tent on Facebook, paid promotion of that content, and
other strategies for leveraging online social networks to
influence the public. Thirdly, we compare the expendi‐
tures of anti‐ and pro‐reform campaigns using official
post‐referendum reports and analyse the different levels
of attention the respective campaigners paid to advertise
via differentmedia. Finally, we discuss the implications of
the case study for wider media and referendum theory.

5. Findings

5.1. Referendum Debates in the Legacy Media:
Sentiments and Actors in the Mainstream
Media Debates

Of the total of 245 unique articles published by the six
leading digital news providers, most (48%) were neu‐
tral in sentiment towards legalisation, with 42% sup‐
portive of legalisation and 10% opposed to reform.
We found that the average sentiment of legacy media
articles was mildly supportive of legalisation, i.e., 0.4
sentiment score (on a scale of −2 = strongly opposing
legalisation to +2 = strongly supportive; Rychert et al.,
2022). Legacy media articles with pro‐reform sentiments
were, on average, republished more often on legacy
media websites than those with negative sentiments
(Rychert et al., 2022). These results are broadly consis‐
tent with other published reports on media coverage
during the referendum. For example, one small‐scale
study (N = 37 articles) found the majority of articles
on the digital website of the leading national newspa‐
per (the NZHerald; i.e., 54%) had a balanced or neutral
tone, 43% were “explicitly for legalisation,” and only one
article was “explicitly against legalisation” (Dempster
& Norris, 2022). Similarly, a post‐referendum analysis
commissioned by the anti‐legalisation conservative cam‐
paigner Family First found that a neutral tone dominated
news headlines (46%), followed by pro‐legalisation news
headlines (36%) and a minority (18%) that were anti‐
reform (N = 203; Family First, 2021).

In terms of stakeholders driving the debate in tra‐
ditional legacy media, the pro‐reform actors featured

significantly more often than the anti‐reform campaign‐
ers, with frequent appearances by pro‐reform politicians
and civil society actors. Overall, we found that politicians
featured prominently as subjects and sources of infor‐
mation (23% of unique articles in the dataset, n = 56),
followed by NGO and civil society campaigners (22%,
n = 54) and academics (21%, n = 50; Rychert et al., 2022).
Secondary analysis conducted for this article found that
politicians supporting cannabis legalisation (i.e., primar‐
ily the Green MP Swarbrick and former Prime Minister
Helen Clark) featured in the media more often (11% of
unique articles in the dataset) than politicianswith a neu‐
tral stance towards the reform (8% of articles) and politi‐
cians opposing legalisation (i.e., opposition MPs and
minority coalition partners; 7%). Similarly, pro‐reform
NGO actors featured more than twice as often (16%
of articles) as anti‐reform campaigners (7%) in the arti‐
cles we analysed. The latter result concurs with findings
in a report commissioned by the anti‐legalisation cam‐
paigner, which found that advocates for a “yes” vote
were quoted twice as often as those advocating for a “no”
vote (Family First, 2021).

In summary, sentiment in the legacy media towards
cannabis law reformwasmostly neutral, with amild skew
towards pro‐legalisation reporting and commentary.
This suggests legacy media largely endeavoured to pro‐
vide balanced reporting in line with the norms of legacy
journalism. However, the pro‐reform actors, particularly
politicians and civil society organisations, featured in
media reports more often than the anti‐legalisation
actors. There could be many reasons for this, from the
ideological and political leanings of editorial teams to
the fact that pro‐reform campaigners simply outnum‐
bered the anti‐reform campaigners or made themselves
more available to media enquiries. The frequent featur‐
ing of “yes” campaigners supports both the “top‐down”
(pro‐reform political elite) and “bottom‐up” (civil society
and grassroots organisations) mechanisms of mobilisa‐
tion in the legacy media. While our analysis of media
sentiments and actors helps understand the mainstream
media environment in which campaigners operated, it
does not reveal actors’ strategies to engage (or not) with
“newer” and “older” media. As we show in the next
section, the pro‐reform referendum actors appeared to
leverage their social media networks to influence the
legacy media content to a greater extent.

5.2. Leveraging the Hybrid Media System: Campaigners’
Strategic Uses of Facebook

The hybrid theory of contemporary media implies that
traditional “older” media logics are intertwined with
“newer” online media tools, and vice versa. During
the New Zealand cannabis legalisation referendum, this
hybrid media landscape manifested in several ways: the
sharing and promoting of traditional “legacy” media con‐
tent online, the use of social media content in jour‐
nalists’ reports (see, for example, Cheng, 2020), and
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finally the leveraging of referendum stakeholders’ net‐
works in social media to influence the narrative in the
traditional media. The latter was evidenced during our
digital ethnographic research; for example, when a pro‐
reform advocate posted on Facebook that they were
“helping a TV news show” to find heroes for amedia story
and requesting volunteers to come forward (Figure 1).
This illustrates one way that referendum actors lever‐
aged their digital social networks to influence informa‐
tion environments in the hybrid media world. Of note, a
study of pre‐referendum debate on Twitter, a platform
known to attract political and media elites, also found
that New Zealand tweets hadmostly positive sentiments
towards legalisation (Riordan et al., 2020).

Figure 1. A civil society organisation lobbying for
greater access to medicinal cannabis shares a post by
a high‐profile cannabis legalisation supporter looking
for cannabis market participants for a traditional media
story.

The frequent sharing of “legacy” media content in social
media was a notable feature of the campaign. Using the
Crowdtangle plug‐in for Chrome internet browser, we
determined that nearly all articles captured during the
daily monitoring of six leading “legacy” media outlets
were shared on Facebook (i.e., 96%, n = 236; Rychert
et al., 2022). Overall, articles with pro‐legalisation sen‐
timent had disproportionally higher average interaction
rates (i.e., shares, likes, and comments) on Facebook
than those with negative sentiment (i.e., mean 1,129
interactions for pro‐reform articles vs 771 for anti‐
reform), suggesting more prominent engagement with
the “newer” digitalmedia logics by pro‐legalisation stake‐
holders, or perhaps more receptive audience engage‐
ment with their messaging on Facebook. A review of
the high‐profile shares revealed that one in four arti‐
cles from the dataset were shared by a registered ref‐
erendum campaigner. Other shares were by media out‐
lets themselves, non‐registered campaigners (e.g., legal
medicinal cannabis companies, smaller NGOs), key indi‐
viduals, and political actors (for an illustrative network
map of how posts about cannabis were shared between
those accounts, see Rychert et al., 2022). These inter‐
actions across stakeholders and media illustrate what

Chadwick and colleagues (2015, p. 14) call “campaign
assemblages” comprised of diverse “multiple, loosely
coupled individuals, groups, sites, and media technolo‐
gies” thatwork together towards a desired campaign out‐
come (Chadwick et al., 2015).

The steering of information flows in desired direc‐
tions sometimes involved individuals outside the nar‐
row campaign networks. For example, when a seemingly
unrelated press release about a newdangerous synthetic
drug discovered on the New Zealand illegal drug market
was issued in late September (a month before the vot‐
ing day; Science Media Centre, 2020), subsequent news
headlines and academic expert commentary focused
on how cannabis legalisation could reduce demand for
synthetic drugs, supporting the case for reform (e.g.,
“Cannabis referendum,” 2020). As such, the original press
release warning drug users of a new dangerous sub‐
stance progressed into a pro‐reform elite commentary.
One headline on the website of a national broadcaster
quoted a celebrity media presenter who had previously
expressed an anti‐legalisation stance and was now con‐
sidering changing his vote in view of this new develop‐
ment (“Duncan Garner,” 2020). A couple of news items
from this information cycle, one quoting an indepen‐
dent academic researcher and another with the above
celebrity, were subsequently used by pro‐reform cam‐
paigners in paid advertising campaigns on Facebook (see
Facebook Ad Library 2020a, 2020b). This illustrates how
grassroots activists and civil society were able to capi‐
talise on the positive elite commentary in legacy media.

Indeed, in order to leverage the reach of tradi‐
tional “legacy” media content on Facebook, the pro‐
legalisation campaigners used paid advertising to pro‐
mote mainstream media articles more widely. Using
Facebook database, we estimated that the three major
pro‐legalisation pages (i.e., Make it Legal, NZ Drug
Foundation, and NZ Norml) spent between 5 to 20% of
their total Facebook advertising budget promoting links
to digital media, including news sites and blogs (Rychert
et al., 2022). An example of such promotion is provided
in Figure 2. In contrast, the anti‐legalisation campaign‐
ers, while also sharing “legacy” media content on their
Facebook channels, did not actively promote any news
articles through paid advertising. Instead, their paid
Facebook advertising campaign consisted exclusively of
custom‐designed campaignmessages (see an example in
Figure 3). This illustrates how anti‐legalisation campaign‐
ers took amore conventional approach with paid promo‐
tion online, whereas the pro‐legalisation campaigners
made fuller use of social media platforms and the hybrid
media landscape by repurposing traditional media con‐
tent in their online advertising. Of note, both pro‐ and
anti‐legalisation campaigners utilised some audience tar‐
geting based on age, location, and gender, illustrating
how campaigners “narrowcasted” specific messages to
different segments of the social media audience (see
detailed examples of targeted advertising in Rychert
et al., 2022).
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Figure 2. Example of a news article originally published
on the digital channel of a TV broadcaster, shared and
promoted via paid advertising by a registered referen‐
dum campaigner.

Figure 3. Example of anti‐legalisation campaigner adver‐
tisement on Facebook.

5.3. Referendum Campaign Budgets and Advertising
Expenditures in “Newer” and “Older” Media Channels

Although the results of empirical studies on the impact
of campaign spending on public referenda remain incon‐
clusive (i.e., some studies have found campaign spend‐
ing against a ballot more effective than spending in
favour, while other recent analyses argue that spending
is similarly effective for both sides; see De Figueiredo
et al., 2011; Garrett & Gerber, 2001; Jaquet et al.,
2022; Lupia & Matsusaka, 2004), the size of campaign‐
ers’ budgets does matter. As might be expected, the
higher a campaigner’s budget, the more resources and
power they have to influence voters, including through
advertising (Broder, 2001; De Figueiredo et al., 2011;
Matsusaka, 2004). In New Zealand, referendum adver‐
tising was controlled by rules about disclosure (i.e., reg‐
ister of campaigners and mandatory post‐referendum
reports by those who spent more than NZ$100,000 in
the two‐month pre‐referendum period) and maximum
spending limits (i.e., maximum NZ$338,000 spending in
the regulated period).

Some post‐referendum commentary claimed that
the anti‐legalisation campaign was better funded
(Mckenzie‐Mclean, 2020), influencing the result. While
it is difficult to estimate campaign budgets precisely
(i.e., only registered campaigners who spent more than
NZ$100,000 were required to file a report to the elec‐
toral commission), the available data suggests the cam‐
paign budgets of the two campswere not significantly dif‐

ferent, i.e., two anti‐legalisation campaigners declared
cumulatively spending NZ$461,500, and two major pro‐
legalisation campaigners declared NZ$442,000 (Electoral
Commission New Zealand, 2021). Overall, the two lead‐
ing campaigners on both sides came close to the maxi‐
mum spending limit allowed by the regulations. There is
no official data on spending by the other pro‐legalisation
campaigners who fell below the mandatory reporting
threshold. What is evident from the available data is
that pro‐legalisation campaigners, and particularly one
group (Make It Legal), spent more money on advertis‐
ing in social media, whereas anti‐legalisation campaign‐
ers diversified their spending across different mediums,
including traditional political advertising strategies such
as pamphlets, sponsored articles in print newspapers,
and public billboards (Table 1).

The more traditional approach to referendum adver‐
tising was evident in the way some of the sponsored
content was used in the anti‐legalisation campaigners’
online communications (e.g., via sharing a photograph
of a physical newspaper with a sponsored print arti‐
cle; see Figure 4). The posting of a photo with a physi‐
cal print newspaper advertorial may have been a strate‐
gic or unintentional way of capitalising on the prestige
of print media and “traditional” media brands. In the
words of the anti‐legalisation campaigner, they were
motivated to pay for the sponsored newspaper con‐
tent because of a perceived “lack of balanced report‐
ing” in themainstreammedia. Post‐referendum expendi‐
ture reports show that themajor pro‐reform campaigner
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Table 1. Referendum campaign spending by the top four campaigners.

Two months
(16 August–
October)

Pro‐legalisation Anti‐legalisation

Smart Approaches to
NZ Drug Foundation Make It Legal Marijuana Coalition Family First

Total declared
spending (NZ$)

$337,242 $104,781 $320,300 $141,224

$442,023 $461,524

Leading
expenses

• Advertising
($214,000),
including TV
broadcast
advertising (approx.
$132,000),
Facebook and
Instagram
advertising (approx.
$25,000), Google
ads (approx.
$12,000), and print
magazine
advertising (at least
$11,500)

• Production of TV,
digital, print ads,
and social media
content (creative
agency): Approx.
$80,400

• Flier and poster
printing and
distribution: Approx.
$9,000

• Facebook
advertising and
social media content
creation: Approx.
$103,000

• Multi‐channel
advertising package:
Approx. $81,000

• Newspaper
advertising: Approx.
$69,000

• Television advertising:
Approx. $34,000

• Creative agency fees:
Approx. $28,000

• Facebook advertising:
Approx. $31,000

• Billboards: Approx.
$17,000

• Pamphlet printing,
translations
(Samoan, Tongan,
Korean, Māori,
Arabic) and
courier/delivery:
Approx. $130,000

Source: Electoral Commission New Zealand (2021).

Figure 4. Sponsored article in a national newspaper, shared by the anti‐legalisation Facebook campaigner account. Note:
Facebook post reads, “Lack of balanced reporting by our media meant we have to pay for our own stories to be published.
It’s important that kiwis get to hear both sides of the debate in our mainstream media.”
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(NZ Drug Foundation) also engaged in print advertising,
although to a lesser extent (Table 1).

6. Discussion

This study of a referendum on a highly controversial
policy issue contributes to the understanding of politi‐
cal communication strategies in the hybrid media envi‐
ronment during direct democracy voting by investigat‐
ing how campaigners strategically engaged (or not) with
the “older” and “newer” media and exploring why they
may have taken their respective approaches. We found
that pro‐cannabis legalisation campaigners engagedwith
the “newer” digital media logics to a greater extent
than the anti‐legalisation campaigners. This included
leveraging their social media networks to influence the
debate in traditional legacy media, the greater sharing
of pro‐legalisation posts on Facebook (including content
from legacymedia), and paid advertising on social media.
The sentiment and actor analysis of mainstream media
and review of post‐referendum spending reports pro‐
vided important context for understanding campaigners’
strategic choices within the wider media and the reg‐
ulatory and political environment in which they oper‐
ated. Campaigners’ strategic choices were shaped by the
factors they perceived they were able to control. For
example, the “gatekeeping” function of traditionalmedia
combined with the anti‐reform campaign perception of
media bias during the debate (see Figure 4) may have
reinforced the decision to invest resources in traditional
political advertising such as billboards and household
leafleting rather than attempt to influence mainstream
journalists and elite commentary through tactical use of
the internet (see Chadwick, 2018, p. 288). On the other
hand, the pro‐reform campaigners appeared to skilfully
enter the news production cycle to influence legacy press
and television coverage through timely interventions,
and this tactic may have been reinforced with the posi‐
tive feedback loop, as evidenced in their more frequent
appearances in the legacy media.

In terms of mainstream media reports and commen‐
tary, we found that while the pro‐reform stakeholders
appeared in the traditional media more frequently, over‐
all, the majority of articles were neutral towards legalisa‐
tion, followed by those with a mild pro‐legalisation sen‐
timent. This suggests that, in general, traditional main‐
streammedia largely endeavoured to provide a balanced
overview of the issue. However, this was outlet depen‐
dent. For example, we previously reported that the One
Newswebsite, a digital channel of the Crown‐owned tele‐
vision station, provided the most balanced overview of
the issues (Rychert et al., 2022). This could reflect the
national broadcaster’s commitment to the principles of
balanced journalism characteristic of the pre‐internet
era, or, as noted in the introduction, the Government’s
self‐imposed neutral stance on the issue. As other polit‐
ical communication academics have previously argued,
the traditional mainstreammedia still matters (Langer &

Gruber, 2020), and even in these times of hybrid media
systems, the traditional media continue to enjoy pres‐
tige, loyalty, and trust among the mainstream public.
The anti‐ and pro‐reform campaigners’ expenditures on
advertising in newspapers and television (see Table 1),
along with the pro‐legalisation campaign efforts to influ‐
ence mainstream media reports, as well as promote the
traditional news in their online campaigns (e.g., Figure 2),
illustrate that both sides of the debate displayed aware‐
ness of the continued power of the older media.

Interestingly, this reliance on the prestige of legacy
media and the adoption of more “traditional” politi‐
cal campaigning was evident even in the social media
content of the anti‐legalisation campaign, despite their
perceived challenges in influencing mainstream media.
The posting of a photo with the sponsored newspaper
article is a notable example of this. Additionally, all paid
advertising content on Facebook by the anti‐legalisation
campaign included the same layout with a characteris‐
tic green banner and the campaigner logo, reflecting the
more conventional, traditional top‐down “command and
control” campaignmodel (in contrast to themore diverse
campaign of pro‐legalisation NGOs and grassroots organ‐
isations, characterised by decentralised and bottom‐up
influences). The latter may reflect the challenges of coor‐
dinating a referendum campaign across traditional and
newdigitalmedia channels, particularlywhen conducted
by a loosely connected network of activists.

The analysis of post‐referendum expenditure reports
shows the financial resources of the pro‐reform and anti‐
reform camps were not significantly dissimilar, with the
two leading campaigners spending close to the maxi‐
mum regulated pre‐referendum budget. While the finan‐
cial “constraints” on campaigns were similar, money was
spent in different ways and in different mediums. This
was particularly evidenced in the stark contrast between
the advertising strategy of the pro‐reform Make It Legal
campaign, which spent nearly all available budget on
social media Facebook advertising, compared to the
anti‐reform campaigner Family First, who spent most of
their funds on leaflet printing and drop‐offs to house‐
holds (Table 1). Ultimately, the high campaign spending
on Facebook by one of the two major pro‐legalisation
actors (i.e., Make It Legal) may have been a strategic
mistake (i.e., missing the undecided demographic of
older voters). Although Facebook has good coverage of a
cross‐section of the New Zealand population (estimated
70% coverage), younger users aged 25–34 dominate
the platform (i.e., 25% of New Zealand accounts), fol‐
lowed by users aged 18–24 (17.4%; NapoleonCat, 2021;
We Are Social & Hootsuite, 2020). This comparatively
young user cohort may have already been supportive
of cannabis legalisation,making campaigners’ promotion
on Facebook less efficient. Indeed, pre‐referendum polls
and analyses of voter intentions found that younger peo‐
ple were much more likely to vote in favour of legalisa‐
tion (e.g., Vowles, 2020). In contrast, the anti‐legalisation
campaign diversified efforts across a range of mediums,
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and their greater focus on traditional advertising and via
leaflet drops may have reached a wider cross‐section of
the population who were likely to vote.

Finally, it is important to reflect on the campaign‐
ers’ respective positions as “challenger” (vote “yes” cam‐
paign) or “status quo” actor (vote “no” campaign) in
the referendum debates as this may have also affected
the respective campaign styles. The status quo bias
phenomenon suggests that voters faced with uncer‐
tainty about the likely effects of policy change tend to
vote against the proposal (Bowler & Donovan, 1998;
Kahneman et al., 1991). Currently, scientific uncertainty
remains about the long‐term social, public health, and
safety impacts of cannabis legalisation (Decorte et al.,
2020). In this environment, even the “neutral” main‐
streammedia posts that drew attention to gaps in knowl‐
edge and unknown consequences may have ultimately
favoured the anti‐reform argument.

7. Limitations and Outlook

The analysis drew on an in‐depth investigation of six
mainstream legacy media channels and campaigners’
activity on Facebook, alongside other published reports
and studies. We did not systematically analyse televised
broadcast news or print newspapers. Instead, we made
inferences about campaigners’ activity in those channels
from their mandatory post‐referendum reports, along‐
side our non‐structured observations as expert stake‐
holders. The analysis of mainstream media covered four
digital news providers with the highest unique visitor
numbers (Nielsen, 2018) and the websites of two major
television news broadcasters. Websites of other news
outlets with lower unique visitor numbers were not
included in the analysis, meaning no digital channels
of radio stations were included. We took a number of
steps to ensure careful operationalisation of media sen‐
timent coding (e.g., involvement of three independent
coders); however, subjective influences cannot be com‐
pletely eliminated. In terms of social media analysis, we
focused on Facebook, reflecting its strategic importance
for campaigners and the fact that referendum‐related
social media advertising mostly occurred on this plat‐
form.We relied on digital ethnography observations and
analysis of posts and advertising data made available
by Facebook. This approach did not involve scrutinising
Facebook algorithms, which are another important fac‐
tor determining campaigners’ power in the hybrid media
environment. Although much more difficult to decipher,
even for the referendum campaigners themselves, the
way algorithms decide who gets to see certain posts
make Facebook another important “gatekeeper” to pub‐
lic opinion. Our analysis did not involve an evaluation of
the accuracy or persuasiveness of the statements pro‐
moted by the respective campaigners. It may be that
some messages resonated with the public more widely
than others. As noted above, given the still unfolding
consequences of cannabis legalisation overseas, it is not

easy to determine the accuracy of statements regard‐
ing reform consequences. Finally, we did not empirically
analyse the impact of campaigners’ political advertising
strategies on voters, or how the mainstream media con‐
tent influenced their decisions.

The study provides a detailed account and analysis
of the recent New Zealand cannabis legalisation refer‐
endum. The findings progress understanding of referen‐
dum campaigners’ strategic choices regarding older and
newer media channels and how their choices may be
shaped by the wider media and regulatory environment.
By analysing both older and newer media channels, we
provide comparative insights on the referendumdebates
across media channels and demonstrate the relevance
of hybrid media theory in the study of referendum cam‐
paigns. The findings also have methodological implica‐
tions for future referendum campaign research—i.e., the
need to clearly define referendum campaign channel(s)
and consider possible biases in narrowly‐cast studies—
and campaign strategies to achieve change through a ref‐
erendum in regard to controversial topics.
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Abstract
While the Brexit referendum campaign has been extensively researched, media, regulatory bodies, and academics have
often talked at cross‐purposes. A strong focus on Cambridge Analytica’s role in the 2016 referendum, despite official inves‐
tigations concluding the company had only limited involvement in the campaign, has distracted attention frommore mun‐
dane but highly controversial data practices, including selling voters’ data to third parties or re‐using campaign data with‐
out consent from data subjects. This empirical case study of data‐driven referendum campaigning around Brexit raises
two broader theoretical questions: First, moving beyond the current focus on transparency and accountability, can public
participation in the ownership and management of campaign data address some of the problematic data practices out‐
lined? Second, most academic literature on data‐driven campaigning, in general, and referendum campaigns, in particular,
has often overlooked the key question of what happens with campaigning data once campaigns are over. What legal safe‐
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1. Introduction

Data‐driven campaigning has been the focus of public
and academic attention already since the 2008 Obama
campaign and even earlier (Stromer‐Galley, 2019). Most
existing research so far, however, has focused on
election campaigns (Anstead, 2017; Bennett & Lyon,
2019; Chadwick & Stromer‐Galley, 2016; Howard, 2005;
Kefford et al., 2022; Montigny et al., 2019; Stromer‐
Galley, 2019), while referendum campaigns have been
generally overlooked (see Udris & Eisenegger, 2023).
Probably the one big exception from this common trend
has been the highly prominent 2016 Brexit referendum
campaign on whether the UK should leave the European
Union. The Brexit referendum resulted in a surprising
victory for Leave, leading to a protracted political crisis
with multiple overlapping conflicts of sovereignty in the

UK. Cadwalladr’s (2017) explosive investigations on con‐
nections between the Leave campaigns and the contro‐
versial firm Cambridge Analytica sparked a broad media
debate on the role of psychological profiling and targeted
advertising online. Within the UK, the number of articles
discussing Cambridge Analytica skyrocketed,with almost
10,000 pieces mentioning Cambridge Analytica in 2018,
before attention to the topic starkly declined in the fol‐
lowing years (see Figure 1).

In the aftermath of the 2016 referendum, several offi‐
cial investigations into Brexit campaigning started collect‐
ing information on a wide range of issues such as the
use of data analytics in political campaigning, funding
irregularities, foreign interference, disinformation, and
fake news. Academic research also explored the use of
socialmedia in Brexit‐related campaigning (Brändle et al.,
2022; Hänska & Bauchowitz, 2017), the broader impacts
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Figure 1.Mentions of “Cambridge Analytica” in UK media featured in the Factiva database. Source: Factiva (2023).

of data analytics use on democracy (Risso, 2018), as
well as what types of regulations and oversight of data‐
driven campaigning would be needed (Dommett, 2020;
Margetts & Dommett, 2020).

Despite the fact the Brexit referendum campaign has
been so well and extensively researched, media, reg‐
ulatory bodies, and academics have sometimes talked
at cross‐purposes, with little cross‐pollination between
their different perspectives and findings. Thus, even
though the UK’s Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)
report on the use of data analytics in political campaigns
established already in 2018 (on the basis of analysis of
42 computers, 700 terabytes of data, 31 servers, and
more than 300,000 documents as part of their investi‐
gation) that Cambridge Analytica did not directly misuse
data of UK voters to influence the Brexit referendum, ref‐
erences to the data practices of Cambridge Analytica as
related to the Brexit referendum are still made in aca‐
demic articles on Brexit (Brändle et al., 2022; Markussen,
2022; Ortega Martín & Sánchez Berrocal, 2022).

Furthermore, there has been an extensive research
focus on the campaigns in the lead‐up to the referendum,
but we know almost nothing about post‐referendum
campaigns such as the People’s Vote, which campaigned
for a second referendum. The few academic articles that
have explored these campaigns or related online activity
(Brändle et al., 2018, 2022; Rone, 2022) focus on issues
such as citizenship, polarisation, and the instrumental‐
isation of sovereignty but have little to say about the
data practices of these campaigns. This is a significant
gap in the literature: The campaign for People’s Vote
that unfolded in the aftermath of the 2016 referendum,
for example, was one of the most significant campaign‐
ing efforts in the UK, responsible for two of the biggest
marches in the country since 2000, comparable onlywith
the march against the Iraq War in 2003.

Considering these two points, the current article
offers a case study of the data practices of Brexit‐related
referendum campaigns with a special focus on who had
a say in how citizen data was managed within these cam‐
paigns. I use this specific case study to raise two broader
theoretical points that open directions for research on

other referendumcampaigns aswell. First, following orig‐
inal research that has dispelled the myths of digital cam‐
paigning (Anstead, 2018; Baldwin‐Philippi, 2017; Kefford
et al., 2022; Simon, 2019), I argue that despite overblown
fears about psychological profiling and individualised tar‐
geted advertising, some of the most problematic occur‐
rences in terms of data management actually resulted
from bad organisational practices and the concentration
of power in the hands of unelected businessmen. In both
pro‐ and anti‐Brexit campaigns, the people ended up
being “spectators in their democracy” (Edelman, 1988,
as cited in Stromer‐Galley, 2019, p. 18) with no control
over how their data was collected, managed, and some‐
times misused. At the same time, attempts to address
such problems through regulatory means have focused
on improving transparency above all (regardless of how
detailed demands for transparency are; Dommett, 2020),
but have rarely even considered the possibility of demo‐
cratic public participation in campaign data ownership
and management.

Following the classic definition by Smith (1983, as
cited in Rowe Frewer, 2000, p. 6), public participation is
understood in this article as “encompassing a group of
procedures designed to consult, involve, and inform the
public to allow those affected by a decision to have an
input into that decision.” There has been a rise in inter‐
est in public participation since it can fulfil a number of
purposes, including:

Fulfilling legal requirements; embodying the ideals
of democratic participation and inclusion; advancing
social justice; informing the public; enhancing under‐
standing of public problems and exploring and gen‐
erating potential solutions; and producing policies,
plans and projects of higher quality in terms of their
content. (Quick & Bryson, 2016, p. 160)

Furthermore, public participation is also “an important
end unto itself in a democratic society” (Quick & Bryson,
2016, p. 160), often fostering citizens’ appreciation
for and experience in democratic procedures through
their involvement in participatory practices. Overlooking
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participation when it comes to the ownership and gov‐
ernance of campaign data has narrowed down not only
the range of possible solutions, but also the very inter‐
pretation of problems involved as related, above all, to
fairness, accountability, and transparency rather than as
problems of democracy as well.

Second, the literature on data‐driven campaigning
has often overlooked the key question of what happens
with collected data once campaigns are over. What legal
safeguards or mechanisms of accountability and partici‐
pation are there in place to guarantee consent when it
comes to further re‐use of people’s data gathered during
campaigns? Posing this issue and acknowledging the com‐
plex after‐life of data is an important first step to reassert‐
ing control and ensuring public consent over data usage
beyond the stages of initial collection and campaigning.

The article is based on a qualitative thematic analy‐
sis of key official policy reports on the Brexit campaign‐
ing, including the 2018 ICO investigation into the use
of data analytics in political campaigns and the 2019
Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee (DCMSC)
parliamentary report on fake news and disinformation.
I complemented these official policy sources with rel‐
evant media articles (identified through a combination
of searching for the campaign names in Google, e.g.,
“Leave.EU,” “Britain Stronger in Europe,” “Leave Means
Leave,” “People’s Vote,” and snowballing from relevant
articles) covering the internal politics and data use of
pro‐Brexit and anti‐Brexit campaigns, as well as inter‐
views with Richard Tice (associated with the Leave.EU
and Leave Means Leave campaigns) and Tom Baldwin
(communications director of the People’s Vote cam‐
paign) from the UK in Changing Europe Brexit Witness
Archive, and finally the books The Bad Boys of Brexit (on
the Leave.EU Campaign, based on Aaron Banks’ diary
and emails on the 2016 referendum campaign) and
Unleashing Demons (on the Britain Stronger in Europe
campaign, written by Craig Oliver, David Cameron’s direc‐
tor of communications). My goal was to triangulate
these different types of sources on both pro‐Brexit and
anti‐Brexit campaigns and to unearth different practices
of data‐driven campaigning. I did a thematic analysis
(Braun & Clarke, 2006) of these sources, focusing specifi‐
cally on two key themes that emerged from the sources:
(a)Whoowned citizens’ data?; and (b)whohad influence
on how citizens’ data was managed and used? In choos‐
ing these two topics to explore in Brexit‐related referen‐
dum campaigning, I hope to enrich academic scholarship
on the Brexit referendum, but also to open avenues for
future thinking about the data practices of referendum
campaigns, more generally.

2. Grounding Data‐Driven Campaigning: Dangers,
Myths, and the Role of Context

While the use of digital media for campaigning has been
the focus of academic research already since the 1990s
(Howard, 2005; Stromer‐Galley, 2019), what has changed

over the last decade has been the advent of “com‐
putational politics,” comprising six intertwined dynam‐
ics, namely:

The rise of big data, the shift away from demograph‐
ics to individualized targeting, the opacity and power
of computational modelling, the use of persuasive
behavioural science, digital media enabling dynamic
real‐time experimentation, and the growth of new
power brokerswho own the data or socialmedia envi‐
ronments. (Tufekci, 2014)

This complex assemblage of practices that includes
micro‐targeting but goes beyond it has been also
referred to in the literature as “data‐driven campaign‐
ing” (Anstead, 2017) or “data‐driven elections” (Bennett
& Lyon, 2019). As Bennett and Lyon (2019, pp. 10–11)
emphasise, “data‐driven elections” is a broad concept
that includes the collection of voters’ data, the perfor‐
mance of voter analytics, and, at a later stage, political
micro‐targeting. Their larger point is that:

These are all essentially surveillance practices. The
data are being collected, analysed and used power‐
fully to influence certain populations: to convince
them to vote, or not to vote; to persuade of the mer‐
its of one candidate, or the faults of an opposing can‐
didate. (Bennett & Lyon, 2019, p. 11)

In this article, I have chosen to use the term “data‐driven
campaigning” to emphasise not only the computational
aspect of novel data practices but also questions of data
collection, management, and re‐use.

The rise of data‐driven campaigning has led to a sub‐
stantial body of academic research drawing attention to
the dangers associated with it. In their comprehensive
overview of the literature on promises and threats of
online micro‐targeting, Borgesius et al. (2018) identified
threats to citizens, political parties, and public opinion
more generally. To begin with, citizens’ “privacy could
be invaded, and they could be manipulated or ignored”
(Borgesius et al., 2018, p. 87). Crucially, political par‐
ties could present themselves as one issue parties to
different citizens (Borgesius et al., 2018). And because
of micro‐targeting, voters could falsely assume that an
issue was of primary importance to the party, while in
fact, it was not. Furthermore,micro‐targeting can be very
expensive; thus it might consolidate the power of big‐
ger parties at the expense of smaller ones, while also
empowering new intermediaries such as social network
platforms (Borgesius et al., 2018, p. 88). Microtargeting
could also lead to a general fragmentation of public
debate, with voters losing interest in overarching issues
and focusing only on the issues that are of interest to
them (Borgesius et al., 2018, p. 89). Emphasising deeper
shifts in thinking and action, Ulbricht (2020) has also
argued that the rise of data‐driven campaigning has
changed political epistemologies, leading to practices
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such as “demos‐scraping”where “increasing political par‐
ticipation” is defined as extracting consumer data rather
than encouraging citizens to act politically in a conscious
and intentional way.

On the other hand, several scholars have challenged
the dystopias of data‐driven campaigning by arguing
that the importance and effects of using big data, psy‐
chological profiling, and micro‐targeting in digital cam‐
paigns have been vastly oversold. Exploring the online
self‐presentation of the political data analytics indus‐
try, Simon (2019) argues that mass media reporting has
uncritically accepted the marketing claims of data ana‐
lysts who intentionally create an air of omnipotence
and mystery behind their “highly scientific” methods—
Indeed, the science behind the services they offer plays
the role of a token, a fetish for attracting clients (Simon,
2019). And, in her analysis of the 2016 Trump and Clinton
campaigns in the US, Baldwin‐Philippi (2017, p. 631)
argues thatmost fears related tomicro‐targeting are con‐
cerns of:

Theoretical impact rather than actual impact, with
recent studies showing the following: the “micro”
part of targeting is no more effective than using pub‐
lic records, and we not are stuck in filter bubbles;
instead audiences duplicate and overlap frequently.

Most recently, an empirical study of data‐driven cam‐
paigning in six‐advanced democracies has shown that
rather than causing a full‐fledged disruption, data‐driven
campaigning has adapted to pre‐existing campaigning
techniques and is in practice much less sophisticated
thanwhat dystopian texts on democratic decline assume
(Kefford et al., 2022).

Regardless of where they stand in their normative
judgements, most researchers so far have agreed that
data‐driven campaigning does not unfold in the same
way in different countries but is strongly determined
by pre‐existing legal regulations, political norms, and
institutional set‐ups (Anstead, 2017, 2018; Bennett &
Lyon, 2019). Countries with laxer data protection laws,
such as the US, Canada, or Australia (Kefford et al.,
2022; Montigny et al., 2019), make much heavier use of
data‐driven campaigning, as compared to countries with
stronger data‐protection regulations, such as Germany,
for example (Kruschinski & Haller, 2017). Also, in the UK,
legal constraints and the low availability of useful vot‐
ers’ data have been pointed out by different political par‐
ties as important obstacles to data‐driven campaigning
(Anstead, 2017).

To be sure, most of the research discussed in this sec‐
tion has focused above all on election campaigns, while
there has been only limited attention to referendum cam‐
paigns, not tomention questions of data sharing between
political parties and third actors (Rowbottom, 2020)
across elections and referendum campaigns. In what fol‐
lows, I hope to fill in this gap by focusing on data‐driven
referendum campaigning around Brexit.

3. Connections Between the Leave Campaigns and
Cambridge Analytica: Beyond the Media Hype

Journalistic reports from 2017 and 2018, among which
Carole Cadwalladr’s highly visible investigative journal‐
ism for The Guardian (Cadwalladr, 2017; Cadwalladr
& Townsend, 2018), sparked a salient public debate
about the involvement of Cambridge Analytica in the
Brexit referendum campaign. Cambridge Analytica was
in fact the trading name of SCLE Elections Ltd. and
the responsibilities of the companies often overlapped.
Both were subsidiaries of SCLE Group ([SCL] Information
Commissioner’s Office, 2018, p. 8). There were twomain
points to the scandal: (a) Cambridge Analytica represen‐
tatives had done data analytics work for the unofficial
Leave.EU campaign; (b) the Canadian firm AggregateIQ
(AIQ), closely related to Cambridge Analytica, had done
data analytics for the official Vote Leave campaign aswell
as other Leave campaigns such as BeLeave and Veterans
for Brexit. The initial journalistic reports, together with
testimonies for the official investigations of the cam‐
paign, prompted a lot of academic research on the conse‐
quences of micro‐targeting for political campaigns, often
lumping together the election of Donald Trump and
Brexit. Still, the results of the official investigations in the
UK on both aspects of the scandal outlined above pro‐
duced results quite different from what media reporting
would have led us to expect.

Regarding the first point—Cambridge Analytica
providing data analytics to the unofficial Leave.EU
campaign—suspicions were very well founded. In his
book Bad Boys of Brexit, Arron Banks (2017, p. 84),
co‐founder of Leave.EU, explicitly stated:

We’ve hired Cambridge Analytica, an American com‐
pany that uses “big data and advanced psychograph‐
ics” to influence people….With this information, you
can tailor campaign material to particular groups to
vote. It may sound a bit creepy, but these days it’s
how most big political parties work.

Cambridge Analytica appeared at a Leave.EU press con‐
ference in November 2015. Yet, The Bad Boys of Brexit
does notmention the company again after the press con‐
ference. Is this a strategic silence? The answer seems to
be less nefarious. Banks later claimed:

Leave.EU did not receive any data or work from
Cambridge Analytica. UKIP did give Cambridge
Analytica some of its data and Cambridge Analytica
did some analysis of this. But it was not used in the
Brexit campaign. Cambridge Analytica tried to make
me pay for that work but I refused. (Hern, 2019)

According to journalistic information, Banks paid UKIP
for the data, but the money was never passed on to
Cambridge Analytica (Hern, 2019). The ICO investiga‐
tion into the use of data analytics states: “Based on our
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enquiries, testimony and interviews, we conclude that
this is indeed the case—there is no evidence of a work‐
ing relationship between CA and Leave.EU proceeding
beyond this initial phase” (ICO, 2018, p. 44). In 2020, the
ICO closed the case after checking further evidence and
re‐iterated that Cambridge Analytica was not involved
in the Brexit referendum (“Cambridge Analytica ‘not
involved,’” 2020).

What about the connections between the official
Leave campaign Vote Leave and Cambridge Analytica?
Cambridge University employee Dr. Kogan and his com‐
pany Global Science Research had illegally harvested
the data of more than 80 million people worldwide,
without their knowledge, and later shared a subset of
this data with other organisations, including Cambridge
Analytica (ICO, 2018, p. 39). Of these 80 million peo‐
ple, at least one million were UK citizens (ICO, 2018,
p. 39). Did Cambridge Analytica share this data with
Vote Leave? The way this could have happened was indi‐
rectly through the company AIQ. Whistle‐blower Chris
Wylie argued that AIQ and Cambridge Analytica were
basically the same thing (Cadwalladr & Townsend, 2018).
And AIQ was paid about £3.5 million by pro‐Brexit cam‐
paign organisations, of which £2.7 million came from the
official campaign Vote Leave and £675,000 fromBeLeave
(Baraniuk, 2018). Still, the ICO (2018, p. 42) investigation
concluded that:

The relationship between AIQ and SCLE was a con‐
tractual one; AIQ supplied services as outlined above
for work on US campaigns….To date, we have no evi‐
dence that SCLE and CA [Cambridge Analytica] were
involved in any data analytics work with the EU refer‐
endum campaigns.

The DCMSC parliamentary report on fake news and dis‐
information, which was published a year later, in 2019,
was more sceptical and argued that “there seems to
be more to the AIQ/Cambridge Analytica/SCL relation‐
ship than is usually seen in a strictly contractual relation‐
ship” (DCMSC, 2019, Section 192). The DCMSC report
inferred (but could not prove) a direct link between
AIQ’s work and the data scraped by Cambridge Analytica:
“Data matching Dr Kogan’s was found in the data used by
AIQ’s Leave campaign audience files. Facebook believe
that this is a coincidence, or, in the words of Mike
Schroepfer, CTO of Facebook, an ‘effectively random
chance’ ” (DCMSC, 2019, Section 175). Beyond this infor‐
mation, there has beennoother evidence of sharing data
between AIQ and Cambridge Analytica.

Certainly, AIQ “handled, collected, stored and shared
UK citizen data, in the context of their work on the EU
referendum” (DCMSC, 2019, Section 170), but consider‐
ing that they were hired to do precisely this work, this
is not surprising. The ICO also confirmed that AIQ had
access to the personal data ofUK voters, but the datawas
“given by the Vote Leave campaign” (ICO, 2018, p. 50),
not by Cambridge Analytica. In addition, Facebook told

the UK Electoral Commission in May 2018 that “AIQ had
made use of data file customaudiences—enabling AIQ to
reach existing customers on Facebook or to reach users
on Facebook who were not existing customers—website
custom audiences and lookalike audiences” (DCMSC,
2019, Section 173). All in all, it seems that AIQ countedon
data provided byVote Leave, aswell as customaudiences
data. Conclusive evidence about Cambridge Analytica
sharing data with AIQ is missing.

Ultimately, while both Leave.EU and Vote Leave
undoubtedly had some connections with Cambridge
Analytica, the company did not play the key role in
the Brexit referendum that it is still often assumed to
have played. Nevertheless, the focus on the role of
Cambridge Analytica in some digital communications
academic research has distracted attention away from
other more mundane, but still highly problematic, data
practices that were discovered in the campaigns and had
significant negative consequences for the democratic
process. I outline some of these practices in the follow‐
ing section.

4. Selling Data, Buying Data: Political Parties
(Mis)Using Party Data for the 2016 Referendum
Campaigning

UKIP’s cooperation with Cambridge Analytica failed in
the long run. But the process was fraught with prob‐
lems already at an early stage. Data of UKIP party mem‐
bers was shared with a third party—Arron Banks as rep‐
resenting the Leave.EU campaign, who passed it on to
Cambridge Analytica (even if not hiring them in the end),
without any public accountability by UKIP and without
any opportunity for party members to exercise control
over the process.

Furthermore, the misconduct Leave.EU and Arron
Banks were actually fined by the ICO was much more
trivial than the Cambridge Analytica suspicions and yet
highly indicative. The ICO announced its intent to fine
Leave.EU and Arron Banks’s company Eldon Insurance
each with £60,000, since more than a million Leave.EU
subscribers received ads for Eldon’s insurance products,
without consent. Leave.EU was to be fined an extra
£15,000 for sending 300,000 emails with a Leave.EU
newsletter to Eldon customers (ICO, 2018, pp. 44–49).
This mixing of public and private business interests and
political campaigning was made possible by the fact that
the Leave.EU campaign was run as a private “bad boys
club” of several businessmen, (Richard Tice and Arron
Banks being the most prominent) who united forces
with UKIP’s Nigel Farage (Banks, 2017; UK in a Changing
Europe, 2020). Citizens who supported Leave.EU had
their data used for advertising purposes by a private
insurance company, with no knowledge or say over how
their data was used.

Lack of accountability and undemocratic handling of
data were problems encountered not only on the Leave
side of the campaign. In 2018, the ICO report stated
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that they had obtained information that the Liberal
Democrats (LibDems) had sold the personal data of their
party members to the Britain Stronger in Europe cam‐
paign for approximately £100,000 (ICO, 2018, p. 54).
In response to the ICO’s information notice, the LibDems
and Open Britain (Britain Stronger in Europe changed its
name after the referendum, in August 2016, to Open
Britain) both argued that there was no wrongdoing and
that the Remain campaign had bought electoral reg‐
ister information from the LibDems, enhanced by a
third‐party group with emails and phone numbers (ICO,
2018, pp. 54–55). This deal is even more interesting in
light of the difficulty of obtaining voter data in the UK
shared by political party representatives in relation to
the 2015 elections, preceding the 2016 Brexit referen‐
dum campaign (Anstead, 2017)

A year later, on November 13, 2019, the progres‐
sive news outlet Open Democracy published a piece
in which they argued that the ICO had new informa‐
tion on the case and was investigating further. ICO was
concerned about why a simple enhancement of pub‐
licly available data would cost £100,000 (Cusick, 2019a).
Once the Open Democracy article was published, the
LibDems wrote to the media outlet to question why
they had not been given the opportunity to comment.
Open Democracy responded they had requested a com‐
ment, but the party had not replied. Two days later,
the expensive legal firm Goodman Derrick sent Open
Democracy a letter in which they required all derogatory
content to be removed or the whole article taken down
at the threat of legal action (Fitzgerald, 2019). AfterOpen
Democracy refused to comply since they had followed
standard journalistic practice, an undisclosed employee
from the LibDem office sent a forged email containing
the supposed comment by the party.

Ultimately, a scandal ensued, and the LibDems fired
a member of staff over the forged email, without pro‐
viding clarity over the key question: What type of data
had they sold to Britain Stronger in Europe? A follow‐up
investigation by Cusick (2019b) claimed that Tim Gordon,
chief executive of the LibDems, supervised the data ser‐
vices sale and “is understood to have privately explained
to colleagues that the data sale could be seen as sensi‐
tive and controversial, and so steps were taken to min‐
imise the article trail for the deal.” While it is still unclear
what exact data was sold for £100,000 and how it was
enhanced, not only was there no transparency on the
issue but there was also no chance for LibDem party
members to influence this decision. Both the Leave.EU
and the Britain Stronger in Europe cases are symptomatic
for the UK context, where campaigners struggled to find
relevant data during the campaigns, resorting to buying
political party data without consulting voters’ opinions
on this. Still, the most dramatic example of the clash
between top‐down control of data and bottom‐upmobil‐
isation could be seen in the collapse of the People’s
Vote campaign, which mobilised only in the aftermath of
the referendum.

5. The Collapse of the People’s Vote Campaign:
A Four‐Dimensional Chess Game?

As already mentioned above, the Britain Stronger in
Europe campaign was re‐launched after the 2016 refer‐
endum as Open Britain. Crucially, Open Britain kept con‐
trol of the data of Britain Stronger in Europe. The chair‐
man of the board of Open Britain was Roland Rudd,
founder and head of the Finsbury public relations com‐
pany, as well as the brother of conservative politician
Amber Rudd. Open Britain was initially not against Brexit
but mainly wanted to keep the UK in the single market.
After Theresa May’s poor performance at the 2017 gen‐
eral elections, though, activists pushed for a more reso‐
lute position, and different Remain groups united forces
(Mance, 2020). This is how the People’s Vote campaign
started with the aim of promoting a second referendum.

At the suggestion of Alastair Campbell, former
spokesman of Tony Blair, Tom Baldwin, another former
Labour party adviser, joined the campaign as director
of communications (UK in a Changing Europe, 2021).
Baldwin and the director of OpenBritain, JamesMcGrory,
tried to bring together the different Remain groups
in the People’s Vote campaign, an experience Baldwin
described as “building an aeroplane as you are taking off;
there are bits falling off and you are going very, very fast”
(UK in a Changing Europe, 2021). The campaign’s focus,
according to Baldwin, was to get a second referendum.
People’s Vote became one of the most successful politi‐
cal campaigns in British history, organising marches for a
People’s Vote that were attended by hundreds of thou‐
sands of people and raising £100,000 a week in small
donations (Sabbagh, 2019).

As the political crisis deepened and a second refer‐
endum started to seem increasingly probable, McGrory
and Baldwin felt that the organisational structure of the
People’s Vote campaignwas inadequate. Baldwin decried
“a lot of pride and angst and placeholding from peo‐
ple like Roland Rudd” (UK in a Changing Europe, 2021).
Frustrated with Rudd’s lack of meaningful engagement
and desire to appoint friends at high positions, cam‐
paign members decided to move against him (UK in
a Changing Europe, 2021). In October 2019, the Daily
Mail published an article entitled “Alastair Campbell and
Peter Mandelson use dark arts to try to seize control of
the second referendum campaign and topple its multi‐
millionaire boss Roland Rudd” (Owen, 2019). The scoop
wasmadepossible because oneof the plotters forwarded
the email by mistake to Rudd himself (Owen, 2019).

In what ensued, Rudd moved first, took control over
all the data and finances of the People’s Vote cam‐
paign through his position in Open Britain, and sacked
McGrory and Baldwin, thus paralysing the whole cam‐
paign. According to Rudd, the campaign was not run
well enough: “We needed to do more to focus on
digital and data operations, which had been hugely
neglected” (Mance, 2020). The rank‐and‐file staff of the
campaign,many of whomworked on aminimum London
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living wage, walked out in protest against the decision
and were threatened with legal action (Mance, 2020;
Sabbagh, 2019). The campaign imploded,with staff using
the campaign’s Facebook and Twitter accounts to attack
Rudd’s coup. Ultimately, Rudd kept control over the cam‐
paign (and over all the supporters’ data), even though he
was forced to step down a month later due to the pub‐
lic controversy, leaving the position to a trusted figure
(Mance, 2020).

In December 2019, the People’s Vote campaign asked
the Electoral Commission to investigate it over donations
received during the time it was run by McGrory and
Baldwin. The right‐wing pro‐Brexit political commentary
website Guido Fawkes (2019) called this development
in which the campaign itself asked to be investigated a
“four‐dimensional‐chess move no one saw coming.’’ This
comment, pro‐Leave bias notwithstanding, provides a
good summary of the dramatic infighting in the People’s
Vote campaign that took place in front of the public, but
with no involvement of the public. The hundreds of thou‐
sands of peoplewhomarchedon the streets, the 500,000
registered supporters of the campaign who had provided
their data, the staff itself—none of those participants
in the People’s Vote had any influence over how their
data, donations, and enthusiasm would be used. The
People’s Vote campaign has recently re‐branded itself as
“Democracy Unleashed,” with citizens’ data treated as a
valuable resource that could be reused again.

While the People’s Vote was certainly digitally savvy,
its use of “data‐driven campaigning” was, according to
both Baldwin and Rudd, not intensive. This is very much
in line with Craig Oliver’s book Unleashing Demons on
the earlier Britain Stronger in Europe campaign, which
mentions the word “digital” only 8 times in 408 pages
(Oliver, 2017). The fact that Rudd got proof of the plot to
oust him after an email was forwarded by mistake also
shows that far from the highly scientific digital sophisti‐
cation we expect from modern‐day campaigning, most
of it is still human, complicated, and messy. Again, the
key data story of this campaign was the appropriation of
campaign supporters’ data by the head of a PR relations
company. It is this type of non‐democratic attitude that
seamlesslymerges business interests and political causes
that was shared by the otherwise very different cam‐
paigns Leave.EU, Vote Leave, Britain Stronger in Europe,
and People’s Vote.

6. Regulatory Calls: Participation Over Time as a
Missing Aspect

As official investigations of malpractices during the Brexit
referendum were taking place, regulators started consul‐
tations on how to update (or even rehaul) existing regula‐
tions. A particularly relevant example for the purposes of
this article is the 2019 ICO public consultation on a code
of practice for using personal data in political campaign‐
ing. A number of academics also joined public debates
on regulating data‐driven campaigning. Margetts and

Dommett (2020, pp. 747, 749–750), for example, have
recommended not only “a wholesale rewriting of elec‐
toral law,” but also more coordination between key
regulators, platforms expanding and regularising “their
efforts towards transparency” and developing “systems
for accountability and over‐sight,” and a “public aware‐
ness campaign to enable citizens to understand and scru‐
tinise electoral processes and be able to navigate the
landscape of political information both outside and dur‐
ing election periods.” Importantly, Rowbottom (2020)
drew attention to the need to update and harmonise leg‐
islation on third‐party campaigners, understood as actors
different from parties and candidates. Campaigns such as
the People’s Vote discussed above are a good example of
such type of a “third‐party campaigner” that has, inmany
respects, fallen through the cracks of existing legislation.

Academics have also been critical of some of the rec‐
ommendations of existing regulators: Dommett (2020)
observed that a key recommendation of all official inves‐
tigations on the Brexit referendum was to increase trans‐
parency. Such demands, however, were often too gen‐
eral and did not specify the “type of transparency sought,
or the form transparency should take” (Dommett, 2020,
p. 433). There was often little detail on whether regula‐
tors meant funding transparency (who funded the cam‐
paign), source transparency (what is the source of cam‐
paignmaterial),data transparency (what data is accessed
and how it is being used), or targeting transparency
(who is being targeted and why; Dommett, 2020). It was
equally unclear what exact information should be pub‐
lished, in what format, how it should be made legible to
citizens, etc. By not defining what they mean by trans‐
parency, regulators basically allowed companies such as
Facebook to decide themselves what information they
should disclose as well as how easy it is to discover, pro‐
cess, and understand (Dommett, 2020). At the same time,
Shiner (2019, p. 14) argued that the focus on a few bad
players, such as corporate and foreign actors usingmicro‐
targeting, overlooks the fact that “therewould be nomar‐
ket for these techniques if politics did not invest in them.”
Shiner (2019, p. 13) rightly noted that:

The more fundamental issues do not relate to closing
regulatory gaps but ensuring the political ecosystem
balances out more fairly and imbues democratic prin‐
ciples like fairness and transparency which can help
futureproof legal reforms. It seems that the scandal
around data misuse for political purposes has served
as an illustration of the huge distance between those
elected to represent and those being represented—
with companies exploiting that gulf for profit.

While agreeing with the analyses and recommenda‐
tions of all scholars mentioned above, this article argues
first, that few of them raise the question of data‐use
by campaigners after a campaign (with the exception
of Rowbottom, 2020). What happens with data after
a referendum is over? For how long should data be
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kept? Could it be re‐used? In the cases analysed in
this article, problematic data practices were associated
with sharing election data with third‐party referendum
campaigners (UKIP and the LibDems both sold data to
third parties), or with referendum campaigners contin‐
uing to use data even after a concrete campaign was
over (the transformation of People’s Vote to Democracy
Unleashed case). As a result of the publicity around
Brexit, some guidance on this issue in the UK context
has been developed. The ICO’s Guidance for the Use
of Personal Data in Political Campaigning, published
after the 2019 public consultation, has a special sec‐
tion titled “After a Campaign,” which addresses ques‐
tions such as “can we use personal data from one cam‐
paign to another?” Among the key considerations are
“whether the personal data is necessary for future cam‐
paigns,” “whether it would be in individuals’ reasonable
expectations that you keep the data,” “what you told indi‐
viduals at the point of collection,” “whether the nature
of future campaigns could amount to processing for a
different purpose (e.g., a referendum campaign on EU
membership to a local election),” “how long you have
retained the data and whether it is still adequate, rel‐
evant or accurate,” and “whether you are able to keep
the data securely and whether keeping the data creates
any unjustifiable risk of it being subject to unauthorised
disclosure” (ICO Guidance, 2022, p. 73). The ICO also
clearly states that if an organisation is disbanding, per‐
sonal data should not be shared with other controllers
unless this is done “in accordance with data protection
law” (ICO Guidance, 2022, p. 74). One key problem with
the ICO guidance is that it does not introduce new obli‐
gations or responsibilities but mainly establishes a code
of practice, which is generally non‐binding and cannot
ensure compliance (Shiner, 2019, p. 18).

Furthermore, the ICO guidance leaves all decision‐
making to parties and data controllers as key actors.
As discussed above, these actors are encouraged to be
transparent so that they could be held accountable. This
article’s second main theoretical argument is that the
focus on transparency (on the part of both regulators
and academics studying them), no matter how finely
defined, has overlooked the political and institutional fail‐
ures of Brexit‐related campaigning as related not only to
data protection but also as democratic failures. In their
study of citizens’ demands for transparency in European
trade policy, Gheyle and de Ville (2017) argued that the
European Commission has interpreted calls for trans‐
parency as calls for more information, but what activists
actually demanded was more participation. Focusing on
public participation might help address the gap between
politicians and their electorate that Shiner (2019) rightly
identifies as a core problem traversing the ecosystem
of political communication. And it is precisely this focus
on participation that has been notoriously absent from
most discussions on the data practices of Brexit‐related
campaigns, in particular, but also of data‐driven cam‐
paigning, more generally.

To be sure, there have been substantial critiques of
the model of data protection embodied in the European
Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), for
example, which is widely held as a high standard for
data protection. The GDPR has placed too much weight
on transparency, accountability, and fairness as mech‐
anisms of protecting rights understood above all as
individual rights. Authors have argued instead for the
need for systemic regulation or thinking about rights as
collective, especially considering that often the harms
addressed are of collective character (Cobbe, 2021;
Mayer‐Schonberger, 2010). Furthermore, as research on
voter attitudes to data‐driven campaigning in Australia
has shown (Kefford, 2021), a significant number of vot‐
ers have felt highly uncomfortable with political parties
acquiring information about them from financial enti‐
ties, companies they buy things from, or social media
platforms. Such feelings of discomfort could hardly be
assuaged by more transparency but would require a fun‐
damental change of practice.

Including the public in decision‐making over what
type of data should be collected on them, for how
long and whom it should be shared with could be a
good way to guarantee public trust in elections as a
foundational element of democratic systems. Indeed, as
Rowe and Frewer (2000, p. 5) note, among the chief
reasons for the rise in interest in public participation
in technical policy matters are “a recognition of basic
human rights regarding democracy and procedural jus‐
tice,” but also the “practical recognition that implement‐
ing unpopular policies may result in widespread protest
and reduced trust in governing bodies.” Extending this
argument further, one could argue for ensuring mecha‐
nisms of ownership andmanagement of voters’ data that
give more power to individuals or collective bodies of
voters. Referenda, public inquiries, surveys, negotiated
rulemaking, citizens’ jury panels, advisory committees,
and focus groups have all been experimentedwith to fos‐
ter public participation. Each of these participatory prac‐
tices comes with its own benefits and problems (Rowe
& Frewer, 2000, pp. 8–9). Furthermore, party members,
for example, could vote on how their own party should
manage their data. Alternatively, there could be voters’
data governance bodies (the same way we have authors’
rights representative bodies) that allow their members
to decide what uses of their data they agree with in the
context of political campaigning. Recent years have seen
the rise of innovative research on alternative regimes
of data ownership and governance, placing emphasis
on collective data ownership and/or giving more power
to individuals vis‐à‐vis private companies (Fischli, 2022;
Mills, 2019; Mukhametov, 2021; Muldoon, 2022; Singh
& Vipra, 2019). But such innovative research has rarely
focused on data used in political campaigns by politi‐
cal parties or third‐party actors, not to mention cases in
which political campaigns obtain and merge voter data
from public registries and private corporations. While
not aiming to resolve these questions, this article has the
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moremodest ambition of raising them, especially in light
of the analysis of the Brexit referendum campaign.

Of course, participation is not a panacea. Four impor‐
tant objections could be raised to the proposal for
more public participation in decision‐making on cam‐
paign data. First of all, even completely bottom‐up demo‐
cratic movements such as the Spanish Indignados wit‐
nessed a lot of misuse of data, internal quarrels, trolling,
and appropriation of citizens’ information (Rone, 2019).
Second, a focus on voters’ participation in decision‐
making over their own data would be a substantial
departure from current legally established mechanisms
of accountability in key documents such as GDPR. While
there have been critics arguing that “data protection
doesn’t work” (Cobbe, 2021), novel proposals with alter‐
natives to the current data protection regime are still
scarce. Third, the concept of participation is not less
ambiguous or imprecise than transparency, for exam‐
ple. In his seminal text “Too Much Democracy in All the
Wrong Places,” Kelty (2017, pp. 86–87) has emphasised
how participation has been interpreted in multiple ways
depending on changing historical contexts:

Participation is always aspirational. One might say it
wavers back and forth between two moods: optative
and critical. In the optative mood, it signals an enthu‐
siasm, a normativity, a happy hypothesis of change
through the involvement of more people rather than
fewer, poorer rather than richer, rural rather than
urban, indigenous rather than colonial, or everyday
experience rather than rarefied expertise. But in a
critical mood, what is called participation becomes a
false claimant: phony participation. By accusing par‐
ticipation of being false, phony, exploitative, or disap‐
pointed, it allows the optative mood in the next turn
of phrase—a better, more authentic participation yet
to come.

Participation thus presents itself as much as a challenge
as a solution. More recently, we have seen rising con‐
cerns over “participation washing” in relation to technol‐
ogy design (Sloane et al., 2020). Finally, even if all these
concerns can be addressed, it remains far from certain
political parties would support changes to campaigning
that facilitate voter participation in decision‐making over
the use of their data. As Bennett (2022) has shown in the
Canadian context, political parties have acted as a cartel
to prevent even basic data privacy legislation extending
to them. There is every reason to believe political parties
in various national contexts would resist more changes
that encourage participation and give more power and
voice to voters to decide how their data would be used
in election campaigns.

7. Conclusion

To conclude, beyond dramatic tales of disinformation
and micro‐targeting, Brexit‐related data‐driven cam‐

paigning was marked by several problematic undemo‐
cratic practices of sharing data with third parties and
reusing data without any consent or input from the
public. Despite the use of crowd‐funding and active cit‐
izen involvement, neither the ownership of data nor its
management were democratic in any sense of the word.
The “people’s data” was the domain not of people but of
parties doing deals with campaigns run by businessmen.

Questionable data practices are a symptom of a
broader lack of accountability and participation in
increasingly professionalised campaigning in theUK, very
different from bottom‐up protest movements observed
during the 2010s protest wave in Europe (Rone, 2022).
Still, demands for citizen democratic participation in data
ownership and governance (both during and after cam‐
paigns) are not a panacea. Such demands open all kinds
of additional challenges that need to be carefully thought
through and addressed. What this analysis has aimed to
show is simply that, so far, citizen participation in data
ownership and governance has remained a non‐issue in
both debates on Brexit‐related campaigning and beyond.
Yet, increasing participation might be an important way
to address currentmalpractices in data‐driven campaign‐
ing that involve not only a few bad actors but the political
ecosystem as a whole.
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1. Introduction

In this commentary, we discuss the impact of social
media on referendum campaigns, drawing specifically
from the 2018 abortion referendum when the Republic
of Ireland (hereafter Ireland) voted to repeal the coun‐
try’s near‐total ban on abortion.

Social media use at electoral events was a global con‐
cern by 2018. The Cambridge Analytica scandal broke
in late 2015, and social media manipulation had been
highlighted in the Brexit referendum vote and the elec‐
tion of Donald Trump as president of the US in 2016.
There was heightened sensitivity to the potentially corro‐
sive political impacts of social media, and early research
had ascribed some of the deep challenges to democ‐
racy to social media use (Tucker et al., 2017). These
challenges can take many forms: polarisation of opin‐
ion (Marozzo & Bessi, 2018), microtargeting of politi‐
cal ads (Tromble et al., 2019; Zarouali et al., 2022), and

the creation of echo chambers (Garimella et al., 2018).
All of these concerns have been investigated, often dur‐
ing election campaigns, and some evidence of social
media effects was identified. But the field is divided;
Margetts (2018, p. 120) has argued that “the pathologies
that they [social media] introduce are not terminal, but
rather, chronic and under‐researched, requiring careful
study and long‐term management,” and Dommett and
Temple (2018, p. 202) concluded that there “are signif‐
icant areas of ambiguity” in understanding the implica‐
tions of these trends.

The Irish vote on abortion in 2018 is useful to study
in this regard; it attracted global media attention and
shattered the final vestiges of Ireland’s reputation as a
conservative Catholic state. A referendum in 1983 had
inserted a prohibition on abortion into the constitution,
while the vote in 2018 repealed this restriction, and lib‐
eral abortion legislation was enacted. The vote was also
the focus of global interest by international campaigners
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on abortion rights, especially on the anti‐abortion side,
with US pro‐life groups active in the campaign and in
the preceding citizens’ assembly. An intense campaign
played out both on mainstream media and on social
media. At an early stage in the campaign, the role of
social media platforms became a major bone of con‐
tention with claims and counter‐claims of onlinemanipu‐
lation, misinformation and interference by international
actors in the debate (Leahy, 2018). A series of voluntary
withdrawals by the social media platforms from political
advertising alleviated some concerns, but social media
use remained a central aspect of the campaign.

Using data from the exit poll conducted by the pub‐
lic broadcaster (RTÉ) and Irish universities (for access
to the data file, see Elkink et al., 2018), we demon‐
strate that social media platforms were used widely by
all voter cohorts throughout the campaign but that some
of the preconceived ideas about which side was benefit‐
ing from social media use were misguided and not sup‐
ported by the data. Perhaps most importantly, a large
majority of voters had made up their minds about how
they would vote long before the campaign; as a result,
the numbers open to persuasion were quite limited, no
matter how effective the online campaigns were. Our
central argument is that there are major gaps in schol‐
arly knowledge about how referendum campaigns have
changedwith the advent of greater socialmedia use. And
while some research has suggested the enormous reach
and impact of social media, much more evidence, spe‐
cific to referendums, is needed to support these early
conclusions. Indeed, social media use at referendums
has been rather less considered than other electoral
events, in part because referendums are relatively rare
political occurrences. Renwick et al. (2020, p. 521) iden‐
tified “accuracy, balance, accessibility and relevance” as
the four dimensions of high‐quality information at ref‐
erendum campaigns, and social media manipulation has
the potential to erode each of these. Social media cam‐
paigns were controversial and called into question mis‐
perceptions and disinformation in the 2022 defeated ref‐
erendum on Chile’s new constitution (Suiter et al., 2022).
But the absence of regular large‐scale studies of refer‐
endums means that there are sizable gaps in the under‐
standing of how socialmedia affects all of the four dimen‐
sions of information.

2. 2018 Referendum to Repeal the Constitutional
Prohibition on Abortion

The 2018 Irish abortion referendum provides a useful
illustrative case to reflect on some of the central ques‐
tions of how social media affects the behaviours and atti‐
tudes of voters (for a general outline of voter behaviour,
see Elkink et al., 2020). In Ireland, abortion referendum
campaigns have a reputation for being deeply acrimo‐
nious and polarising. The 1983 referendum to introduce
a constitutional prohibition on abortion was described
as “an incessant campaign of unparalleled divisiveness,

bitterness and rancour” (O’Carroll, 1991, p. 55). Four
further referendums on abortion in 1992 and 2002 did
little to change the underlying dynamics. By the early
21st century, pro‐life activists were accused of import‐
ing US pro‐life tactics and distributing material with
images of late‐term foetuses and the Holocaust along‐
side the names and details of public representatives
(Walsh & McEnroe, 2013). The roots of the 2018 cam‐
paign can be traced to November 2012 when The Irish
Times reported that a woman (Savita Halappanavar) had
died in a hospital arising from miscarriage complications
that were directly connected to the restrictive abortion
regime. Public outrage was initially expressed on social
media, and the case was reported by the international
press. The pro‐choice movement was galvanised into
an intense and sustained crusade to liberalise abortion
provision, but the deeply entrenched and well‐funded
anti‐choice groups also mobilised their extensive net‐
works into action for what became a six‐year campaign.
The government initially introduced very limited legis‐
lation, but in the aftermath of the 2016 general elec‐
tion, steps were taken to address abortion provision sub‐
stantively. A national citizens’ assembly recommended a
referendum to repeal the constitutional prohibition and
significant liberalisation, and this was endorsed by an
all‐party parliamentary committee. The official campaign
began in March 2018 and lasted two months.

The 2018 referendum became the first Irish abortion
referendum of the digital age. Both sides entered the
digital fray with gusto and were very active on social
media (Leahy, 2018). The “Yes” (pro‐choice) side focused
on women’s stories, such as @TwoWomenTravel, which
used Twitter to document the experience of women
travelling to the UK for an abortion. The anti‐abortion
campaign (“No”) focused on the idea that the proposed
changes would result in “extreme abortion on demand.”
It also touched on nativist tendencies and suggested
that the new system would be “too British” (Statham &
Ringrow, 2022). However, on social media, it refrained
from the use of graphic images of foetuses that did
appear in some campaign literature. Concerns from the
pro‐choice side that anti‐abortion advertising might be
funded from outside the country were aired in the
media and partly arose from the recruitment of a US
anti‐abortion speaker as one of the witnesses for the
anti‐abortion side in the preceding citizens’ assembly.
Further, the absence of regulations governing online
political advertising and a generally moderate wider reg‐
ulation framework (Reidy & Suiter, 2015) contributed to
widespread anxiety among political elites that the cam‐
paign could be vulnerable to potential (foreign) interfer‐
ence and deep incivility.

In any event, several of the major social media com‐
panies decided to voluntarily withdraw political advertis‐
ing from their platforms during the campaign. No doubt,
global concerns about social media manipulation and
domestic sensitivity to potential interference in the abor‐
tion referendum aligned and influenced the decisions.
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Facebook announced, onMay 8, 2018, that it would only
accept ads from organisations based in the Republic of
Ireland. Google followed suit and banned all political
ads on May 9, citing fears that overseas organisations
were targeting voters. The ban also applied to YouTube.
Twitter had not allowed referendum ads from the very
start of the campaign. This brings us to the first impor‐
tant point in this commentary: Many states, including
those that regularly hold referendums, are unprepared
for campaigns in a hybrid media environment. There are
major gaps in the legal frameworks that govern politi‐
cal campaigns, and anomalous situations prevail where
mainstream media are heavily regulated while digital
media face almost no control. There is an urgent need for
coordinated action on the regulation of the digital space.
The Irish case highlights the particular need for this to
be coordinated across states: The abortion referendum
attracted many campaigners from outside the state, and
digital platforms do not have national territorial distri‐
bution and access boundaries. Regulatory action must
explicitly engage with these challenging realities.

The voluntary withdrawals did not mean that social
media use was eliminated from the campaign, there was
political advertising in the first week and widespread
reports that ads continued to appear despite the
moves by platforms to limit them (Gallagher, 2018).
Furthermore, the abortion debate was a 40‐year one
in Ireland and paid advertising had been appearing
on platforms for several years before the referendum
was called. And campaign groups and voters could still
debate and discuss all of the issues online. The sec‐
ond observation we make is that assumptions about
the effectiveness and impacts of social media must be
interrogated and challenged. The pro‐choice side of the
campaign strongly welcomed the political advertising
bans and restrictions announced by the socialmedia plat‐
forms at the start of the campaign, citing evidence of
anti‐abortion groups in the UK, US, and Canada purchas‐
ing ads. And the anti‐abortion campaign was strongly
opposed arguing that it was “shutting down a free and
fair debate” (O’Brien & Kelly, 2018). Clearly, the “No”
campaign felt that it had an edge in the online campaign.
But these positions display a misunderstanding of which
voter groups were open to persuasion and what tools
were most effective at persuading them.

The RTÉ–Universities exit poll included data on the
consumption of mainstream media (radio, TV, news‐
papers) and digital media (social media, online news)
and reveals some interesting differences among voter
cohorts. Table 1 shows that voters who used digital
media during the abortion referendum campaign were
distinctive and different to those that did not use online
sources. In contrast to campaign narratives that the “No”
campaign was effective on online platforms, the evi‐
dence shows people who used digital media of all forms
were noticeably more likely to vote “Yes,” and this result
is statistically significant, including when controlling for
age. Among those that never browsed online for news,
the “Yes” vote was 47%, but it increased to 73% for those
that browsed online on one or more days and reached
80% among those that browsed online every day. A sim‐
ilar pattern is evident in relation to social media use.
Among those that never used social media, 53% voted
“Yes.” The average was 72% for those that browsed one
or more days per week, and it rose to 82% for those
using social media every day. Controlling for age, social
media use was significant for the “Yes” side. We can
also see that, on average, more respondents listened to
the radio news and watched TV news than each of the
other three media. This is consistent with Blassnig et al.
(2023), who found that citizens tended to rely more on
traditional news media to find information on referen‐
dums. And trust also matters; further data from the exit
poll showed that social media were the least trusted of
all media while television news was the most trusted.
And lastly, “Yes” voters were noticeably more trustful of
social media and digital news sources.

The message from this finding is that both cam‐
paigns weremisguided in some of their assumptions and
social media expectations. And following on from this,
we must make a plea for a more comprehensive and sus‐
tained analysis of campaign activity and voting patterns
at referendums.

Ultimately, the proposal to remove the constitutional
ban on abortion was supported with an overwhelming
“Yes” vote of 66% in favour, on a turnout of 64%. There
was majority support for the proposal in all but one con‐
stituency. Most voters reported that they had made up
their minds on how to vote within a considerable period,
and 75% of people reported that they always knew how

Table 1.Media consumption.

Read a Listen to Browse online news
Never Watch TV news newspaper radio news Use social media websites and apps

Voted “Yes” 79.3% 75.2% 85.2% 53.4% 47.4%
Voted “No” 20.7% 24.8% 14.8% 46.6% 52.6%

Read a Listen to Browse online news
Seven days a week Watch TV news newspaper radio news Use social media websites and apps

Voted “Yes” 64.3% 64.8% 66.3% 81.5% 79.9%
Voted “No” 35.7% 35.2% 33.7% 18.5% 20.1%
Source: Elkink et al. (2018), (column percentages).
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they would vote. Some important events, such as the
death of the woman in a hospital in 2012, the citizens’
assembly, and the parliamentary committee, were cited
by 11% of respondents as influencing opinion in the
period before the vote.While just 12% reported that they
decided how to vote during the campaign (Elkink et al.,
2020). This tells us that the campaigners were always
going to face an uphill battle at the referendum since
most voters had already decided how they would vote
(Reidy, 2021). Social media, no matter how effective the
digital ads and online conversations, were always only
going to reach very narrow groups of voters. But refer‐
endum questions span an enormous variety of consti‐
tutional and policy topics, and much wider and deeper
research is needed to assess campaign effects at differ‐
ent types of referendums.

The evidence from the 2018 abortion referendum is
that digital media users (online news and social media)
were more liberal, including when age is controlled for.
But on this deep cleavage issue, most voters had made
up their minds before the campaign started, so the
potential for social media to alter opinions was very lim‐
ited from the outset. Only a small number of voters were
available to persuade. And when we look at these vot‐
ers, we find that the vast majority leaned towards “Yes”
during the campaign. And this is very much the case for
social media users who skewed heavily towards a “Yes”
vote and not “No,” as had been apocalyptically specu‐
lated at times during the campaign. In fact, only those
who never used social media skewed “No.”

3. Conclusion

The 2018 abortion referendum provides important
insights that should stimulate further research and
reflection. In this case, social media did not matter all
that much. It must be acknowledged that the poten‐
tial impact of social media is variable at referendums.
We need to conduct campaign studies across multiple
contexts and on a variety of issues to understand the
circumstances when social media is likely to be influen‐
tial and when it is not. Given this variability, regulatory
frameworks that are clear, comprehensive, and adaptive
need to be urgently implemented. Social media compa‐
nies should not decide the electoral decisions and events
where digital advertising and other forms of communica‐
tion will be allowed, or not. And we must challenge all
assumptions about social media and the likely impacts
that it can have. At the abortion referendum, the “No”
campaignwas deeply opposed to the restriction of its dig‐
ital imprint, but the evidence showed that voters leaning
towards that side were least likely to be found on digi‐
tal platforms.
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